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The Thesis examines the nature of management - union relations in 

the Canadian Post Office since the advent of collective bargaining in 

1967. 'llie Thesis focuses on the reasons for the rn.unerous strikes, work 

slowdowns and poor p:Jsta1 service. 

It is suggested the bitter p:Jstal conflict of the last decade is 

a product of the highly restrictive nature of the collective bargaining 

proc1ess and the massive reorganization of the p:Jstal network in the 1970 r s. 

It i:s argued that the collective bargaining process prevented the canadian 

Union of Postal Workers (COPW) fran negot.iating such critical issues as 

hea1·th and safety, job security and technological change. In particular, 

the lack of any 'legal r right to negotiate! autanation of internal mail 

processing canbined with the Post Office management's refusal to eliminate 

the adverse effects of automation, created the conditions for a 'protracted 

war' between management and the p:Jstal union. 

Postal autcmation brought about profound changes in the postal 

~rJq?lace. Not only was manual sortation replaced as the 'hub' of mail 

processing, but postal workers found themselves working in a progressively 

I1Dre dangerous, noisy and otherwise adversely changed work environment. 

Postal workers required an 'open' ca11ecti:ve bargaining frameVv-ork to cane 

to gJrips with the many changes in the method and organization of work. 

Lastly, it is argued that the tran.sfonnation of the Post Office 

Depruct:mal'lt into a Cro;vn corp::>ration will n.ot prarrote a better labour 
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relations climate in the Post Office unless the postal corporation's 

-management is prepared to negotiate tecnnbl09ical change. Moreover , 

wanagement IrnlSt accept what negotiating al.ltanation implies -' humanizing' 

the Post Office workplace. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The post office is an .iI'rportant part of the ccmnunications 

infrastructure of the capitalist econOl¥. The post office provides key 

carmnmications and transportation services to the public, and, in particu-

lar, to business. The private sector has at its disposal a vital link 

with. local, national and international markets. The post office prcm::>tes 

the flow of corrmerce and thereby assists the private accumulation of 

capital. 

The post office is perhaps the clem-est illustration of what 

James 0' Connor and other state theorists c:all the I accumulation function I 

of the state. in capitalist society: The c:cmm.mications infrastructure 

necessary for the capitalist econaqy to operate is put in place and main

tairu:rl by the state with the use of public: dollars. 1 The state absorbs 

the social overhead of the post office by shifting the cost to the tax-

paying public. 

The canadian Federal state has hisltorically assumed a central 

role in the camn.mications network of the national econany. The Canadian 

Pacific Railway cost millions of public dClllars and when finished in 

18852 offered the canadian capitalist class access to Western markets for 

the industrially produced ca:modities of Central Canada. The CPR was the 

firs1c.:rrajor ccmnunications project paid for by the Canadian working 

1 ~ 3 c asl::>es. 

The Post Office is an integral :flo3It of the national ccm:rnmications 
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system in Cclna~, and, until ;r;ecently ( J?;r~ri.ded a ~ighJ.y dependa1:;lle 

service through. sane 15, 000 outletS across the country. Today, the Post 

Office is the scene of a bitter ongoing struggle between management and 

postal workers. 

Major postal strikes and other local work stoppages have been 

frequent since the advent of collective ba:Jt:gaining over a decade ago. 

The poolic has cane to ex,pect what appea!t"s an annual event - the prospect 

of mail disruption. Despite the highly visible posture of the Post Office 

very little is known about the conditions lmderlying postal conflict. 

Most canadians view postal strife with a large measure of cynicism. 

IDng and frequent postal disputes have hardened public attitudes toward 

postal workers and their. unions. The media has played a major role in 

shaping a negative public consensus on the Post Office by largely 

igno:J::ing the real issues behind the struggles of postal workers. News 

Inaga2:ine programs focus on the eno:rnous cost of Post Office absenteeism 

to the canadian taxpayer 4 without citing the working conditions that give 

rise to absenteeism. 'lli.e struggles of pos'tal workers are vietved in 

isolaLtion from the broader social context of capital-labour conflict: 

the nature of work in monopoly capitalist society breeds worker resistance~ 

absenteeism is a fonn of worker struggle IliDt unique to the Post Office. 

Popular perceptions about postal oDnflict ignore the many critical 

issues of concern to postal workers. Health and safety 1 job security, 

protection against the arbitrary use of management authority, and tech

oological change escape the public's view. Postal workers' demands are 

seen to gravitate around rronetary issues. IDst is a grasp of why postal 

workers struggle~ why the Federal government adopts an intransigent 
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barc;;aiP;Lng po~i t;i.on ( ?U'ld why' the ;P9~t Q~t*ce i~ tl;le focql po;i.nt ;for 

sustained state - worker confrontat±on~ 

The bitter and ongoing management - union conflict in the Post 

Office since the era of 'official t collective. bargaining began in 1967 

is a result of: (.11 the reorganization of postal operations planned in 

the late 1960' s and irrplerrented early in the next decade; and (2) the 

restJ:icti ve collective bargaining framework for postal workers. 

The Post Office Depart::n:ent undenvent a major reorganization of 

its operations , initially with the autanating of internal mail processing. 

This reorganization continued with the developnent of electronic mail 

delivery systems - Telepost pioneered in 1972 to serve the danestic 

roarkE~t and Intelpost, which was recently introduced to serve inter-

nati()nal business ccmnunications. 

The arbitrcu:y introduction of a program of autanation, together 

with all its accClrC'panying adverse effects for 'inside' postal workers in 

the early 1970' s, brought management - union relations to a nE'M all time 

low. Where consultation rcech.anisms were set up to discuss and later 

nego1:iate technological change, management. aJ.nost always went ahead with 

intended changes without allowing these mechanisms a chance to function. 

From a management perspective, the actual irrplementation of the program 

of alltanation was not open to discussion. Postal workers have fought to 

nego1:iate technological change and prevent. management fran acting uni

lateJ:ally and against the interests of workers. 

Autc:nlation of the Post Office is, without question, the single 

majoJ::' source of postal conflict over the past decade. The history of 

collective bargaining in the Post Office c~an be written alrrost exclusively 
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from the perspective of a mana<;Jement bent on tl:le one hand, on ;intplementing 

technological chailges and on the other a refractory union equally bent 

on ~asisting these changes. 

'Ihe overl1auling of the Post Office Deparl::!nentvia a program of 

autanation was primarily a response to grc~'I1ing annual postal deficits and 

the long range goal to put the postal operation on a fiDner financial 

footing. Autanation reflected a Federal grovernrnent strategy to retire 

the deficit by controlling labour costs, which traditionally accounted 

for a large per centage of overall operating costs. 

'Ihe postal defiCit took on a larger dimension as a result of the 

emerging fiscal crisis of the late 1960' s in C21r'.ada. Recurring postal 

deficits worsened the budgetary problems of the Canadian Federal state 

and helped fuel the state crisis. '!he Fedlaral governn:ent IS reorgani-

2ation of the Post Office underlined the conjunctural necessity of 

raticlnalizing the postal operation vis-a-v:is the fiscal crisis. '!he 

postal deficit, in many ways, reflected this much more profound social 

crisis of the capitalist econarw: the problem of the state accc:::mJdating 

the conflicting claims of the capitalist class and the working class on 

the national wealth. 

'!he reorganization of the Post Office by prarroting capital over 

labour also points to the role postal work~.rs I resistance plays in the 

econarrw of the Post Office. Workers I struggles at the Post Office work

place impinge on productivity and the ability of management to make the 

postal operation nore cost efficient. Postal workers' resistance also 

reducl3s the efficacy of postal services to the private sector. Stri'lces 

and work disruptions :i!rpair business ccmnunications and interrupt the 
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'flCM of carmerce'. ;Postal ~rkers" resist:ance I '!:hen, ;is ~ ;i.rrportant 

underlYl:flg f~ctor ;in the decis,ion to overhcLul the, postal operation, 

whetber viewed fran the' standpoint of the'deficit, or, the :ilrq;>a.ct of 

~rke:t:" s struggles on capital acctmnllation. Autanation is a way of short. 

circuiting ~rkers' resistance and asserting management control in the 

Post Office. 

The program of autanation and the introduction of electronic 

mail deliveJ:y in the last decade errphasizes the accumulation role the 

Post Office plays as part. of the capitalist. cc:mmm.ications infrastructure. 

The autca:nating of intemal mail handling is a response to the changing 

ccm:m.:o:rlcations needs of the private sector for a nore rapid transmission 

of infonnation. Electronic mail deliver:y illustrates the carmit:rrent of 

the Federal goverrnnent to incorporate re.N business cc:mmm.ications tech

nology into the Post Office in order to meet the conmunications cl.iInate 

of the! 1980' s and beyond. 

The second major cause of postal canflict is the Public Service 

'Staff Relations Act (PSSRA.) - the labour le:3'islation covering collective 

bargaining for Federal ~rkers. The PSSRA. both facilitates the reorgan

izaticin of the Post Office and ties the hands of postal workers in 

attempts to negotiate changes in the method and organization of work. 

The PSSRA. was passed in 1967 and set. in rrotion collective bargain

ing for federal errployees. Yet this labour law severely limits the scope 

of bargaining on many crucial fronts by excluding important categories 

from what are deaned 'bargainable' subjects.. Critically for postal 

~rkers, technological change is a non-negotiable item. Inside postal 

~rkers have fought against what the canadian Union of Postal Workers 
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(CUPfNl calls the 'institutional straitjacket' of the :pSSM. This labour 

law has' to a very <Jreat extent only I fOllrlCLlized' the traditionally 

subo:t:'dinate position of postal workers to the Federal governrrent and its 

reprl=sentatives at the workplace. 

The inadequacy of the PSSRA as a legislative framework for the 

colll=ctive bargaining process was obvious fran the outset. But the 

unworkable nature of this Act was made real for postal workers with the 

implementation of the program of autataticln. 

Workers I resistance to the PSSRA has taken the form of a demand 

to replace this labour law with the less restrictive Canada Labour Code 

which covers private sector workers. A very active debate emerged on 

whether the Post Office Department should be transfonned into a Crown 

Corporation. Postal workers believed such a change would open the door 

to make many critical issues subject to negotiation. 

The adoption of Bill C-42 by the House of Cammons on April 14, 

1981 transforms the Post Office Depart::mant into a Crown corporation. 5 

This legislation is the culmination of over a decade of confrontation, 

bitte..r debate and oft-repeated and broken promises by successive Liberal 

Parliaments to make the Post Office a Crown company. 

The struggle to replace the PSSRA is inextricably bound to the 

fight. against autanation and the Federal government I s potentially rrore 

aninous offensive launched with electronic mail delivery. The PSSRA 

allov.;s technological changes to be made and circumscribes the response 

of PCIStal workers to these changes. 

The purpose of the thesis is to examine why postal workers 
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* resist. The stru99'les of '.inside'· postal workers represented by the 

cupw. occupy the focus of this work. This is largely so because postal 

conflict O\i"er the past decade has revolved around the COPW's challenge to 

the E'ederal govenment' s reorganization of the Post Office workplace. 

That the CUPW has taken the leading role in opposing this reorganization 

is perhaps explained by the direct and negative imPact autc:mation holds 

for the ctJPW bargaining mrit. Obversely, the more conservative approach 

of the Letter Carriers I Union of Canada (IL1JC) reflects, in part at 

least., the peripheral relationship of lettE=>..r carriers to the central work 

process. I.CUC led strike activity accounts for only about 4 per cent 

of all tiIre lost in postal strikes since 1967. 6 

This thesis is divided into four main sections: Part I exami..'1eS 

the decision to ove:rhaul the postal operation by focusing on the deficit, 

its causes and the climate into which the Post Office was headed. In 

addition, the decision to autana;te is placed in the context of the fiscal 

crisis of the Canadian Federal state, since! postal deficits helped to fuel 

. the state crisis. This first section is all important background to under-

stand the program of autanation itself and the extent of postal workers! 

resistance to autanation, noreover, why the Federal governrrent pushed 

ahead with. autarlation despite its adverse effects on workers. 

Part II focuses on the collective bargaining process. Chapter 

Two looks at the conditions under which collective bargaining for federal 

* 'Inside' postal 't\Crkers receive, ,sort and fo:r:ward mail; provide 
countelr service; unload and dispatch mail bags, etc. Letter carriers 
(,outside' workers) do final preparation and delivery of mail. 
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wor~..rs was mtroduced, particularly the lack of any legal right to 

nego1:iate wages and conditions of work with the government, and details 

the provisions of the PSSRA.. The latter is contrasted with the Canada 

Labour Code. Chapter Three applies the PSSRA. to the Post Office and 

sh~:; what ways this legislation is inadequate as a bargaining tool for 

postal workers, especially as this Act facilitates the introduction of 

technological change.· 

Part tt! rroves beyond the structu:r'al problems of the bargaining 

frarrework and takes up autanation and postal "NOrkers I responses to 

autanation. Chapter Four outlines the changes in the met.~od and 

organization of work brought about by the program of autamation~ how 

the program was implemented: its impact on J;ostal workers~ and the ways 

postal workers have struggled against automation of the workplace. 

Chapter Five focuses on electronic mail de!livery and raises a number of 

crucial questions for the job security of postal workers and the future 

of ~le Post Office. 

Part rv, the concluding section of this thesis, considers the 

issu= of the tr-cnsformation of the Post Office into a Crown corporation. 

Chapter Six unfolds the arguments for a Cl:own canpany and queries the 

impact this transfonnation will likely ha\re on future labour relations 

in ~he Post Office. 
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1. Janes O'Connor, The Fiscal crisis of the State, New York: St. 
Martin' s Press, 1973. 0 i Connor's work on fiscal crisis theox:y 
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cc:mmmications, etc.). This is the accumulation function of the 
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social programs. This is the 1egitimiz,ation function. Both 
accumulation and legitimization functio:ns are necessax:y to the 
Cc1.pitalist econarw to operate, yet stabe spending in one area diverts 
capital fran the other. Thus, the capitalist state is reset by two 
major f claims' on its dollar resources. A third clam on state 
re~venue is the 'coercive' function - the I protection of persons and 
Pl:Operty I - a euphemism for keeping the subordinate social class in 
check. Thus, the state fulfills three lnain functions: (1) acClJIIUl
lation; (2) legitimization; and (3) coercion. The functions of the 
state are also discussed by Leo Panitch (liThe Role and Nature of the 
Cc-madian State", in The Canadian Stare: Political Econany and 
Pc)litical Power (1977) ). Panitch argues that the state acts on 
'behalf I of the capitalist class, rathe:t:' than at its 'behest'. 
Ralph Miliband (The state in Capitalist Society (1969) focuses on the 
irlStitutions of the state and importantly, the role of ideology in 
'nwstifying' the class cha.rac"ber of siI:a"t:e irlStitutions and the actions 
of the political managers of the state. 

2. Tan Naylor, The History of Canadian Business, 1867-1914, Vol. 11 
(,I'oronto, 1975), p. 5. 

3. That is, the first major infrastructural project fran Confederation, 
since, major wa"ber route and rail arteries were constructed in 
Cc-mada (what was then Upper and IDwer amada) in the 1830's and 1840's. 
(Cf. Steven Langdon, The Emergence of the canadian Working Class 
~wement, (Toronto, 1975), p. 5. 

4. Fc)r example, a quasi -news affairs program produced by ~ called Live 
It:...!!2, aired a segernent on absenteeism in the Canadian Post Office-rn:
Malrch 1979. This segment noted that absen"beeism was costing Canadian 
tc:!Xpa.pers to fr..e bme of $73 million a ~{ear. The program did not, 
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hc~ver, Cleal with. tbe circumstances SUJ::rounding postal absenteei 5[11, 

nor any of the. issues in postal disputes. . 

Interestingly, Ir!Y subsequent attenpts to review this segment or have 
access to a typescript ~:re thwarted by the fact that this segment 
can no longer be publicly shown. In a telephone conversation with. 
Ms:. S. OrBrien, program sales, c:N, on October 13, 1980, I was told 
that the post office nu:rtber 6 segrren.t could not be made available 
De!cause of protests £ram the Post Office Depart::Irent, but l1'Ore so 
De!cause the program producers, in attempting to prove a point aDout 
inefficiency in the postal system, used their own Live It Up logo on 
false stanps, which was an illegal act. The trade off: no legal 
action if the segrrent was pennanently shelved. ~ appeal to cr:v 
Vi.ce President Wews, Features and InfOJt:mation progranroing) Mr. 
Dcnald Carreron fell on deaf ears. In response to my letter of October 
14:, 1980, Mr. Cameron stated that " ••• this particular item cannot 
De! released either in the fonn of a transcript or for screeningll

• 

(Ietter of October 24, 1980). 

5. Tbe IIpost Office Crown COl:poration Billl( (C-24 was introduced in the 
House of Carrm:::ms on July 17, 1980. (Cf,. "Post Office Switch Praisedlf

, 

T.he Spectator (Hamil ton) July 18, 1980, p. 2}. The Bill received 
third and final reading and passed on April 14, 1981 (Cf. Debates of 
tie House of Ccmrons, April 14, 1981, p,. 9264). The Canada Post 
Corporation officially obtained its new status on October 16, 1981 
(see Chapter Six - The Post Office Corporation) • 

6. Labour Canada, Strikes and Lockouts in Canada, Ottawa: Eoonamics and 
Research Branch, various iss1.ES 1967-1979. 
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CHAPTER 1 - THE DECISION TO ~ 

The thesis of this chapter is that the decision to automate the 

Post Office Depart::ment was a two fold measure to care to grips with a 

rising postal deficit and to make the postal operation more responsive 

to thE: needs of the private sector. 

A fiscal crisis in the Post Office 'was a hard fact by the mid-

1960's. And, if financial forecasts were accurate, the Post Office was 

in fOl:: even 'harsher times'. The program of autanation would, according 

to the Federal govenment' s plan, stem the Igrowth of the wages bill by 

halting the expansion of the \'Jerkforce over the long haul, and, thereby 

reducE~ the postal deficit. The decision to autanate also reflected, in 

part, the irrq;act strikes and other \'Jerk disruptions had on producti vi ty 

in the Post Office and, hence, the postal deficit. Autanation would 

CO\mter the impact of workers' resistance and give management greater 

centre)l over the Post Office \'Jerkplace. 

Autanation was designed to make canada I s postal system a viable 

cCIIlIUlIucations service to the private sector in the decades to ccme. A 

labour intensive postal system was siIrply n(::> longer adequate vis-a-vis 

(a) rising mail vol1.lIreS - the cost of manual sortation of larger volunes 

was too enollIlOUS to consider; and (b) the changing cc:mmmications 

environn:ent - manual sortation could not Ite3t the need for more rapid 

transnlission of infOJ:In3.tion. Autc.mation premised a more efficient 

handling of greater volunes of mail and, thus, an irrproved service to 

busine~ss. 
1 



2 

Two anti -deficit stra~ies were open to the Fedel:'~ gove.rrnnent. 

Autanation was a highly attractive measure i;drned at fighting the deficit 

By inc:reasing the capital - labour ratio in the Post Office. An altemate 

stratE~ was to siIrply raise postal rates 'b::l generate sufficient revenues 

to ofj:set the deficit. In light of the low postal rate policy of the 

Federal goverrnnent, which maintained the laNest cost for service in the 

indust.rialized world, this option would not have been inappropriate. 

That the Federal government chose the autanation strategy was 

totally consistent with the acCUIIUllation role of the Post Office in the 

capitalist econ.orI'\Y. To raise rates would have meant a 'privatizing' of 

the costs of the postal system, since business constituted the over

whelming bulk of all postal users. Higher rates would redistribute the 

costs of the postal system throughtout the private sector. This redistri

bution of costs would have undeJ::mined the f1.mdamental precept of infra

structural services required by the capitalist class as a whole - the 

cost of infrastructure supports IIUlSt be 'socialized'. The choice of 

autana.tion guaranteed the Post Office would remain a public liability. 

1.1 (i) The Postal Deficit 

Extent. 

The postal deficit grew enOlltlOusly in the 1960' s and took a 

quantum leap in the Seventies. Post Office management repeatedly wrestled 

with high annual operation deficits. The a"\rerage annual deficit between 

1960 - 1964 was approximately $29 million. The average annual deficit 

jUItp9d to over $41 million by the end of the decade. The table bela-; 

details annual postal revenues and expenditures and tells the deficit sto:r:y. 



Fiscal Year 
Ending March 

19160 
19161 
19162 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

TABLE. ONE 

, 'POSTAL 'DEFICITS, '19JiO''';' '1969a 

Revenues 

(in millions of dollars)b 
($1961) 

$ 199 
206 
215 
220 
229 
251 
256 
264 
281 
299 

Expenditures 

$ 222 
237 
244 
244 
264 
261 
284 
306 
336 
369 

3 

Deficit 

$ 23 
31 
29 
24 
35 
10 
28 
42 
55 
70 

Source:: Selected data, Report of the Postmaster General, 1964-1966 and 
Annual Report, Canada Post Office, 1967-1969. 

Notes: (a) This table includes the dollar value of seJ:Vl.ces supplied to 
the Post Office Department by otheJ:- government departments and 
seJ:Vl.ces received fran other depar1:roents. 
(b) All figures rounded. 

The trend since 1965 is an unmistakable.march toward greater 

budget:ary shortfall. For example, the average annual deficit Between 

1970 •. 1974 rose to over $64 million - or IOOre than double the previous 

fi ve-~rear average. 1 understandably, the Federal goverrnrent and Post Office 

Department management, were gravely C0I1cerned wit..,. a deficit of this 
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ctimension and set out to control or reduce the. deficit heading into the 

1970 ':5. What were the causes of the postal deficit? 

(il) causes of the Deficit 

~t's Paper Tiger: 
Rising IabourCOsts 

The Post Office DepartInent shifts the blame fer the postal deficit 

to its enployees. The deficit is a creaturle of (rising labour costS',. 

The Post Office views the 'gap between revenues and expenditures' in the 

conw~t of reducing costs, principally, lab:mr costs, since wage increases 

constitute the "... nost significant single factor in rising costs II. 2 

Labour costs are indeed the single ~~eatest expenditure as a per 

centage of all operating costs in the Post office Department. Table Two 

below clearly illustrates this point. However, the tendency to draw an 

autcm:Ltic connection between the deficit and labour costs, and, thus, to 

portray postal workers as fiscal villains, :E1ies in the face of a number 

of iIrq?ortant facts about precisely what contributes to the postal deficit. 

Firstly, that wages have traditionally accounted for a high per 

centagre of all operating costs is not at all surprising in view of the 

essent:ial1y blue-collar nature of the work perfo:oned in the Post Office. 

The pclsta1 system of the 1960' s was labour intensive. I.etter sorting 

machinles and other mechanized equipnent were yet to be used in canada as 

part Clf a systematic approach to sorting and noving the :mails. Postal 

workeJ::'s could hardly be blamed for the fact that the postallrlorkp1ace was 

organized around living labour as opposed to machinery. Indeed, a 

govenunent study observed that liThe lag in productivity an the Post 

Offi~1 can be related to the failure of the~ canada Post Office, in 



canparison to.major post' offices elsewhere, to introduce mecbanica1 

sortation processes" in the 1960' s. 3 

LaBour Costs in the Post Office 
Department, 1960..;.1969' , 

Fiscal Year 
Ending ~.arch Salaries/Wages 

% of all 
Operating Costsa 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

Source,· .. 

Notes: 

(millions of dollarS!) a 
($1961) 

$ 122 
133 
138 
140 
157 
151 
173 
187 
201 
254 

% 54.9 
56.1 
56.6 
57.4 
59.5 
57.9 
60.9 
61.1 
59.8 
68.8 

Selected data, Report of the Postmaster General 1960-1966 and 
Annual Report, Canada Post Office, 1967-1969. 

(a) All figures rounded. 
(b) Per centages of operating costs as contained in Table One. 

Secondly, increases in the wages bill as a per centage of all 

operating costs were not all that dramatic in the 1960's as Table Two 

illustrates. MJreover, the real wages of PC)stal workers between 1961 -

5 



1969 increased only marginally. The table below underlines this point: 

1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

TABLE 'llffiEE 

Money and Real Wage Rates P.O. 4a 

2.07 
2.07 
2.24 
2.24 
2.41 
2.50 
2.75 
2.96 
3.14 

Standard C.P. I. 

100.0 
101.2 
103.0 
104~.8 
107.4 
111.4 
1151.4 
l201.1 
1251.5 

Real wageC 

($1961) 

2.07 
2.05 
2.17 
2.14 
2.24 
2.24 
2.38 
2.46 
2.50 

Source: Selected Data, "Table One - M::)ney and Real Wage Rates P. O. 4", 
SuI:mission by the Canadian Union c,f Postal w:>rkers to the 
Concll1iation Board Established in view of 'the . Renewal of the 
COllective Agreement Between the CUPW and the Treasury Board, 
April 10, 1978. Appendix 1 - "Wage Proposal", p. 9. 

Notes: (a) P.O 4 represents the vast majc,rity of postal 'WOrkers -
sorters, coders, sweepers, etc. 
(b) Rate in effect for longest period in each year. 

6 

(c) The noney rate is divided by the appropriate average annual 
C.P.I. 

In addition to the points raised above on increased labour costs, 

we, ~e;- pote,. that the size of the postal workforce increased by about 

26 pe:it:' cent' between 1960 and 1969. 4 Hence, an increase in the ovc-ra11 

cost of labour must be weighted against the expansion of the workforce 

* itself. This expansion, again, underlines the labour intensive nature 

* Labour costs must also be divided into costs of salaries for 
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of tbe work process at that time. 

Thirdly, a consideraele loss ·of postal revenue results fran 

Canacia t s involvement in the foreign mail exchange agreemant. Under the 

Universal Postal COnvention, the canadian Post Office handles foreign 

mail at no charge to the country of origin.. While this service also 

applies to Canadian mail sent outside the c.."Ountry, this agreenent results 

in a net revenue loss to Canada. Taking the United States as an ~le, 
, 

more U.S. mail enters canada than the obveJ:~se, adng in large part to the 

sizeable difference in population between t:he two countries. The Canadian 

postal system suffers a revenue loss, since Canadian postal workers are 

paid -to sort and deliver this mail regardless, and are paid largely by 

Canadian tax dollars. As Mr. Mather (NDP) remarked in the House of camons 

in 1966:5 

The real hole, in our opinion, through which 
the flood of the deficit canes into the 
operations of the post office is the agree
rrent which penni. ts the entry, at our cost, of 
millions of dollars worth of U. S. printed 
products. I am told, for example, that our 
post office loss on Time and Teader I s Digest 
has been in the past as high as $1,400,000. 
a year. 

The f<:)reign mail exchange agreemant when looked at internationally, cost 

canada millions of dollars each year. The est:iroated global loss to the 

su~risory staff and postal workers and le·tter carriers. In 1980, for 
~JLe, supervisors, clerical workers and operational staff (e.g. truck 
drivers, etc.) salaries accounted for 60 pe:t:' cent of total laDour costs, 
while the figure for postal workers and let·t:er carriers was 40 per cent. 
(Cf. ~:he Postal Journal of canada, Vol. 40, No.2 (1980), p. 5. Data 
for years prior to 1980 is not presently aVcrllable. 
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Post Office in 1966 was $5 million. 6 These sums cannot be ignored when 

discussing the postal deficit, since Canadian postal workers provide a 

service for which revenue is not directly srenerated and for which recipro-

city ,offer no adequate compensation. 

Fourthly, Post Office managerrent decisions to go ahead and 

purchase rrajor capital items only later to be left underused or idle also 

affec'ts the postal deficit. Expected productivity improvements fail to 

rrater.ialize and more 'WOrkers may be needed to take up the slack. as a 

result.. One example worth citing is the case of a trolley conveyor 

installed in the Hamilton post office in 1961 and brought to the attention 

of the House in 1968.7 The initial cost of the trolley converyor was 

$81,745. plus taxes. After mechanical and electrical m:xlification the 

price tag rose to $126,481.60. However, use of this expensive equipn:rlt 

was halted only a feM years later. Responding to questioning in the 

House of camons, the Hon. G.J. McIlraith, .Minister of Public Works, 

offered the following explanation to the canadian taxpayer: 
8 

I am infonred. by the postal authorities that 
the use of the conveyor was discontinued on 
February 22, 1965, because it could not be 
kept in a reliable 'WOrking condition. 
Continued efforts to operate it would have 
disrupted handling of mail in the Hamilton 
post office. 

A large outlay of public dollars was thus made on equip:nent that was later 

left to gather dust. 

In my visit to the Gateway postal f,acili ty outside Toronto, the 

countr.y I s largest mail and parcel processin~; facility, I observed three 

instarlces of capital waste. Firstly, an ex]:?eIlSi ve catplter parcel 

InplaIlt cart system in the bulk mail plant iflaS not used. The floor was 
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aneeddeC3 with a rail type of tracking on which. parcel carts are guided 

by <:arg?Uter codes. However, this system was never used. "Its safer not 

to run it. We did not plan to have any processing done on the floor area. 

But, as you can see, we do have employees wDrking hem": The postal 

official who made these remarks declined to tell me this system's cost. 

Howev~..r, he did indicate that it.was a very "expensive" white elephant. 

Poor :planning, in this case, resulted in the expenditure of public dollars 

for equipnent which has never been used, noreover, to do so would endanger 

the safety of the parcel sorters working in the plant (see Chapter Four). 

SecoriUy, I observed the operation of the mechanized mail sortation system. 

'Ibree "CUiler-Facer-canceller" machines, which. sort letters in the mail 

processing plant, were purchased at a cost IDf $250,000 a piece. Only one 

was op:rating during my visit (the evening shift, usually the busiest). 

I was infonned that only "bl:> CFC machines have ever operated simultane-
, 
ously.. A third, then, rests peznenently idle. lastly, every fifteen or 

so feet overhead are closed-circuit television cameras (CCIV) to survey 

the work areas fran a central control booth. The general supervisor at 

GatewclY told me the cost was absolutely "incredible", yet they are alIrcst 

* never used! 

* The "CCmnission of Inquiry Relating to the Security a."id Investi
gation Services Branch Wi thin the Post Offie:::e Department", chaired by 
Juge I~ J. Marin, heard testircony fran POist Office Department officials 
that claimed the CG!V system had only been used a grand total of 28 times. 
The Marin Ccmnission was supposed to make public the exact cost of the 
ccrv system to the taxpayer. However, this information was anitted fran 
the report of its findings and reccmnendatic:ms. In any case, Post Office 
managenent argued that the cost of c::r:.TJ mus·t be weighted agains~ the 
system's deterrent value against crime. The;:' deterrent' argUment is a 
highly deeataI:lle one, since mail theft, damage and other foJ:IrlS of crime 
in the~ Post Office is est:ilnated in the Carmission' s report to cost more 
than ~;4 million annually. (Cf. The Report of the Ccm.nission of Inquiry 
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Fifthly, a Post Office Department 'IiProductivity Study" (1969),10 

inteDestingly enough, pointed to a lack of managanent expertise as a. key 

* factor resulting in lower productivity in t:he Post Office. The 

study observed that a reorganization of management resources and a 

decentralization of decision-making authority was necessary to increase 

productivity. That is, without even considering the introduction of 

autanation, significant productivity i:mprovement could be achieved by 

"training and re-orientation" of managanent~ personnel. This included 

training management on heM to identify and eliminatet:he causes of non

productive time and how to make use of methods improve:rent techniques. 

'!he study projected a short-nm productivity increase in mail sortation 

of 5 per cent across t:he postal system if its reccmnendations were acted 

on.ll A 5 per cent improvement in mail processing in just the five 

largest facilities would alone have generat:ed a $3 million annual saving 

in 1969 dollars.12 

Relating to t:he Security and Investigation Services Branch Wit:hin the 
Post Office Departrrent, January 7 I 1981, J1.lg~ Re1'le Marin, camrl.ssioner, 
p. 67; 88-89). It could also be arguedd:thc:Lt t:he extent of crime in the 
Post. Office is overblown. For instance, the Marin Report does not say 
how mllch of t:he $4 million in loses is causied by damage as against sheer 
theft. Testllnony heard before the Ccmni.ssion fran Post Office management 

. noted that damage to parcels by machines was quite substantial. At the 
Gateway plant alone "... sane 200 parcels e~ch day were damaged so 
sever1ely that t:he contents could not be mat;ched up wit:h the package". 
(Cf. "CIC and Postal Unions Respond to t:he Marin Report", March 19, 1981 
(pres,s. release). '!hus, the deterrent rationale for the CC'N system is 

weakened by t:he absence of infonnation to c:learly prove a 'crime wave' 
in t:he Post Office actually exists. I am jndebted to Geoff Bickerton, 
C1JPW ,research officer, for pointing out the! information on t:he use of 
t:he ocrv system heard before t:he Marin Camtission, since this data was 
not included in t:he Report. 

* Several government studies on the Post Office (e.g. 'Uberig 
Report'; 'Bernie Wilson Report'; 'Arnot-Mullirtgton Report I; 'Hay Associates 
Report'; etc.) in t:he 1970' s identified nmalIlaganent incanpetence" as a 
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Sixthly, the deficit could also be reduced or a11::09'ether wiped

out if the Post Office Controlled all aspects of the camumications field 

(telephone, television, telegraph, electronic data transmission, etc.) in 

canada. Profits fran one branch, for example, Bell canada's heavy 

profii:s, could be used to offset financial losses in the Post Office. 

'!his is precisely how Britain's ccmnunicatil::m.s netwoJ::k operates. 13 

Lastly, and most importantly, the postal deficit is the product 

of the! low mail rate policy of the Federal gOVe.r:rntalt which subsidizes the 

private sector out of the taxpayer's pocket.. The:iIrq;>a.ct of too low a 

postal rate structure is to ratO'Ve potential sources of revenue adequate 

to wipe-out the postal deficit. nus factoJ~ is discussed below in detail 

. under its own heading. 

On the basis of the foregoing, them j , there is little to back up 

the proposition that the problem of the deficit is really a problem of 

wage claims made by postal workers. A case for linking the deficit to 

labour costs can only be made by ex.amining how lew worker productivity 

primes the deficit vis-a-vis the necessity t:o augment the 'WOrkforce to 

obtain improvenent in productivity levels. nus issue is taken up later 

in this chapter when we consider the :iIrq;>a.ct of postal worker's resistance 

on productivity and, hence, operating costs and the postal deficit. 

key source of the poor services and berept financial condition of the 
postal system. The Federal goV'erl'llIeIlt, howeiVer, did not release these 
reporbs to the public. (Cf. Address by the National President of the 
Canadian Union of Postal Workers to the canadian Postal Users e conference, 
1978, :in Toronto, Ontario~ ·sept:embEtr 25~ 197~, pp. 7-8. 
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.Mail Rate Structure 

Before proceeding with this section, a fel words on the financial 

struc:ture of the ?ost Office Department are in order. The operating costs 

of the Post Office are paid out of parliam:ntary appropriations and not 

strictly on the basis of revenue receipts. What this means, of course, 

is that any shortfall between revenue and operating costs cares out of 

the taxpayer's pocket. 'Ihis situation poses no problem so long as postal 

revenues areadequate to mE!et costs, or othE~ sources of state revenue 

can be applied against operating deficits in the Post Office. 'Ihis has 

not, however, been the case. 

The canadian Post Office maintains the lowest rate structure of 

any country in the industrialized world. l~or this reason, postal rates 

have proved grossly inadequate to cover the actual costs of operating the 

Post Office. In addition, the general shape of the Federal Treasm:y since 

the late 1960's bas not been good (see sed:ion:1.4). Postal deficits 

fall flatly on the Federal Treasm:y and in tum must be borne by the 

taxpaying public. 

Instead of gearing the postal rates policy to the actual operating 

costs of the Post Office, the Federal government has chosen to shift the 

costs of postal services onto the general public. The average citizen is 

footing the bill for a variety of services (e.g. special delivery, parcel 

post, etc. and innovations like Telepost targeted for use' mainly by 

business) which he/she is not likely to USE~, not to mention the cost of 

research and developnent for nJi!!M services. 

Corporate postal users reap the benefit of low rates, which 

represent, no less, a fo:r:m of subsidy to the private sector. The Federal 
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government's policY on postal rates is cons,istent with its accumulation 

function: that is, to socialize costs of canmmications and transportation. 

A low rates structure obviously renoves potential revenue that 

could be used to keep the deficit in check. The rates structure llUlSt be 

cited as a key factor in the failure of pos'tal revenue to cover operating 

costs.. Indeed, a Post Office Department stLJdy prepared in August 1978, 

finally acknowledged the role of low postal rates on the poor financial 

shap; of the Department. 14 

It could be argued that these problems lJinancialJ 
of the Post Office reflect nothing ncre than the 
effects of l.mderpricing of the service ••• Postal 
rate adjustments have not kept pace and have, 
l.mtil recently, even lagged behind the rise in 
the Consumer Price Index. Indleed, even after 
the recent increase, Canadian postal services 
are the lowest of the western industrialized 
nations. •• it is interesting '0:> note, for exa:q>le, 
that the Australian Post Officle has found it 
necessary to establish a first class rate of 
26¢ Canadian. If that rate we're in effect here, 
the Post Office would probably be able to cover 
all expenses fran its own revenues. 

It was not l.mtil this study that the Post Office Department was willing 

to publicly admit the relevance of the argument connecting low rates and 

* the deficit. This, despite the fact that the negative consequences of 

administering too low a postal rate structu're on the postal deficit was 

extensively dealt with in a 1969 Federal government study. This study, 

A Blueprint for Change, observed that l.mles:s the rate structure was 

altered, " ••• substantial deficits will be incurred in perpetuity ••• ,,15 

* The Federal gova.'I"!lmeIlt' s postal rate policy led the CUPW to 
chargE~ that the postal deficit was "artificially induced" and conveniently 
used by management to justify its intransigent bargaining position on 
wages" (Cf. Su1::mission by the Canadian Unii:>n of Postal w:>rkers to the 
conciliation Board ••• , Supra, Appendix I, p. 3. 



M:>reover, a Liberal member of parliament, lIlr. Cowan, told the House in 

1966 that, particularly in the case of second class mail, :postal rates 

did ncx cover the cost of services rendered.16 

14 

The main benefactor of the low :postal rate :policy was, of course I 

the Plrivate sector, traditionally the biggest collective custaner of the 

Post Office.17 These low rates subsidized cor:porate :postal users. The 

first and second class mail product lines provide the best indication of 

this. 

(al First Class Mail 

In the Annual Report of the Postmaster General for 1964, it was 

:pointed out that "... under the present ra'be structure, first class mail 

does not pay its way, and increases in the postal rate are indicated if 

the Depart:ment is to avoid continuing to subsidize the carriage of letter 

mail ll
•
18 

On April 1, 1954 the cost of mailing a first class letter in 

Canada was five cents. On Novenber 1, 1968 the first class rate was 

changed; now costing si.x cents. It took fourteen years to increase this 

rate by a single cent! Small wonder that first class mail did not 'pay 

its wa.y'. 

When Postmaster General . Jean Pierre cOte' pro:posed a first class 

mail r'ate hike in 1967, sane Members voiced objection on the grounds that 

"t:h.E? increase would· be a financial burden to the "little people" of canada 

as one MI? put it.19 But since the private sector's share of first class 

mail was conservatively estimated at seventy-five per cent, any increase 

in this mail rate would fall to business '(as;suming no 'passing on r of the 

increase to the consumer via higher prices for goods and services). First 

class lmail was not the exclusive mail of the r ordi.n.ary ci.tizen I as many 
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peoplle believed. Indeed, a cc:::mplete breakdown of first class postal 

users reveals 75 per cent usage by the priv'ate sector; 20 per cent by all 

level:s of governrrent; and only about 5 per ~ general public use. 20 

Perhaps PostIraster General cdte best put this rate proposal into 
. 21 

perspective when he remarked: 

The honourable member who just made his speech 
suggestecl that the ordinaJ:y citizen w:>uld have 
to pay for the bulk of revenue to be provided 
by this increase. ret 1m tell him that the 
average citizen spends on first class mail 
service of the post office $1.:82 a year; the 
increase will bring this up to $2.19, so the 
ordinaJ:y citizen will be paying 37 cents a 
year more. But consider the position of the 
Bell Telephone Carpany, for example, which has 
telephones in every house and ~sends a bill to 
every house once a month. Whail: about canpanies 
and corporations of this kind? It is they who 
will be canying the burden. . 

In CCJtlparison to other countries at the tine, canadian first class postal 

users paid 50 per cent less than in Britain and West Gellnan; 25 per cent 

less than in France and slightly less than postal users in the United 

States. 22 

(b) Second Class Mail 

Second class mail rates provide an even more telling indictment 

of the postal rates policy of the Federal gc)Vennnen.t and the connection of 

the rates policy to the deficit. Revenue generated fran second class mail 

in the late Sixties was estimated to cover clnly about 22 per cent of the 

costs I::>f distributing this category of mail, the bulk of which was news

papers and periodicals. 23 For weekly newspapers, the Post Office Depart

ment only recovered 9. 7 per cent of actual distributing costs in 1967. 24 

'!be loss of revenue on ~ and Reader I s Digest alone in 1967 was $1.5 
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millic:m. 25 Thus, the Post Office Department was not understating the 

case 1i'lhen it earlier stated in its 1964 annual report that "... the 

greab:st single item in the Post Office Department I s budgetal:y deficit 

is incur~ed in the carriage of second class mail ••• ,,26 The table below 

gives an historical overview of the second class mail subsidy for three 

separca.te: periods. 

Year 

1951 

1966 

1970a 

TABLE lrotJR 

SECOND CLASS .MAIL SUBSIDY 

(millions of dollars) 

Subsidy 

$ 13.5 

28.2 

54.0 

Source: Calculated fran data taken fran the: proceedings of the House of 
CCmmans October 21, 1968, p. 1605. 

Notes:: (a) Estimate: 

In other words, these figures represent the amount by which the Canadian 

taxpayer footed the bill for the inadequate: second class mail rate:s, or, 

the anount businesses would be forced to shell out if rate:s covered actual 

handling and distribution costs. Between 1958 - 1968, the cun:n.llative 

subsidy was about $300 million. 27 
Some individual examples of the second 

class mail subsidy are worth noting. For instance, the Westem Producer 

new8pClLper cost $574,000 to deliver in 1967; the Post Office received only 
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$59, 000 in revenue. 28 The F.dnonton Journal, another newspaper, generated 

postaJ. revenue of $89,000 while costing the Post Office $204,000. 29 These 

examples are quite typical of the revenue - cost gap for second class mail. 

The handouts to the publishing industry, interestingly, were 

justified by invoking the notion of the 'public interest', so often used 

to defend corporate welfare. In Postmaster General Eric Kierans' own 

words - "... the camnmication of ideas and infonnation is the glue of 

confe::leration and the subsidy amounts to an additive to that glue". 30 Mr. 

Raymond DIJbE{, editor of I.e Soleil, wrote in his editorial of October 17, 

1968 t:hat, 31 

Fran the strictly econanic point of view, the 
attitude taken by the Post Office DepartInent 
·1I.e .. increasing the second class ra@ is 
understandable, but its position Oecaoes 
absolutely untenable when it places the economic 
soundness of a state-provided service above the 
respect for a principle as unquestioned as the 
obligation for a denocratic ~"er.nment to ensure 
that the whole population can :Eully exercise 
its right to be infonned and to eliminate any
thing which may directly or indirectly interfer 
with that right. 

sane ~lears later, the canadian Newspaper Publisher's Association restated 

the case for the second class subsidy by saying that low rates were 

actually "... a subsidy to the people, not i~ subsidy to the newspaper 

industry" .32 The Association did not state the extent to which this 

'subsidy to the people' helped industry profits. 

Thus, the Post Office DepartInent's marriage of the postal deficit 

to lab:rur costs ignores a plethora of factors - all of which in one ·way 

or another fuel the postal deficit. How can labour costs be said to be 

exhorbitant, if the price of the postal ccmnodity is pegged below cost? 

The price of postal service IrnlSt reflect t."i1e labour and other costs to 

provide this service. A major part of the onus for the deficit, there-
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fore, 1tIllSt be placed with the Federal gOVerl:lItleIlt' s postal rates policy. 

This policy makes the general public shoulder the postal bill instead of 

the pc)stal users on a cost for service basis. 

The gap between revenues and expenditures was also widened by the 

iIrpact: postal workers' resistance obtained :Eor productivity. The rest of 

this section considers this aspect of the postal deficit. 

Postal Workers' Resistance 

Scme capitalists may be able to raise wages by 
5 or 10 per cent a year, but they carmot reduce 
alienation by even 1 per cent. There is nothlng 
exceptional about alienated woll:'k. It is the way 
nost jobs are organized and the way they are 
perceived by lTOst workers. Wb=n tasks becare so 
fragmented that there is no longer an object 
being worked on but only endless notions being 
repeated upon minute matter, all the meaning is 
drained out of work... Neither the meaning of 
work nor the wholeness of bein<3' human are achieve
able at the workplace. Yet the people do not 
forfeit their humanness. That is why, even as they 
teEd to resign their politics t:o the specialists 
they continue to offer a pelIIE.lleIlt challenge to 
the pOwer of manage.nent and foremen at the point 
of production. I am. speaking here not only of 
official strikes or even the many lTOre unofficial 
ones, but also of the hidden, isilent, ,info:rma.1 
day-to-day resistance that is l~ of the life of 
every office, every factory, every mine. 

This passage is written by Cy Goniclk., a Canadian political 

econanist, in his book Inflation or Depression.
33 

Goniclk.'s words say a 

lot ai:JCUt the nature of work in capitalist :society and how work feJ:IDeIlts 

workers' resistance. This resistance often flies in the face of lTOnetary 

and other work incentives, pointing out, that, there are indeed lmts to 

how far mundane and meaningless jobs can be made palatable for workers. 

The canadian Post Office workplace is no exception. 

The nature of work in the Post Office is a source of struggle for 

postaJL workers. The boring and repetitive :nature of manual mail sortation 
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makes work, for many inside postal workers, tolerable only as an 'act of 

resistance against the work itself and against those representative of 

management who enforce discipline at the workplace. Strikes and other 

work disruptions in the Post Office since the 1965 'illegal' postal 

* strike: have been frequent and bitter occurrences. 

The sti:uggle against job alienation in the Post Office has taken 

a myriad of fo:rms. Arrong the rrost conm::>n tactics used by all postal 

workers are: 34 restricting output by slowing the pace of manual mail 

sortation or deliberately mis-sorting mail; taking unofficial breaks 

averaging about ten minutes each hour (by hiding-out in washroans; srroking 

roans; stairwells or other places away fran the watch of supervisors) ; 

escaping the last thirty minutes of a shift via fire exits, etc. and 

punching time cards for those workers who 'flee' early; waiting until six-

and-one half hours have been worked and then booking off sick (the "6~ 

hour flu ll
} while being paid for the full shift; using the high turnover 

** rate aJrong manual sorters (50% - 80% during night shi;ft workers ) as a 

fom of supervisor blackmail, since enforcing discipline often means 

creating a shortage of workers and only rrore~ headaches to get the mail out 

(this lIlakes existing workers less vulnerable~ to discipline). But rcost 

carmon of all is absenteeism, especially during the sumner rconths and on 

evening shifts. 

* Postal strife is discussed in detadl in Chapter Three and Four. 

** High employee turnover in the Post~ Office is described by one 
Federal governrrent study as a n serious and costly problem in large post 
offices. II In Toronto evening and night shift turnover reportedly reached 
130 per cent in 1975 (Cf. Report of the Joint Post Office - Treasury Board 
Secretariat Study Group; Major Organizational and Canpensation Issues in 
canada 'Post December 1975, Vol. I, p. 87). 
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Apart fran the I direct I fatn1S of postal workers I resistance to 

the work they perform, inside postal workers also sought to tImmanize t 

the endless repetitions of sorting mail. OIlie example is "Post Office 

Poker" - a gane devised by Toronto postal workers to reduce job boredom: 35 

To while away the hours, they ~tal wr:.:>rker§J had 
developed a version of Post ofltce poker which 
involved savin.gletters with runs or triple numbers 
in the address, with the high man winning a cent 
for each t card I he held over the number held by 
his oPJ.?Onents. With enough people playing, the 
winner could walk away with $25. at the end of a 
shift. The key was not luck, bllt volume, and the 
speeClballs devoured fifty and fifty-five letters 
a minute, even IIOre in short gaJres, in their quest 
for rtm.s and triples. 

Garces like Post Office Poker actually increa:sed productivity and under-

lined the fact that postal workers resistance was not rooted in a fear 

of work itself. Rather postal workers, like any other workers, could 

* stomach only so llUlch of the sane monotonous routine day-in and day-out. 

The struggles in the Post Office workplace are perhaps best 

charact.erized by the passage below written by a Toronto postal worker: 36 

• •• as well as looking like a plrison, the post 
office also resembled a battlefield. Each...night 
was filled with incidents, actions, and reactions, 
all designed to gain an advantage. For us, the 
aim was IIOre money for less work; the supervisors 
and management obviously had the opposite goal. 
And over the years we I ve had sane success • 

. *Interesting-ly, - the practice of. Post Office Poker· ceased- after 
Torontcl Post Office management atterrpted to use it to extract more and 
IIOre labour fran postal workers. Management at Toronto Post Office began 
work measurement and :iInpJsed a quota of 24 IE::tt.ers per minute for each 
sorter. The extra productivity of the I gambler' sorters raised overall 
mail through-put to a point where management set new higher quotas for 
everyone! (Cf. J. Davidson and J. Deverell. Joe Davidson (Toronto, 1978), 
pp. 65-66). 
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The consequence of postal workers' s,truggle fran a rranaganent 

perspective was a los'S in prcXiuctivity. The! productivity losses in the 

Post Office measured in tel:Ins of hiring addi.tional workers and the impact 

on the postal deficit was significant. In a speech before the Vancouver 

Board I::>f . Trade in April 1972, the Postmaster General observed that, 37 

••• since 1965 to be exact, the productivity 
ind.ex at the Post Office has fallen by 12.5% 
••• To canpensate for this drop in productivity 
we had to hire IrOJ:e people; this represents an 
additional expenditure of nearly $17 million ••• 
It would J:e totally illogical to think that 
the Post Office will continue to absorb this 
loss of productivity, inflating: its deficit by 
taking on employees who, under nomal circum
stances, would not be needed. 

By 'nonnal cirCtJIllStances' we must assume the~ Postmaster rreant, if postal 

workers did not display militancy at the workplace and an affinity to 

strike action. Faced with the prospect of a burgeoning deficit and 

growin.g" postal worker militancy, certain changes were in ocler if the 

postal system was to survive financially and as a ccmmmications service 

to the private sector. 

1.2 Autanation As a Strategy tc) Fight the 

Deficit & Control Labour -

The Post Office Depart:ment has Sha.vr.L a longstanding interest in 

the research and developnent of postal equipn:mt as a way of improving 

the efficiency of its services to postal use.rs. As early as 1959, the 

'Mecha:nization Developrent Division' was bus;y experimenting with' electro-

rrechani.cal' parcel sorting machines in the newly built Winnipeg postal 

facility. 38 The pranise of mechanical handling of mail was simple enough. 



The 1960 Rep:>rtofthe Postmaster General obsexved: 39 

This wrogram of nechanizatio!it will mechanize 
hitherto llDnOtonous and inefficient hand oper
ation t;:erfor.mad in the large centres by part
tUne help... The Mechanization Progranme will 
bring about more efficient hancUing of the 
ever increasing mail volume wit:hout co:r:respond
ing increase in staff but will not cause any 
full t:im3 employee to be thrown out of ~rk. 
It is a long range progranme which will take 
t:i.ne to develop, test and extend throughout 
the service. These machines will be intro~"" 
duce:i at a rate which will enable the Depart
nent to adjust to the change without dislocation 
of staff or hardship to anyone. * 
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This 'mechanization prcgramne I was not, hc:Me!Ver, a 'blueprint f for the 

systematic reorganization of the postal operation. For one thing, the 

program had very little in the way of financing. In fact, Postmaster 

General Eric Kierans, retrospectively criticize:i the Consezvative govern-

rrent's pa1tJ::y budget of $133, 000 in fiscal y'ear 1962/63 for the research 

and develo:pnent of mechanization. 40 

The pranise of mechanical mail handling equitm=nt being intra

duce:i gradually and the notion that mechanization would not cause >, 

"hardship to anyone" was wrecked only a fr:M years later by the widespread 

reorgaJllZation of the Post Office. The Post Office Depart::rrent was over

haule:i in the early 1970 ' s, chiefly by mechanizing intemal mail processing 

and mcderni.zing postal facilities. 

*Interestingly, the goal of the "Mechanization Prograrmne' to 
elim:iru:lte "rronotonous and inefficient hand operation perfoJ:Il.1ed ••• by part
t:i.ne help" while not rendering pennanent staff surplus has worke:i in 
revers~=. When the program of autanation was embarked upon in the 1970 IS, 

one of the key canponents was a grcMt:h in the part-t:i.rre and casual work
force. That is, a part-time labour peel was highly carpatible with auto
mation,. (We discuss the use of part-time and 'casual labour in Chapter Four) 
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A Strat:egy is Bom, 

The systematicoverbaullng of the Post Office Department really 

began in the late 1960' s with the Kierans' st.udi.es on all aspects of the 

postal operation. Fifteen separate studies ~~e cxmnissioned by Kierans 

in 1968 to " ••• examine ways and means of oorniTerting the postal operation 

fran a net deficit to a profitable basis" and. to study the IIfeasibility of 

operating the Post Office as a crown Corpora'tion". 41 The plan to mechanize 

internal mail processing was thus intended as the primary means of cutting 

* overall operating costs - a "technique for bringing the deficit into line" 

as Kierans put it before the House of camons. 42 

The sumnary report of the cram. c~ration studies, A Blueprint 

for Change, canpleted in 1969, was quite emphatic on the immediate and 

critical need for autcmation of the postal qEJe,ration. "The goal of postal 

autanation is to assist in stabilizing the financial future of the Post 

Office" •• The introduction of autanation is ••• essential if total annual 

expenditures are to be controlled ••• ,,43 The study also recamended that 

the Post Office be transfo:oned into a Crown company as the best organ..;. 

ization structure to achieve the efficiency and financial auto~ 

objectives set for the Post Office. A Crown corporation would allow 

Post Office management "independence of thought, and responsibility and 

acooun1:ability within an organizational structure that has full oontrol 

over all its elenents". 44 This was a reference to the fact that the 

* Other "techniques" included closing down smaller post offices 
that could not De revenue/cost justified and amalgamating rural routes 
making delivery contracts ll'Ore lucrative, for con:tractors and thus tit 
was reasoned) providing inc:entive for a more efficient service. (Cf. 
!)ebate.'S of the HouseofCamons, October 21, 1968, p. 1602). 
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Post Office Department is operated, in effect, by a number of government 

d.epa.rtm;nts (e.g. Treasury Board, Supply and Services, etc .. ). It is now 

history that the Federal government only recently acted on this recan

nendation (see Chapter Six) • 

While the technology to fully autanate the Post Office was not 

yet fil::m1.y in place at the time of the Kierans studies (optical scarmers 

to a11(JW reading of handwritten addresses, etc. were not yet developed) ~5 * 

the Federal gove:rnment introduced mechanized mail sortation in newly built 

facilities. This action may not have produced the ideal of fully auto

mated mail processing, but the Post Office 'ItJ'as now clearly and unalterably 

noving in this direction. The mail·sortatiCIl1. process in the canadian 

t:Qstal systen in the 1960 I s was extre:rely lal:our intensive, particularly 

in relation to other industrilized countries,. 46 Sorting of long and 

short letters c01'lS1.lIt'ed about 65 Per cent of £ hours worked in the Post 

Office. 47 Mechanization would realize a substantial lal:our tin'e reduction 

at this t:Qint in the process. 

Automation was iIrq;:lerative if labour costs were to be kept in check. 

The bottan cost per 1000 letters using the most advanced letter sorting 

* An interesting footnote to the discussion of postal mechanization 
technology is that certain aspects of this t:eclmology were developed as a 
"tripartite" venture (to use Kierans' teJ:m) between Canada, the United 
States and Britain. Thus these three coun:l:J::ies peeled resources to 
dev-elop a labour and cost saving technology which could be internationally 
used by postal administrations. (Cf. Debate~ of the House of Camons, 
October 24, 1968, p. 1998). Not only are the machines which daninate 
laball" portable, the technology, once developed, is available to the 
capitalist class globally, in this case, the capitalist state. For a 
discussion of machine:ry and technology in capitalist society 1 see G. Kay, 
The Econanic Theory of the Working Class, lOndon: Macmillan, 1979, 
Chapter Five. 
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equipnent available in the late 1960 I s was estimated at $3.00 as against 

$5.00 for manual sortation.
48 

This gap ~uld be considerably greater as 

wage CCIsts rose as a result of the price inflation of the next decade. 

Letter sorting machinery also reduced floor space requirements, further 

cuttingr operating costs. The initial capital outlay for rcechanized 

equiprent would more than pay for itself in <::ost reductions over the long 

haul. 491 

Coupled to the program of automation (estimated initially to cost 

a rreager $30 million over a five-year period) 50 the Federal gOVernI1'eIlt 

launched a mx1ernization program in 1970. This building and reI'1-cwa1 

program was designed to ircprove the physical enviro:rment of postal 

facilities. Many buildings were old and over·-cr~ed. The new mail sort-

ing eql.:d.pnent could not be introduced without ircprovements in many 

instances. '!he modernization program was ea:anarked sane $300 million over 

f · 'od 51 a ~ve-year ~ • 

The benefit of autanation as a tool to control the deficit was 

pointeCiout years after the program of aUtami3.tion was Vlell underway. 

The Post Office Department observed that onl~t' a 1 per cent increase in 

use of the postal code sliced $100 million f:ron the deficit by increasing 

efficie.ncy in mail sortation and delivery. 52 

The advantage of automation did not :rest exclusively with cost 

savings. Autanation was also a neans to ass~ert management control and 

thereby provide managerrent the organizational wherewithall necessazy to 

make the postal system more financially sound and service oriented. 
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and ·Marlagartent ·Control 
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Intensifying the capital - labour ra"l:io in the Post Office work-

place tmderscored the role postal workers I resistance played in the 

econany of the Post Office. The daily strug:Jles of postal workers 

resulted in laver prc:ductivity and increased the cost of maintaining an 

acceptable level of postal service. This resistance affected the ability 

of management to achieve the cost and effici~en.cy goals established by 

PostInaster General Kierans in the late 1960' IS. 

Automation was a way of short-circui'ting workers I control of the 

workplace by imp:>sing a 'mechanical unity' O\1er the work process. In the 

absence of mach:ineJ:y to regulate themrk pZ1~cess, more mangeme.nt inter-

ventiOIl was required, since managem:nt Imlst ,achieve o:r:ganizationally (or 

'struct.-urally') what was otheJ:wise built intl~ the machine process to a 

very gJ:eat extent. The> less technically intJegrated the work p:rocess, the 

greateJ::- the need for management to 'manually' intervene and :i.rrq;xJse its 

authority over the workplace. 53 In a real s,ense, the program of ,autanation 

built :in management control functions. This gave manage:nent enoJ:Il.lOUS power 

O\1er tl1e postal workplace and workers. Manage:nent can set the pace of 

work, monitor and regulate worker perfonnance, and need no longer depend 

only an 'human relations' skills to make workers dispose of their labour 

* power to the extent desired. However, management control in this sense 

* The 'material basis I of managanent~ control, then, can be found 
in the characteristic mode of exploitation i.tself. In a labour intensive 
work process (i.e., the extraction of absolute surplus value) more direct 
ways of controlling labour are necessary I simply because the work process 
still ''VerY much revolves ~und living labour; workers exercise ,a la:r:ge 
treaSUre of autonar£¥. OO'2'ersely, where nechalIlization of the work process 
(i.e. the extraction of relative surplus value) has considerably 
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does not mean an end to postal workers' resistance. (If anything, it 

could be argued that autanation gives workers a more j:ocused object of 

their frustration. We deal with autanation ,and workers' resistance in 

CflapteJ:' Four) • 

In view of the high degree of militancy of inside postal workers, 

the implementation of a program of autanatian was vital to managerrent 

bringing the Post Office 'in-line I. The ex'bent and consistency of postal 

workers' resistance to the boring and repeti'ti ve nature of manual 

sortatton was, then, a key factor shaping the Federal government's 

decision to autanate and push ahead with aU'bcmation at all costs. Indeed, 

the series of postal studies in the late 1960' s bore this point out. For 

examplE~, in a letter which accorrpanied A Blueprint for Change, da'bed 

November I, 1969 to Pos'bnaster General Kiera:ns, the report's authors 

observed that Mr. Kier.aI'lS was preoccupied with the need to restructure 

the Post Office to mitigate the negative consequences of workers I resist

ance. The letter states:54 

As Minister responsible, you were concerned for 
many reasons: notably, labour unrest and the 
resultant upheaval to the econamy due to strikes, 
the rising annual deficit and the consequent 
drain on the financial resources of the countI:y, 
canplaints and dissatisfaction ,of business and 
the public to postal service ••• 

elimiIla'bed human intervention, managerrent oontrol is, in many respects, 
exercized as a consequence of work being organized around the machine 
process. For a discussion of workers r resistance and IIlar.'"lage:nent control 
strategies see the excellent work of Andrew L. Friedman, IndustI:y aTld 
Labour:: Class Struggle at Work and MonoFOly capitalism (lOndon, 1977), 
especially Chapter Seven. 
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Autanation becarre a long teJ::m solution to low productivity and 

to break workers' resistance to manage:nent' s operational efficiency goals. 

Productivity losses neasured in teJ::ms of budgetaIy problems could not be 

tolerated if the postal operation was to reVE~se the n.ow legendary deficit. 

Automat:ion was also necessa:ry if the Post OfjEice was to keep up with 

changing t:i.mes. 

1.3 Envirarment Forecast. -

The systematic reorganization of the Post Office Depart::rcent was 

also inforned by projections about tbekind of oomnunications environment 

the Post Office would be operating in the years ahead. ~ factors are 

most significant here: (1) rising mail volJLJIieS and the inadequacy of 

. manual sortationr and (2) a rapidly changing camnmications environnent. 

Rising Mail Vo1urres 

A substantial rise in the voll.JI!e of mail the Post Office would 

handle was projected over the next twenty-five years. Existing manual 

sortation methods would not be aClequate to handle these volumes. The 

actual mail volume (all categories) processed in 1967 was five billion 

. 55 The:15 f 11 56 * p~eces. orecast was as a ows: 

1975 

1985 

1995 

6.4 billion pieces 

7.0 

9.5 
" 
" 

" 
\I 

*The volume of mail processed between 1962 - 1965 had already 
increased by over 12 per cent. One factor contributing to this increase 
was the intrcduction of a mass credit system. (chargex, roastercbarge, etc.). 
(Cf. W. Johnson, The Trade Unions and the State (Montreal, 1978), p. 130). 
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The Federal government IS "Environmen:1:. Forecast Study" observed 

that a number of factors would contribute to rising mail volunes in 

Canada.,57 Higher levels of education attainment would lead to a demand 

for mare infonration, since "Educated people have wider interests, 

participate in rrore group activities, know haY to obtain infonnation ••• ~8 

Greater discretionary incane was foreseen in the 1970 I s and 1980' s, 

op:mingr up new COIl.SI.Jm:r markets and the potential for greater use of the 

mails to order goods, etc. or to read about consl.JI'!er items in magazines 

sent by the Post Office to their hones. The study projected an extension 

of the weekend to three days, and, thus, an increase in leisure tiIre. 

People with rrore time on their hands would likely read nore newspapers and 

magazines. A population growth of 1.9 per Cf-'.nt annually was projected, 59 

which ~uuld increase mail use, coupled to a continued trend to umanization, 

pushing' still further the expansion of mail ~Tolumes. 

Two lines of approach were open to the Federal government and Post 

Office management to handle these projected increases in mail volume: 

(1) increase the size of the workforce - IrOre w:>rkers handling noremail ; 

or (2) machanize internal mail processing. 

'!he first option was unattractive for several reasons. Increasing 

the workforce would make labour costs soar dJ:'amatically. Rising mail 

volumes would only reprcduce the budgetary CJ:,isis on an expanded level. 

Post Office manage:nent, as we earlier observed, could not depend on oorres

pending prcducti vity gains fran manual sortai:ion methcds. Postal workers I 

militancy dictated, if anything I a policy which would reduce the postal 

system's dependence on labrur. Indeed, increasing management r s reliance 

on postal workers to get the job done would l:.e like ccmnitting 'hari-kiri' 

in light of existing labour practices. Rising mail volurres in the frame-
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work of a manual sortation proces.s would only exasperate efficiency 

problems, increase the deficit and ren::1er the~ postal system virtually 

useless to the private sector by subjecting the work process to the 

vicissitudes of strikes and other service dismptions. As well, manual 

sortation was being outmcxied by the sheer si2:e of the job to be done in 

the near furture. Expanding the workforce WeLS not only costly, but had 

its limitations vis-a-vis hc:Mmany workers could be fit into a given 

plant at a given shift. Manual sortation had a very real 'structural' 

lower ceiling on productivity, whereas, nechClnicalmail processing was 

infinitely more adaptive to changing conditions -whether mail volumes 

or technological improvements. 

Changing Ccmmmications Environment 

Another factor in relegating manual sortation to the postal dust

bin was the growing need arrong businesses fol:' more rapid carmmications 

services. The need for more rapid transmission of infonnation meant the 

Post Office had to undergo change if it was to continue to assist private 

capital. acct.lIl1Ulation. 

The ccmnunications media traditionally available to the private 

sector consisted of newspapers; mail; telegrams; telephone; television; 

telex; and data transmission. Of all these, the mails was the least 

costly to business. 60 
IJ:Jw cost was the main advantage of mail over other 

ccmmmications n:ediums. Havever, the changing cammmications' requirements 

of business and the developnent of facsimile and other electronic neans 

of sending infonnation challenged the pre-eminent position the mails 

enjoyed. 
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The requirements of camnmications messages were becaning increase

ly sensitive to speed of transmission, as OPl?Osed to strictly cost,6l a 

consideration the Post Office Depart:ment could not affo:t:d to treat lightly 

in assessing the future of the postal system, in the national ccmmmications 

network. If the business camn.mity was willing to pay more for, as an 

exarcpIE~, facsimile transmission, the :role of the Post Office would be 

seriously undermined. As well, the day was not far off when the cost of 

facsimile transmission ~d be substantially reduced, canbining both 

speed clf transmission and low cost to lure business away fran the tr~ 

ditiOIli3.11y cheaper, but increasingly slower, mail system. It was no 

surprise to hear PostInaster General Kierans tell the House in 1968 that 

the pLanned overhauling of the Post Office was a measure in respect of 

changi:ng tiInes, " ••• a problem of function, elf ccmmmications in a rapidly 

changing industJ:y, not [jusfl as a perennial. problem of an institution 

, l'ti al f' 'al _.:1_':_': "., ...... 'ti .:I':ff'culti' ,,62 III po ~ C , l.IlanCJ- or c;u..uU.I-Lu.S l..I.c;I. :ve U-I. ~ es • 

The Federal gover.rnnent I s concern with changes in cc:mm.mications 

teclmology and its :impact on the Post Office was very :rm.lch evident in the 

procedings of the House of Cc:mnons in the late Sixties. The future was 

expected to bring increasing canpetition to the state postal system, 

making it necessary to adapt to this new en~Tironrrent or risk losing out 

to private inter-business ccnm.mications systems. As the Environment 

Forecalst Study had pointed out, liThe economical development of devices 

for transmitting facsimiles of doct:Inents from one geographic point to 

another could threaten the Post Office IS fL't'St class mail monopoloy!,63 * 

* While the Environment Forecast' Study stressed the potential 
threat. to first class mail arising fran facsimile transmission Oe.ing 
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In an era when paper was being replcLce as the dcminant fom. of 

originating, manipulating, transmitting, sorting and retrieving infor-

mation by electronic means such as word processing equipnen.t, manual 

mail sortation seened strangely out of place. The Post Office responded 

to the 'challenge of change' by rrechanizing internal mail processing and 

by entering the new field of electronic mail deliveu:y with the inaugur

ation of Telepost in 1972. (We consider elE~nic mail delivery in 

Chapter Five) 0 

The mechanization of internal mail processing and the introduction 

of electronic mail delivery underlined the lrederal government's ccmnit

m=nt to meet the ongoing needs of the private sector for a dynamic 

camnmications infrastructure. This carmitment would also becane a 

matter of survival for the state postal system. As a later report of a 

study group to the Postmaster General in August 1978 pointed out: 64 

It is estimated that by 1995 electronic· systems 
for data transmission, word processing I funds 
transfers, facs:i.mile transmission could be. 
handling close to 8 million separate ccmnunications 

developed and used by the private sector, the study, sanewhat surprisingly, 
did not sound a 'general ala:tm' for the postal system as a whole vis-a-vis 
the PC)tential for the replacement of 'hard copy' camn.mications by . 
electronic transmission. The view of the stlldy' s authors was that 
electronic transmission systems would creatJe and meet new business needs 0 

Therefore, these private systems would not :slice-off eXiSting Post Office 
business. "It can be concluded that the effect of business systems on the 
~ost Office will be insignificant in the future". (po 111-1) Obviously, 
this ""iew was incorrect and not embraced by the Federal government. The 
fact that the Post Office embarked on electronic mail delivery in 1972 
(only less than three years after the study was canpleted) underlined t..l-)e 

need for the state-run- mail service to ItlOVie with the tines and incorporate 
camnmications technology pioneered outside the Post Office. The private 
systems would likely dominate this new fieLd if the Post Office did not 
enter the fray 0 The Post Office has a nonopoly over first class mail, but 
not 011 electronic transmission of camnmi.cations that would noxmally be 
sent as first class carriage. 



which would ot..;erm.se be rroved as first class 
mail. That is lh times the CUI:rent voltme of 
the Post Office for all classesr of mail. ' 'ShOuld 
the Post Office beunaDle to reltain'itsshare 
of the 'market' through' the 'provision' of 'an 

, 'effective 'and 'c$2;titive 'Se:rvl.ce, 'its 'very 
existanceW'ill 'be 'm question. 
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Another aspect of this changing ccmnunications climate, although 

not extensively dealt with at the tine of the government postal studies, 

was competition from private courier carrpani.es. While rrore expensive 

than the state postal service,65 private cOl:Lrier services were growing 

in Canada. Citing the major centres of Montreal and. Toronto as an 

* example, between 1960 and 1970 private courier and messenger services 

grew ~ alnost 300%. In the next decade these services experienced a 

further growth in excess of 400 per cent. 66 

Perhaps in the case of Purolator COtlrier Ltd. is the best 

illustration of this growth.
67 Purolator started out in 1960 with only 

one vehicle. Today this carpany operates 1,,300 vehicles. Purolator 

serves over 4000 canadian cities and tavns and 20,000 AIrerican cities 

and towns. In 1980, Purolator delivered over 75,000 pieces to locations 

across Canada and the united States (not to nention its international 

business). Purolator delivers two categories of items - envelopes and 

small packages. Fully 98 per cent of Purolator's delivery vol'\Jlle is 

directed into the business world. 

*Private COlJrier cc:xrpanies are courier services in the true 
sense of the word - offering local, national and intemational delivery 
(e.g. finns such as Purolator, Loanis, Ba.rlkf'..rs, etc.). Messenger 
canpsnies are basically intra-city deliiP..Iy services often cCInJ?9ting with 
taxi carq;>anies for the 'hot shot' business (Le. c~es which use 
messenger firms or taxi for delivery of documents, etc. usually within 
a one-hour time frame) • 
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Private courier catg?a!lies have: gram considerably since 1970 

nainly because of increasing business need fea:: next day delivery of doc

uments. According to Purolator's len Birch, "Its not that the Post 

Office is doing such a lousy job, but simply many buSinesses require 

alnost :inm:rliate delivery of specific documents ca:: equipment parts to 

meet their ccmni:bnents. Today' s society needs everything done right away 

and the Post Office has been geared to servic:es which don' t respond this 

quickly". Private courier canpanies fill a spot in the market that the 

Post Office left vacant until it began the "Priority Post" service in 

1978 during a postal strike that year. 

Priority Post was introduced mainly to "counter the inroads of 

private courier canpanies in the tirce-critical market" (e. g. cheques I 

doetmerJ.ts, computer tapes, etc, requiring neJct-day delivery) .68 Prica::ity 

Post ot:erates on a contractual basis with business (the service is not 

available to the general public) and provide!; custaners with what is 

basically a 'super-special delivery' service.. Priority Post mail is 

processed first and given priority at each subsequent stage until delivery. 

'!he rates charged by the state run quick delivery service are llcompetitive" 

with the private couriers. 

'!he main attraction of Priority Post for business is the guarantee 

of next.-day delivery (with a success rate of 99.7 per cent). In addition, 

service is uninterrupted by postal strikes. Priority Post mail is 

specially colour coded to take it out of the nonnal mail stream. This 

mail is handled by "dedicated postal errployees" (to use i:l'-.e wards of Mr. 

Ron Ferguson, a Prica::ity Post marketing representative at the Hamilton 

Post Office). Priority Post mail may also be processed by supervisor.y 

staff and arployees who are not in the bargaining unit. 
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In some instances Priority Post "out]r;.erfollIlS" the. couriers, 

according to Mr. Ferguson. However, it is doubtful 'Whether Priority Post 

will have much :irrpa.ct on courier cc:mpanies now finnly entrenched in the 

* time-critical delivery field. 

Courier services are likely to continue to grow. The Q::tober 

1980 decision of the Ontario Highway Transport Board to allow the U.S. 

based United Parcel Services Inc. ('OPS) to operate in Ontario is certain 

to strengthen private courier services and create renewed pressure on the 

P t Off " " " "69 ** os - ~ce to :unprove ~ ts serv~ces. 

For postal workers, couriers represent a threat to job security. 

The ctJPW says the private courier services "drain off lucrative business" 

fran the Post Office. 70 Goverr.Iment inaction to "stringently enforce the 

Post Office Act" is cited by the postal union as a key factor in the loss 

of posi:al business to the private sector. 71 

What was clear, then, was the necessity for the Post Office to 

inprove services, or risk losing customers to al tematives to an often 

disrupted and slow moving mail service, especially for businesses which 

depend on the nail to receive paymant. 

*.1hemail monopoly privilege of the new canada Post Corporation, 
which increases the cost of courier services in relation to the Post 
Office, will likely affect the volume of mail handled by private courier 
finns in the long nm (see Chapter Six - The! Post Office Corporation, 
Section 6.2) • 

**UPS increased its share of parcel delivery in the united States 
fran 182 million pieces in 1962 to 950 million pieces in 1976, while the 
U. S. postal system experienced a decline in parcel volure to 385 million 
pieces fran 792 million in this same period.. (Cf. GoIilon Mccaffrey, 
"Post Office Fights to Beat Bad Image, IDst Business",· The Globe & Mail 
(Toronto), February 13, 1980, p. B1). Can parable figures are not avail
able for the canadian postal system. 
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The program of 'a1Jtanation iInpleltEn:bad in the 1970 t s was a clear 

:recognition of the necessity to imprwe the jefficien.cyof mail services 

* to corporate postal users ani to reverse the labour intensive nature of 

the Post Office, and, thereby tackle the enonrous postal deficit. Whether 

or not the Federal government IS autanation strategy has worked on these 

COlIDts is debatable. For one thing, the average annual deficit between 

1975 - 1979 (taking into accolIDt an inflation factor} stood at over $306 

million. 72 Labour costs accolIDted for 76 per cent of all operating costs 

in 1979. This figure was 67 per cent in 19710 and 72 per cent in 1975.73 

However, this is not the place to fully evaluate the effectiveness of this 

gover.nrnent strategy. Rather, our purpose is to examine the reasons why 

automation became a necessary strategy for the canadian Post Office. To 

what we have already said about the decision to autanate must be added 

one firlal note about the lconjlIDctural necessity' of autanation in the 

Post Office. 

1.4 The Postal Deficit & the State Crisis 

The fiscal crisis in the Post Office Department in the late 1960's 

was paralleled by the budgetary crisis of the canadian Federal state. 

* The Post Office Depa.rt:nent conducts annual Postal Users 
Conferences where the latest in postal technology and service .i.n-proveroents 
are 1.ll'l"ITelled for corporate postal users. These conferences are taken very 
seriously by Post Office management. It is :managementts opportmri.ty to 
redresls the bad public image of the Post Office and attempt to recoup 
lost business arrl gain new custaners. The Postmaster General usually puts 
in an appearance at these conferences to ~e the affair more attractive 
to business leaders. 



Postal deficits did not help the poor fiscal shape of the canadiari 

Federal state. Rather, postal deficits contribute::l' to· the State 
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crisis. '!his made reorganization of the Post Office a conjunctural 

necessity. The autanating of the postal system in the 1970' s reflected 

this relationship of the !X)stal deficit to the broader financial diffi

cu1-q.es of the Federal state. The application of labour-saving technology 

to the Post Office was part of a much larger Federal goven:xment crisis 

managem:-..nt strategy to make the public sector, as a whole, less and less 

of a drain on its limited fiscal resources. 

Fiscal shortfalls becane ccmnon.p1ace anong advanced industrialized 

countries by the end of the Sixties. The tendency for state expenditures 

to vastly outstrip revenues is canprehensi ve1y dealt wi. th by James 0 I Connor, 

in his book, appropriately titled, The Fiscal Crisis of the State. 74 In 

it, O'Connor observes that the fiscal crisis arises because of the many 

claims made on the state purse, especially those of the corporate ccmmmity 

to socialize production costs and undeJ:w.rite investrrent risks. The 

government usually resorts to deficit spending to finance budgetary a::m-

mitments. However, deficit spending creates a Clebt structure since 

current expenditures are fi.nanced on the strength of future revenues. 

Politicians scramble to balance the budget which generally rreans devising 

ways to cut back on social spending in order to free-up capital for 

subsidies and other foJ:lI1S of corporate assistance. 

Since the close of the 1960's, the global economic order has been 

characterized by an international inflationazy spiral and the re-appear

anoe of high nunflers of job1ess.75 Not unlike other advanced capitalist 

countrites, canada felt the sting of the fiscal crisis. 
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State crisis in Canada 

Between 1960 and 197Q, the Canadian lre::1eral state only once rang 

up budgetary revenues in excess of expenditUl:'es. The table belCM details 

the budgetary shape of the Fe::1eral state. 

·TABLE FIVE 

Federal Governnent Budgetary 
Deficit, 1960 ~ 1970 

Fiscal Year 
Ending March 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 

SoUl:'ce: 

Notes: 

(millions of dollars) a; 
<-$ 1961) 

Public Accounts of Canada, Vol. 1, 1965, 
Table 1, p. 3.3 and Vol. 1, 1970 
Table 1, p. 3.3 

Ca) All figUl:'es rounded. 

Surplus (+) or 
Deficit 

$ 417 
340 
782 
672 
591 

35 
·,35 
36B 
662 
459 

+303 

There are many reasons for the Fe::1eral deficit, not the least of wl:'Iich is 

the na'ture of the canadian tax and corporate welfare structures. 

The tax structure shifts the tax bul:den squarely onto the shoulders 

of wage eazners. Personal inc:cn1e tax represents the major SOUl:'ce of 
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Federal state revenue. Personal income tax as a per ceni:.:S-ge of Federal 

tax revenue grew from 38.4 per cent in 1960 to 47.9 per cent in 1970 and 

to 49.6 per cent in 1975.
76 Obversely, corporate profit tax declined 

fran 20.1 per cent in 1960 to 14.6 per cent :in 1970 and hovered around 

15.3 pe.r cent in 1975.
77 Thus the Canadian tax structure protects 

·corporate profits at the expense of workers I incanes. corporate shirking 

of the tax burden directly affects the purchasing power and quality of 

life of wage eamers. As Rick Deaton so clearly put it: 78 

••• every dollar of taxes avoided or given away 
to business and industzy is a dollar more that 
must be paid by sateOne else, or a dollar I s 
worth of public facilities and services that 
are foregone. That I scmeone else' is the 
Canadian worker. 

OUtright subsidies to business are another source of the Federal 

budgetary crisis. Govexmrent subsidies transfer public dollars to private 

* hands. The chart, "Federal Grants-Incentives to Industry", (opposite 

this page) outlines the extent of Federal ai.d to industry from 1965 to 

1972. This chart is by no neans exhaustive, but gives an excellent 

indication of how the state crisis is not he~lped by the corporate gi vea-

way. 

* This chart is reprcx:1uced fran D. Iewi.s, IDuder Voices: The 
COWOrate Welfare Bums, (Toronto, 1972), pp .. 90-1. Governrrent direct 
ass~stance to business topped $6 billion in 1980. Major assistance 
programs are: Federal Business DeVelopre.nt Band (EBDB), Small Business 
Loans ~ Export Developrrent COrporation (EDC) j~ Defense Industry Prcductivity 
(DIP) Loans; Enterprise Developnent Program (EDP); Industrial Incentives 
Program, etc. (Cf. "Goverrnrent Aid to BusinE:SS NaY Tops $6 l;illion a year," 
Finano:ill: Tim;s of Canada, June 22, 1981, p. G9). The April 1981 issue 
of Canadian Basiness appropriately captioned "Kiss Your Banker Gooclliye" 
contains a guide to business on hew to gain access to the public purse -
an updated version of the Canadian Business publication ·The COrporate 
WelfareGuideBoOO (September 1979). This guide gives an excellent 
overview of the types of and criteria for corporate welfare. 



, 'FEDER.l\L GRm1TS--INCENI'IVES TO INDUSTRY 
$rnill.i.on 

FISCAL YEAR 'BEGINNING IN - Total 
, '1965 "1966 ' '1967 ' '1968 '1969 . '1970' '1971 1972 . '1965-1972 

Dept. of InClub-tl:y 
Trade & Cc::Ir'merce 

AAA. 0.6 2.7 3.4 0.9 N/A N/A 7.6 
BEAM 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4 
CASE 0.5 0.5 
OM: 0.2 0.2 
DIP 26.8 30.8 33.5 29.6 48.5 45.2 42.3 43.5 300.2 
ESP 10.7 10.7 
EM!) 1.0 3.7 4.7 
GAAP x 0.1 x 0.5 0.5 1.1 
MVM 8.1 2.6 2.6 lll.3 75.7 2.7 N/A N/A 203.0 
IDAP x 0.8 1.5 2.3 
!ROIA 2.1 19.6 23.0 30.1 31.0* 32.0* 137.8 
MACH 5.3 39.1 55.2 71.5 80.0 85.0 336.1 
PEP 0.5 0.5 1.0 
PArT 0.4 4.6 6.4 4.3 5.3 13.1 26.7 36.4 97.2 
SCSP 40.5 35.8 39.3 22.3 14.2 13.7 20.5 26.5 212.8 

Dept. of 
Envirornnent * * * 

ACCA 87.0 120.0 207.0 
Dept. of Energy, 
Mines & Resources 

CCEA 134.6 82.3 71.6 288.5 
SCI' 22.5 37.8 33.4 7.0 8.6 6.0 4 .• 1 4.1 123.5 
EGM 14.8 15.0 15.2 14.7 13.7 13.1 14.5 14.2 ll5.2 

Dept. of Indian 
Affairs & Northern 
Deve10prent 

NMFAP.: 2.8 4.1 5.0 0.2 1.6 13.7 
PAP x x x x x 0.1 0.1 0.2 

Dept. of Re¢onal 
Econanic Expansion 

ADIA 1.2 15.4 14.6 54.5 47.4 63.1 22.7 218.9 
RDTh 12.9 36.3 147.3 196.5 

Defence Research 
Board 

DIR 5.3 4.7 4.5 4.3 4.0 4.5 4.5 4.5 36.3 
National Research 
Council 

!RAP 3.3 4.2 4.2 5.1 6.3 6.9 7.4 8.4 45.8 
. Dept. of 

Transport 
TS 118.4147.1153.5. 122.2.123.1.110.8 83.7 72.6 ,931.4 

Total 374.7 366.1 390.4 400.9 440.6 379.2 516.4 624.3 3,490.6 

* Estimate 
x Less than $50,000 
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Capital consumption allowances are a.lso an ing;:ortant 'gift' by 

the Federal govenmen.t to the private sector. The capital or 'depreci-

ation I allowances allOW:: corporations to wri.te-off capital costs (e.g. 

mach.i.zlP-IY~ facilities ~ etc.) against taxable~ profit. In effect, companies 

can claim tax credit for equipment and other costs. The net effect of 

such an allowance is obviously to shield profits fran taxation. And 

since 'the corp::>rate practice has been to grclssly exaggerate the rate at 

which capital depreciates, the capital consumption allowance has becc:me 

a fom. of 'windfall' profits. It is estimat:ed that "In 1969, capital

cost allowance exceeded depreciation reported to shareholders by $677 

millian". 79 The Federal government has been quite 'liberal' in its 

capital cost allowance policy. In 1970, ccmpanies were allowed to 

depreciate capital at 115 per cent of actual cost. 80 John Tumer further 

buttressed this concession to business in the 1972 Federal budget. 

capital costs in manufacturing and processing could be fully depreciated 

in only two years!8l This despite the real life span of the equiJ:.ll1fSIlt. 

Corporate tax policies and grants arld depreciation allowances to 

the private sector, thus, raid the Federal 'I'reasuty. Potential tax 

revenue fran business falls through the tax I sieve' or else, corp::>rate 

tax dollars are returned to business under the guise of 'aid to industry' i 

'job creation incentives'; 'regional econanic expansion'; 'exploration 

and developnent' j - the list goes on and on.. The public subsidizes 

production costs and takes investment risks without sharing in the profits. 

Little wonder the Federal government found itself fiscally 'embarassed'. 
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crisis Mangemen.t . Strategies 

'llle strategies governments at all le'!.rels of the state in canada 

have eIrq?loyed to alleviate tile fiscal crisis have cane in the fo:r:m of 

attacks on the p::lpulation at large and not neasures directed at making 

corporations ItDre fiscally responsible. The decade of the Seventies was 

characterized by service cutbacks; attacking \tX)rkers' inc::cmes (wage 

controls while allowing price inflation); contracting-out public \tX)rk to 

the private sector, etc., etc. The elderly, on fixed ineanes, are left 

unprotected against the ravages of inflation. Welfare recipients are 

victimized by state assistance that hovers well below the 'official' 

poverty-line which sane p::lliticians believe is only imaginary. Whatever 

the specific fo:r:m of these measures, the overarching objective bas been 

to reduce the claims of the public sector on the fiscal resources of the 

state. The state cannot carry out its accumulation function if the 

dollars for subsidies and allowances to the private sector are siphoned

off by the state sector. 

The public sector grew enoIIIDUSly in the p::lst-World War 11 period, 

especially since 1960.82 with this growth in mind, p::lliticians looked 

increasingly to the state sector to carry out a t fiscal labotany'. 

State crisis & the Post Office 

The Federal government has attenpted to restructure the public 

sector as a way of caning to grips with the fiscal crisis. The public 

sector is traditionally very labour intensive, making cost reductions 

through productivity increases very difficult without increasing the 

workforce. The' service' nature of public work makes the replacenent of 



* workers by machines difficult, if not :impossible in many areas. Not 

unexpectedly, then, the Federal govenmteIlt would jealously guard its 

'right' to implement changes in the public sector workplace where 

technological changes could be made. 
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The Post Office, with its large manual 'blue-collar' ~rkforce, 

was an ideal place to start. The program of autanation in the Post Office 

has greatly reflected the detemd.nation to autanate where possible, even 

if autanation must proceed in disregard for contractual rights and against 

the welfare of postal workers. 

In this context, it is not hard to understand the extent of postal 

strife. Nor is it difficult to see why postal ~rkers have been and 

continue to be the object of a public vilification campaign waged by 

politicians and their ideological allies in the media. The resistance 

of postal ~rkers to changes in the method and organization of work is a 

stumbling block to the Federal government's lefforts to reduce the size 

and cost of the state sector. This resistance also threatens to point 

the way toward a nore militant collective bargaining posture for federal 

~rkers, perhaps encouraging nore direct political confrontation. 

Certainly, the 'Front Ccmm:In' of Quebec sta"be ~rkers in 1972 is a good 

~le·of the potential political power of public sector unions. 83 

* This fact, no doubt, accounts in part at least, for the crisis 
management strategy cen"bering on service cutbacks as opposed to 
intensifying the capital-labour ratio in the public sector ~rkplace. 
In a speech to the 1978 Postal Users' conference in Toronto, J.C. Parrot 

. pointed out that Post Office management has cutback services in the 
1970' s, particularly the directory service (1N'hich redirects sane 10 
million let"bers annually), wicket service, aloo. let"ber carrier delivery. 
(Cf. Address by the National President of thle canadian union of Postal 

Workers to the canadian Postal Users' COnference in Toronto, Ontario 
Septanber 25, 1978 . (a ctJPW document). Thus, the Post Office Department 
has not solely relied on autanation to shore up the financially troubled 
postal operation. 
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Postal deficits in the context of the fiscal crisis of the 

Canadian Federal state have only added to the existing budget.aJ:y crisis. 

The overhauling of the Post Office, fran this perspective alone, made the 

program of autanation a conjunctural :i.mperat.i ve. 

SUIllnal:x. 

It is not an easy task. to recap the elements of this chapter. 

The main argument advanced here has been that the decision to autanate 

the Post Office was taken to control the J:Ostal deficit. This deficit 

was not solely a creature of J:Ostal w:::lrkers. Our evidence suggests that 

a ntI1'I1ber of factors I including J:OOr management resources and an inept 

organization structure, played a role in the deficit. Above all, the 

low mail rate J:Olicy of the.: Federal gover.nment - a J:Olicy of subsidizing 

the private sector out of the taxpayer's pocket-has created the J:Ostal 

deficit. 

Whatever the causes of this deficit, the grim deficit projections, 

coupled to both growing J:Ostal workers' militancy and a rapidly changing 

camnmications enviroment made the decision to autanate a logical one 

for the Federal government, especially in view of the role the Post Office 

plays in the national cc::mmmications network. If the Post Office was to 

continue to assist the private sector in the transmission of infonnation 

and goods, a major overhaul of postal operations was in order. '!he 

alternative was to let the Post Office decline as a major ccmrnmications 

institution and let the private sector absorb the more 'profitable' 

services. Obviously, the Federal government was not about to let this 

happen. Apart fran the billions of public dollars invested in the Post 



Office, the Canadian government could not allow the Post Office to be 

turned over to the private sector because of the necessity for a pan

canadian ca:mo.mications service controlled ~{ the national government 
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and suited to the ideological interests the Canadian government prarotes. 

The Post Office gives the Federal gover.nmen.t a presence in every ccmmmity·,. 

town ar.id city fram Vancouver to Halifax. 

The next part of this study turns to the intrcx1uction of collective 

bargair1.ling into the Federal public sector and examines in detail how the 

collective bargaining process facilitates the implementation of the pro

gram of autanation. The struggles of postal workers becornes.a twofold 

offensive against autanation and a restricti'lle collective bargaining 

climate. 
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CHAPI'ER 2 - Cc::II:.LECl'lVE BARGAINING IN 

THE E'EDERAL POBLIC SEC'roR 

The establishne:nt of collective bargaining in the Federal public 

sector in 1967 was in one sense an iIrportant victory for federal workers. 

Worker agitation for the right to strike and for an end to the traditional 

paternalistic employer - employee relationship opened up a new chapter in 

Canadian labour histo:r:y. Yet, collective bargaining was also an insti-

tutional expedient for the Canadian Federal governnent. Collective 

bargaining 'regularized' errployer - employee relations by :irrposing 

obligations on federal workers. The brief, but successful, experience 

with the 1965 'wildcat' postal strike was to be avoided in future. The 

collective bargaining process institutionaliz1ed labour conflict by 

cannalizing it into a fom the Federal state could better handle, even if 

only at times by the use of injunctions, rep~essive laws, or by engaging 

in ideological ski:tmishes against public sec'bor unionism and the right to 

strike. 

The Public Se:l:vice Staff Relations Act set in motion an era of 

'official ' collective bargaining. But this Act was never intended as a 

divestii:ure of so - called 'management rights' - meticuloo.sly safeguarded 

in this legislation. 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the labour law surround

ing collective bargaining in the Federal public sector and to show hCM 

this law l.imits the bargaining rights of federal workers I and, in parti

cular, how it is a source of conflict in the Post Office. The chapter 
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begins by: giving an historical sketch of the lemployer -errployee cli:mate 

prior to the intrcduction of collective Oa:rgaining and traces the con

ditions which led to its establishment in 1967. The Act, itself, is then 

examined along with its implications for co1llective bargaining. In 

addition, a brief contrast between the PSSPA ,and the canada LaOOur Code -

the legislation governing bargaining in the private sector - is considered. 

bl Traditional Federal Public Sector 'L,abour 'Relations 

Prior to the intrcx1uction of collective bargaining in 1967, 

relations between the Federal govermnent and .its legions of employeeS 

typified the 'master - servant I relationship :reminiscent of Nineteenth 

Century labour practices. Federal workers had no right to negotiate the 

teJ:ms and conditions of work under which they laboured. Traditional 

enployer - errp10yee relations were, characteri:zed by the practice of 

unilateral decision-making by the Federal gov~ernment and the virtual 

absence of \\Orker militancy before the 1960 IS. 
1 

Federal workers banned together under employee associations. These 

employee associations engaged in what was ess4=ntially a discussion forum 

with the employer through the Civil Services Canmission. The camri.ssion 

would advise the Federal government on varioUls matters based on the 

infonnal talks held with the errp10yee associa't:ions. The entire process 

was gratuitous fram the emp10yer t s standpoint. The Federal government 

was not obliged to implement the Ccmnission IS reccmnenda.tions. Andy Andras, 

director of Iegislation and Government En'ploy~;es I Departments (ere) in the 

1950's.lcogently S'I.JIIIred up the quintessentiali.veakness of civil service 
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associations when he observed, "Civil service organizations, may suggest, 
, , , 

advise, recomnend or criticize,:..'~ essentially 'the 'decision; Whatever it 

is on whatever point, '.is 'a 'unilateral 'dne" • 2 

!fle Civil Service Ccmn:i.ssion was mandated broadly to oversee such 

matters as working conditions: organization of work: job classification: 

recrui'b:nent, appointment and, of course, wages and salaries. The 

ccmni.ssion was in all respects an "am. of Itar.Lagement". 3 

The Federal government also set-up ar.L agency known as the 

National Joint COuncil (NJC) in 1944.4 The Council provided for joint 

employer - errployee asseciation consultation on public service-wide issues. 

The COuncil gave federal workers a semblance of input into the decisions 

taken by the govenm:nt without for one marent conferring the right to 

negotiate policy or other important areas. 'lhe Council functioned 

exclusively as an advisory bocly and allowed the major errployee asseciation 

representatives to air their views. One source described the National 

Joint COllIlcil as a mechanism initially desigrLed to head off the move 

toward the developnent of autonanous errployee~ organizations and the 

demand for real input by federal workers intc) the decision-making precess. 5 

The vast majority of public sector employee associations were very 

conservative in outlook and in the tactics th.ey were prepared to use to 

achieve their objectives. The fact that t:hes;e associations had no legal 

status whatsoever did not provide much. space to manoeuvre. What could be 

i:el::Ired I direct action I by errployee asseciations consisted mainly of 

presenting briefs to the Treasury Board and the Civil Service ccmni.ssioni 

lobbying Members of Parli.arrent; and 'going p.:lblic' on the issues to 

generate outside pressure on the Federal gove.rnment. These actions were 
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basically pressure tactics and nore closely resembled a t cap-in.-hand I 

practice by errployee associations to get the employer to act in a 

tenevolent manner - hardly an acceptable labour practice in the latter 

llalf of the 'Th.en.tieth century. Strikes or public derronstratians by federal 

workers were. rare occurences and certainly figured nowhere in. the strategy 

IIOst enployee associations deen:ed acceptable for public servants. 

After 1961, discussions be~ the Civil Service Commission and 

employee associations l\eJ::e: put on a formal footing. The Civil Service Act 

of 1960-61 set up, by statute, a formal negotiation process. 6 But this 

meant only that ta.J.k5 between the errployer and e.rrployee organizations 

~ take place.. Errp10yee associations -were not granted any legal status 

as bona fide bargaining agents for federal employees.. The Federal govem.-

mant retained the right to act unilaterally :tn all matters. The role of 

the Civil Service Ccm:nissian remained purely an advisory one. The govem.-

mant was not botmd to accept the Cormlission r s rec:anunendations, despite 

whatever wide support they might have arrong :Eederal employees. Nothing 

had changed. 

That the existing enployer - employee labour practice. was woe

fully inadeg:.uate for federal workers was obvious and perhaps states the 

case. ~t mildly. TIle mak position of employee associations mder 

such a reg:i.me was revealed when the Federal govenment flatly rejected a 

pay advisory made by the Cc:ln1rt:ission following talks with employee 

associations in. 1963. 7 In ooing so, employee associations had no l'legal' 

* recourse to press the pay issue. 

* The LCOC best described the: weak p<)sition of postal employee 
associations in the pre-collective. bargaining relation.ship in the following 
way: "'Prior to and following the Second- World War, the Post Office was 
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Clearly, the traditional negotiat.i.On ~>tructure would have to be 

overCC!I1E if federal lIO:rXers were ever to achieve real bargaining power. 

The patemalistic labour practices were long ()utIroded. The federal public 

sector had witnessed imrense growth in the post-1945 period. The pros

perity of the Fifties gave way to the inflaticmazy econ~ of the Sixties. 

'!he economic plight of federalloR)rkers in the early 1960's pointed out 

the necessity to steer employee organizations in a new direction. Enployee 

associations began agitating for an extension of the industrial 1:yJ;:e of 

bargaining process to the federal loR):rkplace. 8 

A case for COllective Bargaining 

The C!ecade of the 1960 f S saw the demand by federal enployees for 

collective bargaining rights. Federal workers increasingly rejected the 

right of the enpioyer to act arbitrarily in deciding matters directly 

affecting their working conditions. 

The benefits of working in the federal public sector ~ not as 

abundant as sc:llle believed. The roajority of federal workers ground out the 

treadmi 11 of occupational IIEdiocrity and leamed sinply to make ends neet. 

High paying and status jobs were few and far between .. 
9 

Poor sala..-ries were 

a major source. of enployee dissatis£action. Hichard M. Bird, in a recent 

and exhaustive study on public sector e:rrploynent in Canada, obseIVeS 

operated in a military-like fashion.. '!he. boss barked out the orders and 
the employees jurrped.. The employees had no right to grieve injustices 
and unfair treai:m::mt... In fact, even the pay cheques were at the will 
of the CrCMl(r. (Cf. rrBrief Outline on 'The letter Carriers'" Union of 
canadarr , March 16, 1981 (LCtC dOCl.lIIeIlt prepared by C .. Nelson, General 
Vice-President, r..cu::). 
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that prior to the inid-19'6(T's, t:fle'renumeration paid to federal workers 

was below that paid in the private sector. 10 M:)reover, the subsequent 

reversed trend in the latter half of the decade, suggests a particularly 

poor pay level for federal workers in the period before the mid-1960's 

The only area where federal workers faired l1U.lCh. better than their counter

parts :in the private sector was the pension plan. 11 

The poor econanic condition of federal workers and the inability 

to press wage demands within the existing negotiating franework, as shown 

by the government's rejection of the 1963 wag~e increase, set the stage for 

the growth of public sector militancy in the ~early 1960's. In reviewing 

the plight of federal workers, the then national president of the canadian 

Postal Employee Association (CPEA) - the CtJPW's predecessor - observed: 12 

No wander civil servants never 91et anywhere. 
They're always satisfied with crlJIIlbs, and they'll 
get nothing but crumbs until ~? quit crawling 
on their hands and knees and stand up like neIl. 

We're finished with collective begging. We * 
want collective bargaining, and nothing less. 

Federal workers now agitated for the right to bargain collectively. 

A Preparatory Camdttee on Collective Bargaining was established 

by !.ester B. Pearson as the fulfillment of a 1963 election pranise to 

introduce collective bargaining into the federal public sector. 13 This 

Camdttee delivered its report in July 1965. The report I s chief recan-

mendations were twofold: (1) allow federal employees the right to bargain 

collectively; and (2) use canpulsory arbitration to resolve any impasse 

in negotiations. 14 

* Looking back at this period, Joe Davidson (CUPW President, 1974 -
1977) notes that, "Beyond doubt it was the almighty dollar, or rather the 
witholding of it, which made civil servants unciviL •• " (Cf. J. Davidson 
and J. Deverell, Joe Davidson (Toronto, 1978), p. 67}. 
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Collective' bargaining witbout the right to stri.ke. oould hardly be 

~d as a :major step forwa:rd in state - enployee relations. For this 

:reason, many public employee. associations vi91::mrously opposed binding 

arbitration and demanded instead the right to strike. Federal wo:tkers 

would have. no truck. with any :report or goverrmental decision falling 

short of oollecti ve bargaining with full reOOl.lrse to strike action if 

ag:reenent could not be successfully b.aImered ()ut. 

In the end, the Preparato:ry COmnittee'!s arbitration rec:arrmendaticn 

was rejected by the Federal goverrment. The legislation that eventually 

passed goveming oollective bargaining in the federal public sector did 

not p:robibit the right of federal ~rkers to &i:rike over contract demands. 

Ailow.ing federal workers the right to strike ~7as not at gesture of benev

olence on the part of the govenment. Rather the actions of postal wo:tkers 

in staging an:, 'illegal r (wildcat) strike in 1965':made prohibiting the 

right to strike highly unacceptable to federal WODrers and politically 

unwise fran tbe govenment r s point of view. 

'lbe rnlegal ( 1965 Post Strike: A 
Sign of Changing Times 

The Preparato:ry Ccmni.ttee [s :report was barely handed down in July 

1965 when a natianal strike by postal wo:r.:kers erroded any possible base 

of support for its arbitration recc:mrendation. . The postal strike made 

de facto what the report denied federal workeIs in its recarmendations. 

lJlle use of the strike weapon by federal workers was a1m::>st 

* unheard of in the century prior to the postal rwildcat I • Behind the 

* Interestingly, postal workers stJ::uck twice prior to the 1965 
wildcat. Postal workers went out in 1918 and again in 1924. 'Ihe 1918 
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postal strike lay issues all federal workers could syrrpathize with. 

Poor pay and Dad working conditions set the stage for the 1965 

strike.. The Federal govermen.t failed to gr'ant a $660. annual increase 

postal workers sought and instead offered only a base of $300. 15 In the 

House of Ccmrons, the wages and \«)rking conditions of postal workers 

were described by one MI? as "almost unbelievable II and a "disgrace".16 

For example, in 1956 the hourly wage of a postal \«)rker was $1.39. No 

increases were granted until 1960 when the government granted a $0.20 

per hour raise. The next wage hike was not until 1965 when the hourly 

wage was increased to $2.50 in the wake of the postal strike.17 

The 1965 postal strike was national in scope and lasted seventeen 

days. 18 The Montreal area locals stayed out the longest - a full week 

later than the rest of the strikers. The Federal government used 

injunctions in British Coll.lll1Dia, Qu9bec and Ontario. 

The outcane of the strike was seen as a victory for postal 

workers. IIBy any stanadard of measurement, the strike was a clear victory 

for the unions: it produced. a significant salary increase, a syrrpathetic 

public awareness of post office working conditions, and no reprisals by 

the govermen.tll • 19 

The postal strike was inlportant for a number of reasons. Firstly, 

strike was most widespread in Western canada and in the major centres of 
Toronto and Hamilton. The 1924 strike was more national in scope and 
witnessed the use of strikebreakers by the Federal gove:rnrrent. Reprisals 
against strikers were taken, including the l~::>ss of wages, demotions and 
other disciplinary sanctions. (Cf. Canada Pc::>st, Labour Relations in the 
Post Office: A ChrbnolOgy, ottawa, O:::tober 31, 1980 (Research & Develop
nent J:.a1x)ur Relations Branch - internal document) ). 
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the strike opened ~ gulf between an ,~ggl:'essi:ve rank. and file in the Post 

Office and a conservative union (i.e. association) leadership. The Postal 

Workers' Brotherhood did not sanction the strike action and urged the 

nembership to retum to work. A nore radical union leadership took root 

in the afteJ:math of the 1965 strike. "At the earliest opportunity the 

officers of the Brotherhood were knocked off like ten-pins". 20 The 

delegates to the 1965 CI?EA National COnventil:m. in Toronto withdrew their 

support for the national president. These dJelegates believed " ••• whatever 

had been gained ~ the str~ was achieved in spite of the bureaucratic 

strategies of the Brotherhood and only becau:se of membership militancy". 21 

Secondly, the strike's success stood out as an example to all federal 

workers. Direct action, or even the threat (:::>f a strike, was a potent 

means of pressing forward the interests of fl=deral \\Orkers. The postal 

strike showed that workers could change the :subordinate relationship of 

public en;>loyees to the Federal government. ' 'Lastly, the potential for 

'wildcatting' made the introduction of a collective bargaining framework 

an institutional necessity for the Federal gover.nmen.t. The use of 

industrial type of action (e.g. strikes, picketi.'1g, etc.) as an inherent 

feature of public sector labour relations could no longer be discounted. 

Gover.nment, like business, required the stability a long-tenn contract 

pranised, especially in an era when the size, cost and services provided 

by the government bureaucracy had grown to such huge proportions. And, 

thus, the breakdown of public services had a devastating jmpact on the 

ecoI1C!11¥. Indeed, Postmaster General Jean-Pierre c8te told the House of 

Carm::ms in May 19, 1966 that, in restrospect, the postal strike pointed 

out " ••• the need for proper collective bargaining procedures".22 The 

introduction of collective oargaining was necessary to avoid sllnilar 
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spontaneous outbreaks of worker unrest in future. 

The 1965 I illegal' strike Was, then, very much a portent of 

changing times. Even before postal workers I dissatisfaction over wages 

and \«)rking conditions boiled over into a nation-wide strike, postal 

\«)rkers were already developing a radiaca1 pw.1osophy toward employer -

employee negotiation. The 1962 National Conv~..ntion of the canadian 

Postal Employees Association (CPE'A - CtJPW's predecessor) accepted the use 

of work-to-rule campaigns in t!ie' public sectoJ:,.23 A more militant thrust 

was caning', into the employer - employee relationship. 

The postal strike showed the need for collective bargaining for 

federal workers and helped break down resistance to its co1laries -

striking and mass action. "After the postal strike the canadian conception 

of public service collective Oa:I:'gaining was fundamentally altered: the 

righ!- to strike was accepted ••• ,,24 

In transfonning the Preparatory Ccmni1:tee' s recar:urendations into 

a collective bargaining frarrework, the Federal government chose not to 

exclude the possibility of strike action. The choice of binding arbi ~, 

tration or strike action was 1e..-Ft open to the employee organization. In 

doing so, the Federal government ackncw1edged the :ilnpact of the postal 

strike on the ultimate shape of the collective bargaining process. Postal 

\«)rkers II ••• had shown a readiness to strike ~rmen necessary with or with

out the government's blessing. ,,25 But the po:stal strike also made it quite 

clear to the Federal government that the eventual collective bargaining 

legislation would have to contain strong emp1c:>yer protections in the face 

of a potentially more militant workforce. Indeed, the labour law that 

grew out of the events of the early 1960' s only foJ:J11alized, in many ways, 

the traditional subservient negotiating relationship of federal \«)rkers 
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to the canadian state. With th:tS l'listorica1 Oackground we now move to 

the int:r:oduction of collecuVe Bargaining in the Federal public sector. 

2.2-· An Era" of Official "COllecti"Ve "Bargaining Begins * 

On March 13, 1967 the. Ptililic "service" Staff Relations Act (PSSRA) 

was passed by the House of Carm::m.s ushering in an era of 'official' 

collective bargaining in the federal public s:ector. 26 The collective 

bargaining process covered the overwhelming majority of federal workers, 

sanewhere in the vicintiy of 90: per cent at the time ~f its introduction. 27 

The collective bargair..ing process is overseen by the PUblic Service 

Staff RP..lations Board Q?SSRBI. The Board is responsible for administering 

the Act: it considers applications for certi.fication; dete:tmines bargain-

ing units; certifies and revokes" certification and administers dispute 

resolution mechanisms. The Board is canposed of a Chairperson, Vice-

Chairperson and equal employer and employee representation. 

Two dispute resolution avenues are open to bargaining under this 

federal public sector labour legislation: tJ::Le conciliation/strike route 

or the binding arbitration route. The bargctining unit must specify which 

route it will take before contract talks begin. A grievance procedure is 

also in place. 

Conciliation 

Failure to hanmer out an agreement in conciliation sets the stage 

for possible strike action. Conciliation leaves the option of a strike 

* The-- account of the PSSRA is taken fran the Act itself unless 
otheJ:wi.se cited. 
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open to the union. 

COnciliation nay be requested By tile E3l1'ployer, or union, or nay 

even be established. by the Chairperson of the PSSRB where this action may 

help resolve a dispute. A Conciliation Board is then appo:inted. catq?Osed 

of three members: a Chairperson (appointed. by the Chairperson of the 

PSSRB on the nanination of the Employer,lEicployee nenbers); an Employer 

member and an Einployeememl5er. 

A Conciliation Board appointed. to Ilea:Ir a dispute may pt.Jblish a 

report if the Chairperson deans. tIiis appropriate. The· report of the 

conciliator may be binding if the parties nave so agreed prior to the 

report being rendered. The Conciliation Board report is designed nore for 

purposes of noral persuasion than as an instrument of forc:ing both sides 

to reach an agreement. In essence, the COnciliation Board atterrpts to 

bring both sides together to weign the n-erits of the issues in dispute 

:in the hope of reaching an agreenent. 

Aribitration 

Arbitration is always binding on both sides. This aspect of the 

Federal labour law is seen by one labo~ oOserver, A.G. Gillespie, as 

particularly helpful in dispute resolution fOJr smaller bargaining units 

that do not have the econanic or political clc:mt of the larger units and 

may therefore not be taken seriously by the ar;>loyer if the conciliation/ 

strike route is the only negotiation avenue open. 28 

The structure of the arbitration process is quite similar to that 

of Conciliation. An Arbitration Tribunal or Board is set up by the PSSRB. 

Each dispute referred to arBitration is considered. by a Tribunal establish

ed specifically for the dispute at hand. The Triliunal meets only after 
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negotiations have reached an :hnpas.se and afteJ::, the PSSRB is satisfied 

both parties have barga.i..ned in tlgood faith". Notice must be given out

lining the reasons arbitration is requested m'ld what proposals the party 

requesting arbitration has concerning how it ~~d like the Tribunal to 

decide the dispute. Once the Arbitration TriJ:)1mal makes its Award 

(decision), it is binding on both sides. 

Grievances 

The PSSRB administers a process for the adjudication of grievances 

arising out of violations of ertployer or ~loyee rights vis-a-vis non 

canpliance with the teJ::ms of Arbitration Awards of violations of the 

collective agreem:mt. 

Under the PSSRA Federal workers bargain wi til either the Treasury 

Board as 'errployer' or the Depa.rt:ment itself. Most Federal workers bargain 

with the Treasury Board as against the 'separate errployer' category enumer

ated in Schedule III of the Act. 

On the surface the PSSRA simply reaff:il::ms many aspects of collective 

bargaining in the private sector labour relations setting. Collective 

bargaining under the legislative framawork of this Act cOlTers the entire 

gambit of bargaining fran appplication for certification to the resolution 

of disputes arising fran negotiation. Ji'rportantly, the right to strike 

is not prohibited in this Federal labour legislation. 

Upon closer scrutiny, however, the PSSRA se.werely limits collective 

bargaining for :federal w:>rkers. We now focus on the restrictive nature of 

this labour law. 



2.3 The Public Service Staff Relations 

Act: An tInstitutional Straii:j acket I 

Nothing in the Act shall be construed 
to affect the right or authority of 
the anployer to deteJ:mi.ne the organ
ization of the Public Service and to 
assign duties to and classify positions 
therein. 

The Public Service Staff Relations Act: virtually paralyses any 

atterrpt by federal workers to truely negotiate~ the mat~s that affect 
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workers IIOst. This labour law is a masterpiece of managerent control over 

the workplace and workers. 

Section 7 of the Act quoterl above closes off the critically .iItr ' 

portant areas of job classification and organization of work fran the 

bargaining process. All 'subsequent provisions; of the Act flow fran this 

single general principle upholding unequivocably the right of the anployer 

to decide the organization of the workplace. Thus, as one public sector 

union put it, II.. . collective bargaining is tc) have !!£ iIrpact on organ

ization and classification". 29 

The absurdity of this situation for federal workers is obvious 

when the folloWing is considered. Workers cannot negotiare changes in the 

rrethod and organization of work, whether through the introduction of DEN 

technology or otherwise effected by the anployer. Taken in the context of 

a restructuring of the public sector over the past decade or more, workers 

are stripped of any right to oppose the use of management. authority to alter 

the tenns and conditions of their etq;)loyment. Section 7 effectively 

suspends any meaningful negotiations. 

If this clear dictare of managenent rights was not enough in 
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prohibits collective agreements fram touching upon any suDject matter 
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that is already covered by federal legislation or that would require 

legislative changes. The Federal government has sliced up various aspects 

of federal public sector work and parceled-ou1:. control to a host of 

government agencies charged wi th a&ni.nisterin~1 legislation covering certain 

aspects of public sector work. Therefore, a collective agree.ment may not 

contain provision on pensions; hiring I layoff and dismissal of etrq?loyees, 

prarotion, dE!llDtions and transfers; jab classification, etc., - since these 

itans fall under existing federal legislation.. For exaII'ple, pensions 

are covered by the Public Service Superannuation Act; appointment, appraisal, 

etc. by the Public Service EmplOyment Act; workmen IS catq?eIlSation by the 

* GoverIlIIeIltEmployees I CC1npensation Act, and so on. In short, as J .C. 

Anderson and T.A. Kochan observe, " ••• many i:;sues central to collective 

bargaining in the private sector are outside the danain of collective 

barga.. 'the publ' '" 30 :uung J.Il ~c serv~ce • 

COllective bargaining in the federal public sector is severely 

handicapped by the limiting features of the PiSSRA which restrict the scope 

of bargainable subjects. The etrq?loyer is not obliged to negotiate in· a 

real sense. Moreover, when contract talks reach an impasse and the dispute 

cares before either the COnciliation or Arbitration resolution mechanisms, 

the restrictive nature of the Act is further brought to bear on federal 

workers. 

* (see in particular Schedule III of the Act) 
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Conciliation hearings cannot deal with the methods, rules or 

processes for the hiring, evaluatinq,;:: Prcn01ting, transferring, laying

off or firing of workers. ,These lllatters under Section 86 (3) are strictly 

management rights. The precise teJ::ms of reference (Le. subjects to be 

discussed) of the Conciliation Board are dec:Lded by the Chairperson of the 

PSSRB before bearings begin. The tems of reference cannot deal with any 

matter prohibited in the Act. That is, any subject failing under the 

right or authority of the errg;>loyer or otheJ::wise explicitly nentioned in 

the Act cannot legally De discussed in Conciliation. 

In a similar vein, the Arbitration Tl~ibunal may not render an 

ou~ that would alter or require the alteration of existing federal 

legislation. Moreover, any subject not under negotiation by both sides 

prior to the request for arbitration cannot later be put before the 

Tribunal, despite its merit. Thus, discussion of even negotiable subjects 

may be jeopardized. 

A further restriction placed on the nandate of the Arbitration 

Tribunal lies in the factors to be taken intc) consideration when it 

considers a dispute. Section 68 requires an Award to be subject to the 

interests of the federal public sector as a whole. The decision of the 

Tribunal must be info:med by factors outside the specific dispute, for 

example, the need to maintain an occupational. equililirium between various 

branches of the pUblic service vis-a-vis wages and woi:king conditions; and 

outside the public sector - what workers perfoming sjmilar work in the 

private sector have as conditions of employment. That is, the principle 

of 'canparability' with the private sector, now highly 'en vogue' in neo

conservative quarters. While the principle of carparability is no doubt 
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defensible in theory (Yia t:he 'national interest'l, in practice, the 

specificity of the :imnediate dispute is to a large measure ignored. This 

approach cannot auger well for 1aJ3our relations, since, not all federal 

workers perfonn the same work. 

The Right to Strike 

Virtually rigging the collective bargaining process in management IS 

favour, the Act goes on to impose indirect limitations on the right of 

federal workers to strike. Firstly, a fav words need to be said about the 

right to strike under the Act. This right is; not prohibited in the Act 

itself, rather follows logically fran a failure of the conciliation route 

to produce agreement by both sides. Thus this right is "inferred" and not 

1 ted 1;;..:"'C;.·ted 31 express y gran . or proJ.J..U..I~ • 

'!he PSSRA has built into the Act a cbeck on the right of federal 

workers to withdraw their J.a.Bour power. Unde>,r Section 79, the bargaining 

unit is required to have sane of its ne.rnl>ership declared "designated 

eJIg?loyees" prior to the cannencement of contract talks if the Conciliation! 

strike route is chosen. Even Defore the Conciliation Board can be 

established,· those employees "... whose duties consist in whole or in part 

of duties the perfolJl1aIlce of which at any pa.!:ticu1ar time or after any 

specified :period of time is or will be necessary in the interest of the 

safety or security of the public" must be determined. A written list of 

such eJIg?loyees IlUlSt De provided by the emplo~rer to the PSSRB twenty days 

after notice to nargain collectively is given. The bargaining unit may 

object to the size of this list and exactly who is included as a desig

nated employee. The Conciliation Board will hear and rule on such an 

objection. 
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Section 79 poses a threat to the z:ight of federal workers to strike. 

If a significant enough n1.1It1l:Jer of employees are 'designated', the strike 

weapon is seriously weakened, or circumVented altogether. Indeed, one 

source points out that "In many cases, trore than 90% of the errq;:>loyees of 

. barg" . t d' ted" 32 r!!-__ • a g~ven aJ.IlJ.ng uru are es~gna • ~,;L=e essential errq;:>loyees can 

maintain public services and offset the impact of the strike. In effect, 

the law requires a part of the Darg"aining unit to function as I scabs I 

against the striking mem1:lers! 

H.W. Arthurs, a laBour analyst, downplays the potential threat of 

Section 79. He oDserves that fran the onset of collective bargair$lg to 

1970, the number of errq;:>loyees designated was only about 7.5 per cent of 

all errq;:>loyees who chose the COnciliation/stri.ke route. 33 Yet, what is 

important here is the legal right of the errq;:>J.oyer to wipe out the right 

to strike. Indeed, the report of the "Parliamentary Ccmnittee on 

Employer-Employee Relations in the Public SeJ::vice" in the mid-l970 I s 

suggested a 'beefing-up' of the designated E!I.1ployee category by expanding 

the number and types of errq;:>loyees deaned essential. 34 If this report is 

taken. as an indicator of what federal workerS) may expect in the future, 

the right to strike may be seriously undennined by making ncre extensive 

* use of the designated eIIq?loyee category. 

* The Federal government has been ov~.rtly challenging the right 
of federal workers to strike for a number of years nOW'. The most recent 
exazrples are the 1980 Air Traffic ControllerS) dispute and the 1978 postal 
strike. In the fo:tm3r, the government requested that the PSSRB strip 
scm; 1800 air traffic controllers of the right to strike by designating 
all of them as essential. (Cf. "Scme Unions Say Government is Undennining 
Their Rights", The Spectator (Hamilton) February 18, 1981, p. 79). In 
the later case, the House of camons passed the Postal Services Continu
ation Act on October 17, 1978, which forced Sitriking postal workers to 
retu:m to work, despite the fact that the stJ:~ike was 'legal'. (Cf. H.J. 
Glasbeek and M. Mandel, "The cr:hne and Punishrcent of Jean-C1aude Parrot", 
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Despite the highly restrictJ."ve nature~ of the Public Service Staff 

Relations Act, the practice of collective bargaining in the federal public 

sector has been characterized by the absence of strikes and widespread 

worker unrest. The major exception to a relaLtive calm in Federal state -

worker relations is, of course, the militant postal workers and the very 

recent national walkout of federal clerks represented by the Public Service 

* Alliance of Canada (PSAC). 

The first several rounds of collecti~re bargaining saw the vast 

majority of unions opting for the catpllsory arbitration dispute resolution 

nechanism as against the COnciliation/strike route. Between 1967 and 1970, 

"Only 14 of 114 units, containing approximate~ly 37,000 e:nployees have turned 

their backs on arbitration... The balance of: almost 160, 000 employees in 

100 bargaining units have voluntarily relinquished the right to strike".35 

The trend since the mid-1970 IS, howe~rer, has been toward a 

significant shift, fran binding arbitration to the COnciliation/strike 

route and a noticeable increase in strike act:ivity by federal workers. 36 

The canadian Forum. Vol. lix, No. 691 (August, 1979), p. 10). 

* The 1980 strike by federal clerks \\TaS the first since collective 
bargaining was introduced in 1967 and was chaLracterized by an unusual 
display of rank-and-file militancy, particul2Lrly against the conservative 
PSAC leadership of Andy Stewart (who got nore militant as it became 
clear the rcenbership would not support a conservative posture against 
the Federal government). on September 8, 1980 50,000 federal clerks and 
regulatory e:nployees began a series of unauthorized walkouts after the 
Treasury Board refused to in;>lement a COnciliation Board reccmnendation 
for a shorter work week and pay hike. The leadership of the PSAC urged 
the strikers to return to work, but these pleas we:at tmheeCl.ed by the 
rank-and-file. The walkouts became a full-blown national strike on 
SeptemOer 30, 1980. Rank-and-file sentiment in favour of the strike was 
high. A tentative agreement worked out on o::tober 7 met with a good 
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nus trend is now clearly established. For exan:ple, in the fiscal year 

1980/81, sane 67 bargaining u.nits representing 80,000 federal ~rkers 

selected arbitration, wfiile 176,000 ~rkers spread out in 46 units opted 

for Conciliation. 37 

Whether or not the trend to the Concj~iation/strike option will 

mean more stonny labour relations lie ahead jn the 1980's remains to be 

seen. Certainly, the strike by federal clerks and the shift to 

Conciliation must De viewed as an indication that many federal ~rkers 

are dissatisfied with the shake compulso:r.:y arbitration is giving them. 

'Ihls is particularly true for the PSAC which has traditionally chosen 

binding arbitration over the Conciliation/strike route. " ••• as the 

years have gone by, more and more of its ~ groups have realized 

that they are badly served by a procedure which offers the Treasury Board 

little incentive to negotiate". 38 

* 2.4 The canada Labour . Code : A Contrast 

In contrast to the highly restrictive nature of the Public 

Service .Staff Relations Act, .the canada Labol.lr Code represents a more 

deal of grassroots opposition. WOrkers in Toronto and Montreal staged a 
massive demonstration in Ottawa at the national headqua.rteJ:s of the PSAC 
to show their disgust for the· pact. The tentative agreement did not 
include a COrA, nor did it guarantee amnesty for other PSAC members who 
~uld not cross picket lines set up by the striking federal clerks. The 
strike ended a feN days later, although it WdS obvious that many federal 
clerks were not happy with the agreement. (~L'his account of the strike is 
taken fran newspaper reports in the Toronto Globe and Mail on the follow
ing dates: September 9,15,23,29 (all page 111; Octo.ter 8,10,13 (all page 1) t 

1980~ 

* The account of the canada Labour Code is taken fran the Code, 
in particUlar, Parts IV and V (1978), unless othel:wise cited. 
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open legislative f~rk for collective ba,rgaiIring in the private 

sector. The' €ode goverils' all' private sector arployment within the 

legislative authority of the Canadian Federal State (powers deliniated 

under the BNA Acts) , ,for example, railways, highways, transport, telephone 

and cable systems, shipping services, banking and Federal crown canpanies. 

('nle COde also regulates nours of work~ :minitm:Im. wages ~ sick and maternity 

leave~ vacations and holidays; dismissals and canplaints against employers 

or enployees for non-unionized workers). Two key features of the Code 

stand out for our purposes: negotiation of technological change and 

health. and safety. 

Technological change is specifically'defined in the COde and 

made a negotiable item. .According to Secticn 149, technological change 

means, 

Cal the intrcx1uction by an ~'loyer into his 
work, undertaking or business of equi:r;:ment 
or material of a different. nature or kind 
tban tnat previously utilized by him in the 
operation of the work, tmdlertaking or 
business~ 

and 

(b) a change in the manner in which the employer 
carries on the work, undertaking or business 
that is directly related to the intra:luction 
of that equi:r;:ment or mateJ::ial. 

Thus, subjects such as classification; job displacement; changed work 

schedules; pace of work, etc., would be negotiable. No definition of 

technological change is contained in the Federal public sector labour 

law,39 noreover, technological change is non-negotiable. 

The COde, in'portantly, contains a p:rovision under Section 152 

whereby a collective agreement can be opened (prior to its expiry) to 

negotiate technological changes. Workers may even strike if the issue 
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remains unresolved. Section 49.·(21 Cbl of the l?SSFA stipulates that the 

collective .agreem:mt cannot Oe opened until only ~ :rconths prior to its 

* expiry. In any case, strikes are prohiDited during the te:r.m of a 

collective agreerrent. 

What is also important in negotiatin9 technological change under 

the COde is Section 149 (2J (b) which binds the anp10yer to respect 

provisions contained in a collective agreement respecting technological 

change. Under the PSSFA, even if the enplOYE!r agrees to negotiate 

technological change and to eliminate the adverse effects of new 

technology, in practice, this agreement can be ignored by falling back 

on the saving provision of Section 7 (i.e., i:he right of the enp10yer to 

classify positions and assign duties ••• ). Whenever the enp10yer finds 

itself in serious trouble in respect of what it has negotiated with a 

public sector union, the aIq?10yer can plead Section 7, as though its 

earlier actions were sanehow a sign of teIrporazy insanity which it now 

refutes. Section 149 is extrenely :iJ:rportant for postal ~rkers, as 'We 

shall see in Chapter Three in discussing jOl.Ilt camnittees on technological 

change am. in the CUPW' s arguments for the transfonnation of the Post 

Office into a Crown carq;:any (Chapter Six). l!"or the manent it should be 

According to the in'l:el:pretation of the PSSFA by Jacob Finkelman 
(pastOlairperson of the PSSRB and acknCM'ledged authority on this labour 
law), the Act does not forBid the revising OJ::' amending of an agreenent 
during its lifetime. However, no precise statutory rrechanism is set out 
to allow either side to initiate such action (Le. to open up the agree
ment). Finkelman • s conclusion, therefore, il$ that the Act, under Section 
57 (31, "contenplates" revision or amendment by "llUltual consent". Thus 
both sides llUlSt agree to open contract talks" This is quite different 
fran the COde. (Cf~ ·TennS ·ofReference of the Conciliation Board, August 
12, 1975, J. Finkelman, Chairman, p. 12. This TeJ::ms of Reference is .m 
viav of the Moisan Conciliation Board, octobE=-..r 7, 1975 (PSSRB doCUIteIlt) • 
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emphasized that if the enployer n:egotiates a provision to eliminate 

adverse effects of tecfulOlogical ci'lange unde.'t' the canada Labour Code, 

Section 149(2) (0) would bind the enployer 1:1:> carry out the agreement in 

practice. The Code has no Section 7 for the enployer to fall back" on. 

Health and safety is a second major feature of the canada Labour 

CCX1e which sets it apart fran its counterpart in the Federal public 

sector 0 A 1978 anendment to Part IV of the Code gives workers in the 

private secWr the right to refuse to work if there is reason to believe 

an ":iIrmi.nent danger" to safety or health exists. Federal public sector 

workers do not have the right to refuse. 

While Arthurs described. the Public Service Staff Relations Act 

as setting in motion a collective bargaining process " ••• which in all 

essential respects parallels that prevailing in the private sector ••• ,,40 

there are real differences between these two pieces of labour legislation. 

Any :parallel nnlSt be viewed in a strictly fOlJ1lal/structural sense of 

bargaining per se with the enployer, as the parallel stops at this point. 

As we have seen, the CCX1e is markedly different on two very critical 

issues. In addition, the Code does not :in;x:lse restrictions on the tenns 

of reference of conciliation and aJ:bitration mechanisms as is the case with 

the PSSRA. 

Prior m 1967, federal workers had no "legal right to negotiate 

the terms and conditions of their 'fM:)rk. The! Federal government acted 

unilaterally in deciding the organization clf the 'WOrkplace and all 

matters affecting federal 'WOrkers. 
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A collective bargaining process was e~~lished in 1967. The 

right to strike for federal workers was not prohibited in the legislation 

covering bargaining in the federal public sector. The highly restrictive 

nature of this labour law, however, limited the bargaining process as a 

whole, since many iIr(portant suejects could ncrt be negotiated. 

In many ways, the establishment of a collective bargaining frame

work only strengthened the arbitrary pc:mer of: the Federal govennnent in 

its deaJ jngs with federal workers. Through t:he provisions of the Public 

Service Staff Relations Act, the rules of t:he~ game were heavily weighed. 

* in favour of the errployer. The Act upheld t:he rights of the errployer in 

all respects. The legislative framework left: no illusion that there was 

no intention to establish free collective bargaining. Federal workers 

were faced with. the task of negotiating in a collective bargaining 

climate that was nore closed than open. The right to bargain collectively 

masked the reality that federal workers could not negotiate the teJ:ms and 

conditions of their errployment. The collect:i.ve bargaining structure 

was to have no effect on the rights the errplc)yer hadtradi tionally 

exercised. 

In light of the limiting features of the PSSR2\, it is small 'V\~nder 

this piece of labour legislation and the entire process of collective 

bargaining is viewed with. suspicion by federal workers and that the Act 

has cane in for much criticism Dy the ctJPW. Whatever else may be said 

* What federal workers have is a collective bargaining 'shell' -
hollow on the inside vis-a-vis negotiable subjects, and, on the outside, 
the trappings of a real negotiation process. 
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* about the relative rterits of the PSSRA, this Act: gives the Federal 

government imnense power and control over the federal irVOrkforce. The 

;act remains, that for federal workers, the PSSRA is an oppressive law. 

Free collective bargaining is still an illusive goal of federal workers. 

OUr focus nOW' shifts to the practice of collective bargaining in the 

Post Office. 

* For exa:nple, it -may be oBserved that 'irX)rkers covered by the 
crown Employees Bargaining 'Act of the Provinc::,e of Ontario irVOuld gladly 
be placed under the PSSPA given the nature of the provincial labour 
law. Or that the PSSPA is a 'progressive' piece of legislation in 
carparison to public sector labour law in the United States. (For a 
discussion of the restrictive nature of the CEBA. and the campaign by 
the Civil Se!:vice Association of Ontario (CSAO) against this p:r:ovincial 
labour law, see: R. Laxer;canadatsUIiions (Toronto, 1976), pp. 
234-9). 
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CHAPrER THREE - BARGAINJNG AND NCrI' BARGAI:NmG 

IN TEE POST OFFICE 

The Post Office has been tbescene of the most intense management 

- union conflict in tfle canad:ian puBlic sector. Between the years 1965-

1979, a total of six national postal strikes and forty-five other local 

work stoppages were recorded. 1 only one year during this period was 

strike-free. These strikes and work stoppag'es resulted in a total of 

1,76l,78Q worker days 10st.2 
Between 1971-1979, postal strikes accounted 

for about 83 per cent of all tin1e lost by strikes in the Federal public 

sector. 3 * Over 60,000 grievances were filed in a four year period fran 

1975-1979.4 

The sources of postal conflict over: the past decade are trace-

able to the Federal government's program of autanation and to the Public 

Service Staff Relations Act. This Act faci1i tates the introduction of 

technolbgical changes in the Post Office woJ:::kp1ace. Postal workers and 

their union have wrestled with a labour law which denies them the right 

to bargain over technological change and other issues that directly 

affect working conditions. 

This chapter considers how the l.im:i.ting features of the PSSRA 

handicap bargaining in the Post Office and how the Act is a source of 

postal conflict. We approach this task by examining the efforts of the 

* That is, strikes fly Federal worke!rs covered by the Public 
Service Staff Relations Act. 
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aJPW to negotiate on three key issues: Cl} technological change; (2) 

health and safety; and (3)' grievance procedure and disciplinary action. 

Before turning our attention to these issues, same carment about the 

Federal governne:nt I s approach to collective bargaining and Post Office 

nanagarent's attitude toward trade unions fOl: federal workers is 

warranted. 

3.1 'Background to Bargaining 

The approach of the Federal government to bargaining with the 

federal public sector workforce is a source ()f postal conflict, noreover, 

the ambiguity surrounding exactly who is the employer of postal workers 

is an obstacle to nore haJ:moni.ous labour relations. In addition, 

paternalistic managanent views on the ideal atq?loyer - employee relation

ship are opposed by postal ~rkers. 

Postal ~rkers see the Post Office, :i.n many ways, as a unique 

public service, one which corresponds rrore closely to a private sector 

'ccmnercially-oriented' function. The nature of work perfonred is, 

basically 'blue-collar I, which separates postal workers from the main

stream of the federal public sector. "Postal ~rkers are the largest 

aggregation of blue-collar, operational workE=o-rs in government service. 

This sets them apart in attitudes, as well alS functions, fran the typical 

white-collar, clerical or teclmical public employee". 
5 

However, the 

particular character of the postal workplace is not taken into consider

ation at the bargaining table. 

The specific nature of ~rk in the Pc:)st Office, as an industrial 

type of ~rk setting, is ignored by the 'national~ interests the Federal 
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government seeks to pranote in public sector negotiations. Bargaining 

in the Post Office is cansidered fran the standpoint of how other branches 

of the federal ~rkforce!l1ay or -may not De affected. If postal workers 

succeed in winning an attractive contract, other public ~rkers might 

use this as a basis for their contract demands. The government is keenly 

aware of this prospect, and for this reason tries to keep an equilibrium 

between the various brancil.es. This 'melting--pot I approach to collective 

bargaining irrespective of real differences in ~rk perfonned, is a 

source of irritation to postal workers. This problan is catp:>UIlded by 

the fact that postal workers are responsible to not one, but two employers. 

Alm::lst fantastically, Post Office management dces not have the 

mandate to conclude agreements with postal mUons. Under the PSSRA, the 

Treasmy Board is the· employer 6 and has the j:inal word on the shape of 

* any collective agreement worked out with the postal mUon. As the CUPW 

so cogently put it, n ••• management, which has the responsibility of 

operating the Post Office, does not effectively control its labour 

relations with its cmn employees". 7 

* For that matter, Post Office management may even be excluded 
altogether fran the bargaining process! Mr. Dan MIll vihill, Director 
of Personnel, Ontario Postal Region, remarked to me that the 1980 contract. 
between the Treasury Board and the CUPW was a "political contract II , 

designed to placate the CUPW in view of the :impending transfoIl'tlation of 
the Post Office into a Crcmn canpany. For this reason, Post Office 
managem:mt was not involved in the actual negotiation of the 1980 
collective agreement which was handled at the ministerial level. In a 
real sense, this agreerrent ~-as 'in'q;:osed I on management. Mulvihill cited 
management's disagreement with. a clause which restricts the size of the 
casual ~rkforce and the use of part-time ~rkers. This clause restricted 
management's ability to get the mail out during surge periods, particularly 
in the major postal centres. (Interview with D. Mulvihill, Toronto, 
November 3,1980). 
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The bargaining process, the:h,. glosses. over t.'I-)e specific nature 

of postal work. Postal workers' danands are judged, not on their merits, 

but by the political and econan:tc :in'q;leraidve ,of how the public sector 

overall will be affected. OBviously, conducting bargaining in this way 

puts obstacles in the path of Detter managerent - union relations in the 

Post Office Department. 

One further point needs to be stressed in respect of problems 

with the government's approach to bargaining, - management attitudes 

toward 1.IDions. Collective Bargaining in the Post Office has been hurt 

by the reluctance of management to accept thei postal unions as representa-

tive organizations of workers. Post Office Iranagement's views have been 

described as 'conservative' and 'patemalisti.c' and irritating to postal 

w;)rkers. 8 
The Chairperson of the 1975 Conciliation Board, Jean M:lisan, 

noted in his Conciliation report that Post Office management had not 

carpletely accepted the concept of collective~ bargaining, even years after 

its introduction. His carments are instructive:9 

The Employer appears to have experienced 
difficulty accepting the idea that an 
individual can be both an employee and a 
member of a trade union, clearly preferring 
the 'employer - employee relationship to the 
'employer - union' relationship. It has 
undoubtedly developed a more m:xlern concept 
of this relationship since 1969 when the 
Chief P4judicatcpr' of the .Public .. Se+.Yice Staff 
Relations Board severely criticized its 
attitudes, but it should be noted that this 
paternalistic attitude and this preference 
for the employer - employee relationship 
still ~sists to sane degree an the roid-
1970'§1. 

The introduction of collective bargaIDing in the Federal public sector 

in 1967 nrust have been a Bitter pill for Post Office management to 
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swallow. In any case, ~ persistence 'of such. anti-union attitudes by 

managerrent has only fl.armad labour relations. '!he rest of the chapter 

examines the practice of collective oargaining in the Post Office. 

3.2 Negdtiatirig 'Tecfu101c:gical Change 

Collective Agreerents 

Negotiating techological change was only a small part of the 

first round of collective bargaining between postal workers and the 

Canadian Federal state in 1968. Article 31 of the subsequent collective 

* agreement provided for the COtJIlCil of Postal unions (CPU) to be notified 

of chaJ.'lges in "technology or operational methods ll that would "substantially" 

reduce the size of the oargaining unit, at least 90 days prior to imple-:

rrentation of the intended change (s). This notice must include details of 

how such change would affect ercq;>loyrnent. In, addition, the CPU could 

request rreetings to discuss changes in technology. At best, Article 31 

provided postal workers with infonnation on the ercq;>loyer's plans to 

reorganize the workplace. 

'!he 1970 collective agreement for postal workers reaffi.J::Ined the 

previous provision on technological change and added that the Post Office 

DepartIrent was to "... seek ways and means elf minimizing adverse effects 

on ercq;>loyees which might result fran such change". However, nothing in 

the agreanent obliged the ertq?loyer to elimir.late adverse effects. Further

more, technological change, although not defined as such, was given to 

* '!he COtJIlCil of Postal unions was the bargaining agent for 
both the CtJPW and the ICUC at that time. 



rrean change causing labour dtsplacenent. Acc:ording to the wording of 

Article 31.02, technOlogical cliange must directly or indirectly cause 

UIlaI'ployment in the bargaining unit in order. for the change to qualify 
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as a teci:mological change. Such a definition was an obstacle to postal 

'WOrkers being able to approach even discussion of new technology. 

Obviously, new ma.ch:i.neJ:y or equipteIlt may not: :imnediately reduce the 

size of the workforce~ on the contrazy, the short teJ:m effect may be to 

increase ar:q;:>loymen.t. Efcwever, negotiating the long range iIrq;act of changes 

in the net.hod and organization of work, including substantial UIleItq?loy

nent which might surface later on, was undemdned by this understanding 

of technological change. 

The only substantive change over the first contract was clause 

31. 05, which called for the formation of a "joint standing carmittee" on 

technological change. This camnittee was env'isoned as a managerrent -

union forum to discuss the effects of change on ar:q;:>loyees, including job 

* transfers and relocation. The deliberations of the camnittee were in no 

measure binding. Rather, the ccmni.ttee represented only a formalizing of 

the postal union r s sanewhat ambiguous right to discuss these matters with 

management. And, in v'iew of Section 7 of the Act, the ar:q;:>loyer was 

* A sanewhat elaborate transfer scheme for the tecimologically 
redundant was outlined in the agreanent. under this scheme, postal workers 
"rendered surplus" would be eligible for relocation and would be expected 
to relocate anywhere in Canada in order to keep a job in the Post Office. 
Moreover, if no ar:q;:>loyment was available, the person would be put on the 
public service job market in the hope of being picked-up by another 
governmsnt depart::ment. That is, the employee would "... becare eligible 
for placemant in accordance with the existing Public Service adjustIrent 
policies pertaining to surplus ar:q;:>loyees". In light of the trend since 
the late 1960 t s toward cutbacks in state spending, surplus workers were 
offered no finn possibility of placement elsewhere in the public service. 
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extending, ~less, a privilege t! 1 to postal workers to discuss a subject 

so vital to their interests as workers. 

In the 1973 collective agreement, A!.ticle 31 was reprcxiuced almost 

-word fo~ word fran· the 19:70 contract. The only other_provisic::>n of note 

in respect of technological change was Article 32 which allowed for the 

establisl'm1ent of a "Manpower Ccmnittee". 

The ManpcMer cannittee was mandated to "discuss" the impact of 

technological Change on the workplace and on postal workers vis-a-vis, 

job descriptions and job content~ wages; hours of work~ use of casuals; 

* utilization of staff and the ccxier. Intended changes in job content or 

the creation of new jobs arising fran technological change were to be 

placed before the Manpower ccmnittee for "consultation". It IIDlSt be 

underlined here, tllat technological change ~.r se was not being discussed, 

only the effects arising thereof. The Ccmni:t:tee did not inhibit the 

right of the employer to :implement changes, whether via the introduction 

of newequipnent or changed organization of the workplace. Article 32.02 

(b} was quite explicit on this point. 

Nothing herein contained shall prevent the 
Ei'rployer fonn :implementing the proposed 
changes in job contents or new jobs ninety (90) 
days after the matters are referred to the 
manpower carmittee provided that the Ei'rployer 
shall first have given fifteen (15) days notice 
to the Council fgf Postal UnionsJ ••• 

In effect, the Manpower Ccmnittee was nothing more than an agreenent by 

the employer to simply discuss matters relating to classification arising 

** fran the introduction of technological change. As we observed earlier, 

* (see discussion of the r Coder Dispute r in Chapter Four) 
** The heading 'classification t cov.;rs much bargaining terrain, 
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classification is a managarent prer,oga.ti-ve. The errployer I s willingness, 

at least on paper, to t consult t on this issue~ must be seen nore as an 

indication of its need to obtain the acquiesence of postal workers for 

its program of autanation, or at least provide a semblance of input to 

diffuse outright opposition tc:mard autc:mation, since the errployer had the 

authority to proceed in any case. 

The Manpower Ccmnittee, in the words of the ctJPW, " ••• was an 

abject failure". 10 Its mandate was a weak on.e; consultation was not 

negotiation. Managenent was not obligated tel halt intended change, nor 

to eliminate the adverse effects arising fran change. In this context, 

the Ccmni.ttee could not expect a great deal alf success. The carmittee 

failed not only because it failed to give thel union meaningful input, but 

because of errployer violations of notice provisions. According to the 

ctJP\iil, Post Office management went ahead and introduced changes while the 

carmittee was still being fonnalized. ll 

It took a full 10 nonths for the parties to 
cane to an agreement on the terms of refer
ence for the carmittee, * during which the 
Errployer proceeded with the introduction of 
technological changes and created nore and 
more coder positions, all classified Level l. 

The 'coder' issue was the first major dispute over autanation. This issue 

since aJ.roost all implementation of new tecbnallogy affects job contents or 
new jab creation. Thus, negotiating classification is really negotiating 
technological change. However, the Ccmnittee's mandate, to re-state it, 
was discussion ~ not negotiation. 

* The 1973 collective agreement, hc::Mever, called for the 
establishIrent of the Manpower Ccmnittee within thirty days following the 
signing of the agreement. 
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technological change and the irrpot.ence of the M.anpc:1.Er ccmnittee as a 
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mecban:i.sm for deal ing with. changes :in the method and organization of work. 

TIle 1975 collective agreement produced what appeared to be at 

the tilre a substantial shift in the 'Weak :posi1:ion of postal workers on 

* the technological change issue. Under Article 29 of the agreement, 

technological change was defined for the firs1: tilne and the errployer 

camlitted itself to eliminating all adverse effects of changes. A 

"Special .Adjudication carmittee" was established to negotiate solutions 

to the problems of technological change. 

Article 29.01 defined technological change as, 

• •• the introdUction by the Post Office Depart
nent in the internal processing of mail, of 
equip:rent different in nature, type or quantity 
fram that previously utilized by the Post Office 
Depart::mant, a change, related to the intro
duction of this equipnent, in the manner in 
which the Post Office Deparl:Inent carries on the 
internal processing of mail and any change in 
work methods and postal se:r:vices operations 
affecting one or more errployees. 

* The Federal government agreed to A:I::ticle 29 chiefly to avoid 
a national strike on the autanation issue. The newly appointed Postmaster 
General, Bryce Mackasey, agreed to accept the M:)isan COnciliation Board 
Report's recarmendation on Technological Changes (aJnost a carbon copy 
of what later becane Article 29 of the 1975 Agreertent). Mackasey was 
intent on proving to the public that the autanation issue was 'solved'. 
There was no reason, therefore, to shut down the postal system over 
autanation. Mackasey' s abrupt acceptance of the Report's recatl't'el1dation 
was an astute propaganda manoeuver on his part. In agreeing to the Report 
the Postmaster General attempted to take the ,/lind out of the national 
leadership's sails and publicly discredit the postal union should it go 
ahead with a strike. Yet, the ClJPW began its fourth national walk out on 
October 21, 1975. The autanation issue was far fram solved in the union's 
mind. (Cf. Report of the COnciliation Board, October 7, 1975, Jean M:)isar~, 

. Chaitman, pp. 115-20~ and J. DaVl.dson ana J. Deverell, Joe Davidson 
(Toronto, 1978), pp. l68-9~ 172; 176-9). 



Gone was the earlier notion that technological change was only change 

causing the dislocation of laBour. This definition was remarkably 

identical to the canada Labour. Code. 
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The agreerent provided for notice of intended changes to be given 

at least 90 days prior to the introduction of the change. In addition, 

Article 29.04 made it necessary to provide the union with all pertinent 

infonnation on the proposed change, including: 

(a) the nature of the change; 
(0) the date on which the Post Office Deparbnent 

proposes to effect the change; 
(c) the approximate number, type and location 

of enployees likely to be affec:ted by the 
change; 

(d) the effects the change may be e.xpected to 
have on the enployees r working conditions 
and teJ:ms of employment; and 

(e) all ot:lier pertinent data relatjng to the 
anticipated effects on enployees. 

The notice and infonnation provisions of the agreement, thus, gave the 

postal workers I union a clear picture of the employer r s planned changes. 

Labour - management rreetings were then scheduled for the purpose of 

holding "constructive and meaningful consultations" with the assistance 

of a third party. Failing to reach an agreement on the proposed change, 

the matter was then referred to a "special ~ljudication carmittee ll 

established to hear the dispute. 

The core of Article 29 was the employer's ccmnitment to "elllninate 

all injustices to or adverse effects on employees" and to resolve disputes 

over adverse effects through the Special Adjudication Camnittee (SAC). 

This Ccmnittee was, therefore, more than a consultation mechanism. The 

SAC established for the first time a means by which the problans associated 

with technological change could be eliminated. - a radical departure fran 

both the Manpower Ccmni.ttee and the Joint Standing Ccmnittee. The SAC's 
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mandate called for a report to be issued which was bind:i.?g on both parties. 

The camtittee rerroved consideraBle decision-making authority fran manage

ment and placed it in the hands of the adjudicator - a move postal workers 

obviously favoured and would seek to utilize ,as far as possible. 

Yet, as progressive a step as the Special Adjudication Cannittee 

was on paper, this Ccmni. ttee was flawed in a :number of respects. The 

~loyer's camti.trnent was to eliminate only the adverse effects of 

technological change. If the report ruled against the ~loyer, only the 

adverse effects would have to be redressed and not the technological 

change itself. The remedy might not go directly to the source of the 

problem. and offer only terrq;loraxy or inadequa'be relief. In addition to 

this, the COntnittee could not prevent changes either during or after the 

90 days notice period. The notice provision did not (despite the COPWls 

arguments to the contrcu::y - see Article 29 Di:spute below) constitute a 

eamUt:m:mt to halt changes. If a change was llnplemented within the 90 

day period, the employer was only in violation of the notice provision. 

This fact was .i.Ir'portant, since the adverse effects could not properly be 

assessed before iroplementaion and an alterna'b3 course of action proposed 

by the union. Finally, since the Camnittee could only canpel the employer 

to eLimi:nate the adverse effects of technological change, the :i.rrplemen-._ 

tation of a program of autanation remained, in the last analysis, the 

absolute prerogative of Post Office management. 

The Special Adjudication, Ca'nnittee enjoyed no. lTOre success than 

its predecessors. The cc:mnittee became caUgh11: up in an endless circle of 

legal nit-picking and ~gement tactics that rendered it useless to . 

postal ~rkers. Post Office management refused to respect the principles 
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behind Article 29 and hid instead behind the restrictive provisions of the 

PSSRA. Managanent went abea.d and carried out techr..ological changes in 

violation of the notice provisions in St. John's, Newfoundland and IDndon, 

Ontario. This action by the employer sabotaged the Ccmnittee as a viable 

mechanism for resolving the problems of technological change. Unless 

management took the principle of eliminating adverse effects seriously, 

the role of the Ccmnittee to resolve disputes was undel::mi.ned. We will 

examine the St. Jobnts and London disputes (Ctr Article 29 Dispute) 

because of the broad implications of the issues involved for the future 

of the employer's program of autanation and for the cupw1s ability to 

negotiate teclm.ological cfumge within the leg'islative framsmrk of the 

PSSPA. 

Article 29'Diepute 

The CUPW charged the employer with violating aspects of Article 

29 by failing to give proper notice and pertinent infonnation with respect 

to mechanization at St. Jclm I S and IDndon. The dispute was referred to 

adjudication. A Special Adjudication Ccmnittee was established and 

* chaired by Edward B. Jolliffe. 

For its part, the employer maintained notice was earlier given 

in a document entitled "Presentation Brief canada Post Office Proposed 

National Facilities Program, January 20, 1976", delivered to the union 

* The report of the Jolliffe carmittee contains a detailed 
account of the Article 29 dispute, citing both employer and union 
argumentation and presentation to the SAC. The Jo11ife report is the 
main source of the infonnation presented here. 
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in a meeting te.tween Post Office. ~gement and the CUI?W on February 10, 

1976. The 'National Facilities Progx'amt CNFP} document detailed the 

cost of the mecflan.ization projects across Canada, including the St. John IS 

and London projects. HOwever, this document did not provide any pertinent 

information on tfle' nUIllBer, type and location of postal workers to be 

affected, nor the effects on ~rking conditions and teJ:ms of employrrent. 

It became. oBvious tbat tfle NFP document was an internal Post Office 

Department cost analysis report and was not (nor was it ever intended to 

be) 'notice' to tfle union. But the CUPW accepted the National Facilities 

Program as "notice" and requested that the Post Office Department cClt'plete 

the outstanding information to fulfill the nc)tice and pertinent infor-

mation provisions of Article 29. The ctJl?W did this to prevent the SAC 

and Article 29 itself fran reing CClIIq?letely ~7recked by the employer. 12 

That is, if tfle union accepted this document as notice, the employer was 

acknowledging the role of the ccmni.ttee via the introduction of techno

logical change. .Article 29 would thus be observed and the carmittee's 

problem solving role put into practice. 

Management agreed to the union's request, but also, paradoxically, 

implied in its response that the contents of the NFP were not necessarily 

subject to Article, 29 • That is, managanent irrplied that the whole of the 

proposed program of autanation was not negotiable in line with the 

procedures contained in Article 29 vis-a-vis the SAC. 

A see-saw camn.mi.que debate ensued on whether or not the NFP was 

subject to Article 29. Post Office management had turned full circle 

fran its initial a.rgurrent that the NFP was 'notice'. "We do not believe 

that document falls within the ambit of Article 29".13 
In short, the 
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Article 29: and tile' overarchihg principle that; technological change was 
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subject to negotiation in so far as tOe. adverse effects arising fran 

changes llUlst De resolved. Finally, Post Office management agreed to 

include the NFP as being under Article 29, but managarent did not carm:i:t 

itself to accepting that the NFP necessarily fell under Article 29. 

The reason for management's change of heart was the union's agree

ment to expedite discussion of mechanization projects IICst urgent to the 

reorganization of the Post Office. Here lies the cxux-of the matter. 

Management, while bound by the collective agreement to eliminate the 

adverse effects of technological change, had as its first priority 

implementation of the program of autanation. The negotiation of adverse 

effects was a fetter to this program (we expand. on this shortly). Several 

ircg;:lortant issues arose fran the Article 29 dispute - two in particular 

stand out. 

Firstly, Post Office managenent argued that once a teclmological 

change was intrcduced at one facility, it no longer constituted a 

teclmological change when introduced in other facilities in the postal 

system. Thus, technically, no adverse effects could be said to arise, 

since the change was not a change by this definition! The errployer based 

this argument on section 29.01 of the 1975 collective agreement, which 

defines technological change as meaning the intrcduction of equiprent, 

etc. 'different in nature, type or quantity fJ::'CIn that previously utilized 

by t.l-],e Post Office Depart::ment'. Thus, according to managanent' s inter

pretation, the changes implemented at St. John t s and London did not 

represent tecilnological change at all. SimiUir changes had been carried 
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out at the Ottawa postal facility in 19.72 whP..n letter sorting machines 

and other· neW equipnent was first intrcduced there. The irrplication of 

this interpretation for the future of negotiating technological change 

was enoIlrlOUS for the union. The CUPW could not allow this argument to 

gain currency if it ever hoped to protect postal workers against tech

nological change. 

Not surprisingly, the CUPW interpreted Article 29.01 in a 

different light. Technological change meant changes carried out at a 

specific postal facility. The letter sortin9 machinery was, in the words 

of Jean-Claud.e Parret, (then Vice-President e)f the CUPW) " ••• not new to 

the Post Office - but it was new in St. Jalm's, Newfoundland". 14 The 

union did not accept nanagement' s concept of a one-time technological 

change: that, once implemented in one part of: the postal systan, the 

machinery no longer constituted a change. 

Secondly, in the Iondon case, the dispute brought to light the 

bare truth f.or the CUPW that the Special Adjudication Cannittee's mandate 

was more 1imi. ted than the union first believed. The central question in 

the IDndon dispute was this: Is the imp1en:en.tation of technological 

change prior to the Catmittee's report? The ClJPW argued that Article 29 

made changes dependent on the report's outcc::me. But, in fact, Article 29 

contained no prohibition against the intrcduction of changes while the 

time and procedure mechanisms qf Article 29 were in notion. The union 

inferred this prohibition fran the time limits contained in the notice 

provisions. ~reover,' as we noted earlier, the employer's obligation was 

limited to e1:i.minating adverse effects. Fulfilling this obligation did 

not necessarily mean having to retract changes already :i.ql1anented. 

Adverse effects could be eliminate in other ways (e. g. monetary ccmpensation, 
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etc.}. 

Whatbecanes quite clear fran a thorough. examination of the 

Jolliffe report is management's' canplete disrlegard for Article 29. 'I1le 

problem of Article 29 was not sirr(ply one of 'interpretation', but manage

rrent attitudes regarding its program of autanation as a national project. 

This program was to be implemented according to management timetables and, 

in any case, the program of autanation was al.ready a reality in manage

mentis thinking ~ it 'woUld De fully .inplemenb~. Management set its 

deadlines for the implanentation of the NFP alS more or less finn, adverse 

effects or not. Management was prepared to discuss adverse effects after 

implementation, :Out certainly managenent viewed negotiation prior or 

during the introduction of the change as an obstacle to the program itself. 

For example, at one round of union - managemeIlt meetings in April 1976, 

G.M. Sinclair, Assistant Deputy Postmaster GeIleral (Operations), stated 

in respect of the schedule for the changes planned at St. John's, that, 

" ••• unless tbere was significant evidence of adverse effects, Iid have 

to live with this schedule" .15 In a telephone~ conversation later that 

month with J.e. parret, Sinclair pointed out that he was tied to ccmnit

nents such as contractors' warranties, etc, and deadlines already set.16 

In other ~rds, the introduction of a massive program to reorganize the 

postal system placed its first priority on meeting schedules and cost 

ccmnitnents and negotiating the impact of this; reorganization was accorded 

a secondary place in the hierarchy of considerations! Management's 

deteJ:nri.nation to implement the program of autanation at all costs convinced 

the pos'-...al ~rkers' union that the employer was not interested in the 

results of its actions on workers. 



Jolliffe's report confirmed :Post Office management I s right to 

proceed with technological ~ge. While Jolliffe found management in 

violation of its ooligations variously to gi"i.7e proper notice and hold 

'meaningful and constructive consultations', the main point of his 
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report was to r~size management's authority over technological 

change. This report underlined the essential weakness of Article 29, and, 

indeed, the futility of attempting to negoticLte teclmological change in 

a meaningful way given management's approach to implement the NFP first, 

and deal with its adverse effects later. The~ program of autanation was 

to proceed undeterred Oy the protestations of postal T"oJOrkers and their 

union. 

Management r S definition of technological change was further proof 

that it had no intention of caning to grips with autanation as a program 

that must take into account the ~ct it will have on its enployees and 

involve workers in :i.n'g?ortant steps of the process as Article 29 set out 

to do. Indeed,Jolliffe castigated the enployer's notion that the intro

duction of new equipnent in one part of the s;~stem was no longer a 

technological change when introduced elsewhere. Jolliffe stated that, 17 

It would be nonsensical to argue that the two 
latter installations l§t. John's and IDndo1l1 
are the sarre in 'nature, type or quantity I as 
in ottawa~ they are clearly different, just 
as the size and nature of the twc) cities 
differ fran the size and nature of the 
national capital. 

The Article· 29 Dispute brought hans the fact that the ctJPW's 

efforts to use the collective bargaining process to deal with technological 

change were proving fruitless. The collective bargaining process, governed 

as it was by the Public Service staff Relations Act I was an '\JIlWOrkable 
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means of protecting tIle' interests of :ppsi:al ~it)rkers., The problems of 

negotiating tecfulblogical chahge were furt:her evidenced by the many 

unsuccessful attanpts Oy the union to have tedmological change put 

before the many COnciliation Boards establisrJ.ed to help bring Post Office 

managenent and the union closer on the issuesl during contract bargaining 

in the 1970's. 

Tecbnoloqica1ChaIiqe '& 'COnciliation 

In the COnciliation process, the union files specific matters as 

issues it wishes the Board to hear and recannend on in relation to the 

:iInpasse in contract talks. The eIl'!Ployer may also file a list of issues, 

in response to tile union, which it believes are not referable to the 

Board by virtue of the Public Service Staff Relations.Act. Out of this 

process and in accordance with the Act, the Chairperson of the PSSRB 

decides the 'Terms of Reference' (subjects to be discussed) for the 

conciliation BOard. 

What is ~t fran the tmion' s standpoint is getting its 

iSsues accepted by the Chairperson of the PSSRB as 'referable I to the 

Board. In respect of technological change, this has proved an alIrost 
-

:iIrpossible task for the postal union. AlnDst invariably, the proposals 

suhnitted by the CUPW to conciliation on technblogical change have ei the;r 

been deemed not referable or have been included in the Terms of Reference 

subject to the caveat of this or that section of the Act. 

Before the 1972 Conciliation Board chaired by (Men B. Shirre, the 

COUncil of Postal Unions presented proposals on technological change and 

jab security. 18 These proposals dealt directly with a guarantee of full 
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teJ::mination of errployment; wage cuts, or, downward classification 
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resulting frc:m technological cBange. The employer objected to the Council's 

proposals and fell back on the Act, in particular, Section 7 and Section 

86 (3) covering the administrative machinery for lay-offs; transfer; 

release of errployees, etc. Interestingly, Jacob Finkelman, Chairperson 

of the PSSRB, in deciding the Tel:ms of Reference, instructed the Board that 

the objectionable proposals were of "grave concem" to postal workers; 

that, the fears of technological redundancy would " ••• hang like a pall 

over the deliberations of the Conciliation Board in this dispute". 19 One 

wanders how postal workers were to exorcize the spectre of teclmological 

redundancy when the COnciliation Board was forbidden to make recarmen-

dations on precisely this issue .. 

Proposals on job security and classification were again excluded 

fran the 1978 Conciliation Eoard chaired by D~s Courtemanche for con

travening the PSSRA. 20 
The CUPW also proposed Article 28 - that no new 

job classifications or m:xlifications or- aboli~tion of existing classifi-

cations and no IICClifications of existing job descriptions would be carried 

out without union agreement.. In addition, the union proposed that no new 

classes could be created outside the bargaining unit. The Article 38 

proposals were referred to the Conciliation Board, but, subject to the 

provisions of Section 7. In effect, the Board was given the green light 

to discuss the proposed Article 38, but not to go any further. Similarly, 

in 1980, the CUPW tried to negotiate an article dealing with changes in 

job title and job description before the Jutras Conciliation Board. 21 

The article was referred, subject again, to Section 7. Thus, even where 

clearly t illegal t (non-referaole) proposals vis-a-vis the Act are referred 
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by the' ChairperSon' of the' PSSRB, i:liiS ,action does not affect the right 

or autIlority of the employer. 

This is the type of restrictive negotiating cliInate in which the 

postal ~rkers t mrl.on nas typically tried to press its demands on behalf 

of the nenelJership. Negotiating technological change with the eIrg?loyer, 

whet!:ler through the Conciliation process or eiVen in pressing the eIrg?loyer 

to respect provisions of the collective agreement, has proved frustrating 

and virtually impossilile for the postal union. At each step, postal 

\\Urkers are blocked by the inflexibility of the eIrg?loyer, intent on 

pushing ahead with planned autanation and a rigid labour law which gives 

the eIrg?loyer all the authority needed to proceed unmolested by union pro

posals or collective agreements. 

Health. and safety issues are numerous, especially with the intro

duction of the program of autanation, for example, high noise levels; 

tenperature and humidity; dust; carbon rronoxide; chemicals; lighting and 

equiprent vibration. 22 High nose le:vels and lon-the-job injuries have been 

the ~ key concems of postal workers in l1S9Dtiating health and safety 

in the last decade. 

Treasury Board regulations set 90 decibels dB (A) over an eight 

hour shift as a maxirmJm threshold in the Post Office. 23 The CUPW believes 

* Tbe in;:>a.ct of autanation on health and safety is discussed in 
Chapter 'Four'~ Alltanation, section: 4.2. 
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*" this threshold level is too high.." For instance, a. U. S. postal study 

conducteel back in the'late 1960."s, ~J.ishl9d 80 dB~l as a maxirroJm 

safety liInit to avoid hearing loss in continuous sound work environlrents~4 

other agencies such as the Noise Abat.ercent Society of Australia; the 

International LaOOur Organization; the u. S. Office of Federal Employees' 

COnpensation and the Dutch Governrrent recarm=>..nd maxmrum levels lower than 

the TreasuJ:y Board regulations. 25 

The CUPW describes the problem of high noise levels " as the 

worst single change in ~rTdng conditions as a result of the employer's 

program of autanationlJ
• 26 A Toronto postal worker observes that, 27 

Noise has been proven to cause physical and 
emotional stress. Noise increases the flow 
of adrenalin in the body, causing a rise in 
blood pressure, pulse rate, and rate of 
breathing. The clotting ability of blocxi and 
the amount of fat released into the blood stream 
are both increased. Vision and balance are also 
adversely affected, the clarity of vision and 
the accuracy of colour perception are decreased. 
Because of these effects, heart attacks, 
circulatory and digestive problems, and ulcers 
nave been linked to high noise levels. 

Yet, high noise levels is by no means the only major threat to the welfare 

of postal workers. 

Injuries to postal workers are of epidemic magnitude.. "Of all 

government departments, canaaa Post is the most dangerous place to work,,~8 

Injuries to postal workers accounted for about 53 per cent of all disabling 

injuries in the Federal public sector in fiscal year 1978/79. 29 One 

* In my visit to the Gateway postal facility outside Toronto on 
Novenber 25, 1980, the noise fran m.achi:nery and the converyor system was 
indeed quite uncanfortable. The high noise level made verbal ccmm.mication 
a.lrcost impossible at sane points, even at a distance of less than tw:::> 
feet. 
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in three mai.l handlers was injured in 1978(79. 30 Sprains and strains, 

particularly to the' back, shoUlder and ~eg areas of the Dody, are the most 

camron injuries reported'. 31 

Accidents and injuries in the Post O:Efice cost Canadian taxpayers 

$20, million in fiscal year 1979/80.
32 ~ced to the injury rate in 

private industIy in Ontario, Post Office workplace injuries are at least 

three time higher. 33 

The Right to 'Refuse 

Apart fran demanding more emergency lswitches on conveyor systans * 

and more adequate training programs to reduce on-the-job injuries to postal 

'WOrkers, the CUPW has fought for the inclusion of a r right to refuse I 

clause in the collective agreement along the lines of the 1978 health and 

safety amendm:mt to the Canada Labour Code. Under existing conditions, 

postal workers may verbally canplain about a dangerous or potentially 

haJ.:mful conditions and launch a written grievance ~ But postal workers 

cannot refuse to work. The grievance procedure does not provide relief 

fran t:imninent I danger, nor is there sufficient protection in the col-

lective agreenent. Article 33.01 of the 1975 contract states only that, 

liThe employer shall take and .inq;>lem:mt appropriate measures pertaining 

to the safety and health of the employees during the course of their 

* The new nechanized equipnent is a real. threat to the safety of 
postal workers. For example, a~ker at the New York BuJk and Foreign Mail 
Centre in New Jersey was crushed to death an December 15, 1980 when a 
Conveyor belt pulled the worker into the machinex:y. In this case, safety 
switches were inoperative - a condition prevaLilent throughout the Centre 
as a later managerrent safety check revealed. (Cf. David Neustadt,IIDid 
Mike 1-bDennott Die in Vain?1I The Postal Journal of Canada, Vol. 40, 
No. 2 (1980), p. 31. 
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eIll:'lOYJIlSIlt". '!be,1979 .agreement, while ~lg Section .33.09 La}, "The 

eIll:'loyer'shall not reqUire hiS eIll:'loyees to ~lOrk under dangerous working 

conditions", did not grant E!l'L'ployees the right to refuse to work in the 

face of a 'd.angerous working condition t • ThE~efore, an eIll:'loyee refusing 

to work by invoking Article 33.09 Ca) is in violation of the grievance 

procedure outlined in Section 90 of the Act. A grievance must be presented 

~wr:tting. Obviously, grieving 'after the fact' does lit~e to alleviate 

the :imninent condition threatening the worker's health or safety. MOreover , 

a union steward. who WiShes to investigate an "urgent cc:mplaint" must first 

obtain pe:r:mission fran the supervisor to leave work. This pemission will 

be granted wIthin the next 30 minutes. 34 If the steward choses, to imnedi-

ate1y investigate the canplaint without the supervisor's pellI1ission, he/ 

she can be disciplined if the 'urgency' cannot later be established to 

justify the steward I S action. 35 

The COEW pressed its case for a broad right to refuse to work 

before the 1978 Conciliation Board chaired by Louis COurtemanch.e. 36 '!be 

union proposed Article 10.05 - the right to refuse work without discipli

nary action where an employer I s order , directive or regulation endangered 

the workerts health, safety, or life; or where a law, moral standard, or 

collective agreement would be violated by obeying the errployer. This 

Article was referred to the Conciliation Board. by PSSRB chairperson J .H. 

BrOI.1I1, however, subject to Section 7 of the Act. Chairperson Brown fore

warned the Board that even if the eIll:'loyer we:re to enter into an agreenent 

on proposed llrticle 10.05, Section 7 of the Act would repudiate this 

acCOrd. 37 * With this in mind, the Conciliation Board drew the union's 

* Brcwn drew the Board' s attention the remarks of Jacob FinkelInan 
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attention to the ~loyer IS. proposal (latex' ~~cle33. 09 tal of the 1979 

collective. ,agreementl not to recpire its, ettq?loyees to "wrk. under da;nger

ous working conditions"·· 38 to B.oPefully satisfy the union on this score. 

The employer's acceptance of the I right to refuse I remains an 

outstanding issue as negotiations Oegin in the 1980 IS. And should the 

employer agree to include this provision in the collective agreercent the 

legal framework of tne Act would make it valid only on paper. 

3 ~ 4 Neqotiatiriq 'Grievance Procedure 

, '& 'Disciplinary Action 

In collective Oargaining theory, the Grievance process is designed 

to given postal workers and management a mechanism whereby violation of 

the rights of the arployee or employer can be reJ.1'edied. In practice, the 

grievance procedure in the Post Office falls far short of this goal. 

The Grievance procedure is characteri.zed by arbitrary action by 

the employer. Time limits for errq;:>loyer repli.es to grievances are often 

ignored and when replies do CCIYe, the employe:r has not always adequately 

dealt with the central issues behind the grievance. For exarrq;>le, an 

when he was Chairperson of the PSSRB and decided the Ten1ls of Reference of 
the 1972 Shllre Conciliation Board which is worth noting here: "The 
section C7) declares in unequivocal teJ:ms that nothing in the Act is to be 
construed to affect the right or authority of the Ertployer to do certain 
things. In other words, even if the Employer were to enter into sane 
stipulation with regard to these matters, it would be free in law to 
repudiate the stieuation 'tneyery next day. If the Employer were to 
agree to include m a collective agreement a provision that limited its 
right or authority say to classify positions .in the Public Service, .!:!:. 
would not be bound 'by that provision". (n (Cf. infra, p.lll footnote #37, 
p. 5.). 
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j.nternal Post' Office Depa.:r:t:;m;nt study shoWs. that many' grievances take up 

to six monthS to get' fran the: local ~ganent. level to Post Office head

quarters. 39 ThiS, despite the fact that the c:ollective agreanent clearly 

states a written employer response tmlSt- care loo later than fifteen days. 40 

Of the 60,000 grievances filed between 1975 - 1979, only 50 per cent were 

settled as of 1979.41 

More disturbing than the employer I s refusal to respect the time 

frazIe\oVOrk for the grievance process is the practice of assuming the worker 

guilty of the alleged infraction until later proved othel:wise in adjudi

cation. The ability of the employer to act arbitrarily in this manner 

does considerable injustice to p:lstal workers.. The passage quoted at 

length. below considers the :i.Irplications of this practice on the worker. 42 

Throughout this process, it is assumed that 
the employee is guilty of whatever infraction 
is alleged. His incane is interJ~ and 
his personal finances thrown intc) tuntoil, 
saretimes with extranely adverse psychological, 
family and social consequences. Should the 
erq::>loyee finally be vindicated throUgh 
1ldjudication, he receives back pay minus incare 
fran other sources. There is no redress for 
the unwarranted ,disruption of hI's life to 
which he has Been subjected. 

What also hurts p:lstal 'WOrkers is the excessive penalties metted 

out by local mangement. According to the p:lstal union, the employer takes 

excessive disciplinary action at the lower level owing to the tendency for 

penalties to be reduced by more senior management by the time grievances 

reach the adjudication stage. As proof of the heavy handed approach of 

local managanent, the ctJPW cites the high number of grievaI'.ces conceded by 

the erq::>loyer prior to adjudication; or later f:ound in the union I s favour. 

The cl'lart Below bears this argument out: 43 
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* , 'DECEMBER '1975,";' JANUARY '1978 -

Discharge/ 
, 'Suspension other Total Per Cent 

Won (by griever 
or union) 27 35 62 26.1 

r:enied 14 22 36 15.1 

COnceded Oy 
E1Tployer 58 82 140 58.8 

100.0 

* Does not include MOntreal 1975 dispute. 

When both. grievances won by the union and those conceded by the arployer 

are taken together, close to 85 per cent of all grievances durmg this 

period were sustained in the union t s favour. Further, almost 60 per cent 

of grievances filed were never taken to the final stage of the grievance 

process. The latter is an indication, m part. at least, that local 

management does take a questionable approach in dischargmg its duties, 

as the union suggests. r-breover, the fact that so many cases never reached 

the adjudication stage, suggests that many alleged infractions are perhaps 

totally unfounded m the first place, discrmi.natmg agamst postal 

workers who are obliged to 'set out to prove their innocence. 

Faced with a grievance procedure thai: affords postal workers 

very little protection against the abuse of tile eIIployer, the ctJPW struggled 

to force the eIIployer to at least accept II... the fundamental precept of 

our cam10n law - that an accused is innocent lmtil proven othel:wise ll
, 44 

by writing this principle into the collective agree:nent. The union 
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has, tried to make' ~' grievance p;rocess function so that an employee 

would not suffer injustice or penalty. (financial or otbeJ:wise) until the 

alleged violation goeS I5efore adjudication and a decision is rendered. 

Disciplinary 'ACtion 

The postal union has also expended considerable energies to make 

the grievance process rrore open. The ctJPW aCJitated for the right to 

unrestricted adjudication of all matters arising fran any employer action 

taken against a postal worker, "whether or nc)t these cases are covered by 

the Act, including the right to present polic'Y * grievances". 45 

Expanding the right of adjudication would include grieving over 

disciplinary action not involving a financj.al penalty (not nCM adjudi

cable), such as letters of repr:iInand which mew later surface as character 

material to support the employer in other disciplinary action. Or , 

'waived suspensions' +in effect a suspended suspension, which could 

reflect negatively on the employee in any further disciplinary action. 

The right to unrestricted adjudication was fomBl1.ated as Article 

9 (7) of the union r s suI:mi.ssion to the courtemanche COnciliation Board in 

1978. The Article. was, however, excluded from the Tems of Reference for 

the Board because it would require the arrendment of legislation (contrary 

to Section 56(2) Cal of the Act) • 

In addition to what has-.been outlLTled in relation to the· grievance 

* A 'policy grievance t is a fOlln of r class action I the CtJPW 
proposed on grievances affecting all postal w::>rkers (in the bargaining 
unit, or a particular local, etc.). In the absence of a policy grievance, 
the union rrust suI:mi.t individual grievances - a very clostly (to the tax
~) and time consuming procedure that CXJuld be done away with altcgether. 
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procedure and disciplinary action, .~ observe, further the union's proposal 

contained' in 'Ar:.ticle 10.01 of i:be St:iEr:n:issi.on to the Jutras Conciliation 

Board in 198Q. The CtJPW proposed that no disciplinaJ:y action be taken 

without notice to the union citing: reasons for disciplinaJ:y action; 

description of date, time and place of the alleged infraction and of 

other personCs} involved (Le., as witness, ,rictim, etc.). As reasonable 

as this proposal appears, the Chairperson of the PSSRB could not refer it 

to the COnciliation Board. This pro};:Osal 'WOuld require the anendment of 

Section 91 of the Act. For this reason, Article 10.01 was not referable, 

despite the fact that Section 91 does not provide for any detailed infor

mation such as proposed By the union. 

The practice of collective bargainin.g in the Post Office as 

discussed in this chapter is portrayed as being surrounded by a I Chinese 

wall' of legal barriers for the };:Ostal workers r union. The Public Service 

Staff Relations Act has closed-off the };:Ossibility of really negotiating 

technological cllange I health and safety and other vital issues for };:Ostal 

workers., Post Office management has also erected its own barricades to 

labour peace by opposing the concept of collective bargaining and by 

ignoring dispute resolution mechanisms and other provisions set out .in 

collective agreements. 

Collective bargaining in the Post Office has been hurt by a 

bargai.n:i:ng structure that fits the Post Office workplace into a service

wide mold, whether or not the. work done in the Post Office fits this 

mold. Post Office management, which has the res};:Onsibility for the day

to-dayoperation of tlie };:Ostal systan, does not have the mandate to 
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conclude ,agreements with '\:he postal, union. 

Tfle' single major reaSon why the collective bargaining process 

has, proved unworkaBle fran the postal 'WOrkers~ I point of vieil is the 

labour law itself. The PSSPA sin'q;>ly does not: allow neaningful negotiation 

to take place. Teclmological change, perhaps: the I1Dst critical work 

issue now facing the entire canadian working class, cannot be dealt with 

within the legal framework of the Act. The joint ccmnittees on techn0-

logical change have net with little or no suc~cess because the right to 

negotiate technological change was never part: of the mandate. When the 

arployer ccmnittec1 itself to el:im:ina.ting the adverse effects of techn0-

logical change and set up a ccmnittee to rescllve these adverse effects, 

managem:nt effectively challenged the principle of eliminating adverse 

effects by invoking its right to detel:m:ine the organization of work 1.mder 

Section 7. 

Postal workers are deIiied the right to open collective bargaining; 

to negotiate the right to refuse dangerous work and to negotiate an 

unrestrictive grievance procedure. In tJ:ying to make Conciliation a 

viable process for dispute resolution, the people who have headed 

conciliation Beards and decided the TeJ:InS of Reference have had their 

hands bound by the law. The Tenns of Reference must reflect a proper 

(legal) inte:r:pretation of the law - good or bad. 

Finally, the practice of collective bargaining in the Post Office 

has been 50 conflict ridden because of the employer' 5 program of autc:ma.tion 

itself. When it becam= obvious that negotiating and eliminating adverse 

effects of autanation would slow down and interfere with the implanen

tation of the program of autanation, managene.nt challenged the very tems 
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of reference of the S};eCial Adjudication. Cannittee. . The .Fede:ralgoveJ::nl't1e1'lt 

and Post Office management are ccmni.tted to one thing - the widespread 

reorganization of t.ne postal operatio..Tl. Pe:rhaps Article 29 and the 

Special Adjudication Ccmnittee were docrced to fail (as the COPW believes) 

s:in'ply because the program. of autanation is too costly and too far along 

to allow anything, including collective agreerents, to stand in its pat..~~6 
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We are not against autcnnation. Quite to 
the contrary. In principle, we are in 
favour of it, provided the technological 
changes introduced to ~rove the postal 
service also improve the working conditions 
of postal ~rkers. Yes, to au-barnation, 
if postal ~rkers enjoy sane. of its 
benefits - no, if it is done at our 
expense! 1 

Postal ~rkers have not enjoyed the benefits of autcnnation. The 

introduction of new technology in the Post Office has increased monotonous 

~rk and created a less skilled workforce alongside the traditional skills 

of the manual sorter. Health and safety problems have increased with 

autanation. The job security of postal workers has been threatened by 

the e:rrployer' s staffing policy which prcnotes the use of part-time and 

casual labour instead of full-time jobs. 

This chapter examines the elements of postal automation and 

considers its impact on the workforce. The response of postal workers 

to autcmation is examined. 

4.1 (i) The Program of Autanatio,!!. 

Although Eric Kierans ccmnissioned the series of Post Office 

studies in the late 1960' s and the decision to automate was taken in 

19702, the Canadian Union of Postal Workers did not officially learn of 

the Federal government's plans for an overhaul of fX)stal services until 

late 1971. And when the postal union was advised of autanation, the full 

113 
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extent of the program was not revealed. In arceeting between senior Post 

Office officials and representatives of the CUPW in December 1971
3

, the 

union was told the program of automation'Vv'OliLd affect 15 centres by 1976, 

beginning with the opening of a new postal facility in ottawa in 1972. 

By 1976, automation had spread. to 26 centres across canada. 4 Publicly, 

the Post Office Depart:ment in 1975 announced the cost of autanation to 

be $96 million. Actual costs, including facilities construction and 

renovation, reached $1 billion. 5 

'me program of autanation involves chiefly reorganizing the way 

mail is processed to reduce the handling of mail by workers. Manual 

mail sortation is a labour intensive and repetitious method of mail 

processing, requiring as many as 60 handlings: of an i ten between mailing 

and delivery. 6 Sorters IlUlst develop extensive :rrsno:r:y skills to process 

the mail. Autanation achieves precisely the elimination of the sorter I s 

skill. As the Deputy Postmaster General, J .A .• H. Mackay put it before the 

Federal Institute of Managerrent in Toronto on January 31, 1973:7 

The objective has been to take the element 
of human merro:r:y out of most of the sorting 
function by substi tuling rrec.hanized sorting 
eguiprent that can process letters according 
to programred. instructions - in ,a sense, 
using a machine merro:r:y instead of a human 
one. •• the equipnent reduces the number of 
haiinings by sorting Wi tially to a IlUlch 
larger number of destinations - giving the 
@achin~ operator the equivalent of very 
long ann5. 

The Postal COde 

To make automation a reality, a method of marking the mail for 

machine p:rocessing was necessa:r:y. A six digi 1: postal I code I was designed, 

dividing the country into coded districts. canada I s postal code is 
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alpha-nurreric and covers over seven ,million addresses with a capacity to 

add millions nore. 8 The first postal code Wd.S used in Ottawa on April 1, 

1971. 9 The rest of the country was coded by November 6, 1973.10 

canada's postal code is the product of a Federal government 

study entitled 'A 'canadian 'Ptililic 'AddreSs Postal 'CodirlgSystem,prepared 

by the private consultant fiDn of Samson, Belair, Riddell, Stead Inc. in 

December 1969. The postal coding system was essential to mechanizing 

mail processing. The study's authors observed that, "0pt:i.rr0.Jm utilization 

of machanized systems and, later, of nore aui:amated systems, will depend 

to a significant degree on the availablility of a viable postal address 

code, widely accepted and used by mailers II .11 

The Federal government's concern in 1:he design of the national 

postal code was largely one of meeting the needs of business postal users. 

The 'TeI:ms of Reference' of the coding study focused on the need'to develop 

a code which "WOuld be used by large volume mailers in particular, such 

as mail order firms, telephone and utilities cc:mpanies and by the mass 

credit systems like Mastercharge and Chargex (new Mastercard and Visa) • 

The code was a convenient tool for private business and its design was 

canpatible with the increasing use of cc:mputp..rs by business, especially 

carq;m.terized mailing lists. Indeed, the study forecast the postal code 

"WOuld not only improve the efficiency of the Post Office, but should 

facilitate "... a closer coordination between. those many organizations 

in both the public and private sectors, which have a valid need to gather 

and distribute, analyse and correlate information and services based on 

the postal address as the indispensable link". 12 The code allows business 

to 'plan the market I according to demographic::: factors such as population 
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clusters and shifts in population. 

The Federal government announced plal1S to introduce a national 

postal code on February 19, 1970.13 Postmas1l:er General Eric Kierans 

projected increased productivity in the Post Office and :i.1r'proved services 

for postal users. Ironically, Kierans also pranised postal \'1Orkers the 

new code would bring about an "upgrading of job skills" and a "reduction 

in the number of routine tasks". 14 This promise would cane back to 

haunt the Postmaster General. The introduction of autanation was accanpa

nied by many adverse effects, including the creation of a new category of 

postal worker who functioned as a 'human robot' • 

The successful introduction of the pl::ogram of autanation depended 

in no minor measure on public acceptance of the new post code. To ensure 

the viability of the code, the Samson, Belair... study suggested a number 

of ways the code could be prarroted. For exanple, the Post Office could 

prepare mas1l:er compu1l:er lists of addresses for large vol1JIIemailers.In 

other words, the study suggested the Post Office perfor.m certain adminis

trative functions for private industry at public expense - an indirect 

corporate 'bribe' to get canpanies to use the ccrle.15 (The Post Office 

will actually take a canpany's client list and code it free-of-charge as 

a 'public' service). In any case, postal coele use rose fran about 12 

per cent in fiscal year 1972-73 to over 85 peI cent in 1979-80. 16 

(iil The Postal Factories 

The nature of w-ork in the Post Office has been changed by auto

mation. One South Central mail handler portrays working in the new mail 

processing plants as "working inside a gigantic clock" .17 Processing 
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plants like the Gateway outside Toronto, ~e count:ty' s largest facility, 

are a massive expanse of concrete andmachi:hery. 

The internal processing of mail is now highly mechanized. Mail 

is handled by machin&¥ and overhead conveYOJ:'s which move magnetic coded 

letter trays and bags of mail to sophisticated processing equipnent. At 

the Toronto South Central plant there are over 12 miles of conveyor belts~8 

There is very little manual rcovement of mail bags in these huge postal 

factories except where mail is unloaded and. loaded into trucks. 

The canadian postal system ot:erates 23 mechanized processing 

plants, however, not all plants are as large as the Gateway or South 

Central. The plants ot:erate around the clock. The processing equipnent 

in these factories is ~ to mechanically handle 80 per cent of all 

mail processed by the early 1980' s. 19 GatewcLY alone processes 3 - 4 

'11' , f 'I dail 20 nu. ~on p~eces 0 IDa.1. y. 

The physical enviro:nment of the Post Office workplace has been so 

drastically changed by autanation that the Chief Steward at South Central 

made the following analogy: 21 

The Post Office is like a prison. - there 
are no windows, and with the closed circuit 
television caneras everywhere, the work
place takes on a very oppressive atmosphere. 
The old buildings were more 'office like' -
more 'hmnan looking'. * 

* To make a point about just how strongly many workers feel about 
the new plants, a South Ce..'"1tral worker showed me a photograph of an old 
lunch roan at the Front Street Post Office in downtown Toronto. The lunch 
roan was craIrq?ed, dirty and an eyesoar. However, t.1Us worker said that 
the majority of postal workers would choose the old building with the 
squalid lunch roam "hands down" over the :modem plants (Cf. Interview 
with Michael Duquette, Toronto, July 11, 1981). 
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Indeed, the IlDst striking feature of the, new plants is the lack. of 

windows and the fact that processing areas resemble a GM assembly line. 

In contrast, the Hamilton Post Office is an old building which, despite 

the mechanized. equi:pnent installed there, haS', retained sane aspects of 

the traditional manual sortation workplace. The Hamilton Post Office 

has wooden frame wimaN'S that open and more wood surroundings instead 

of concrete and metal. The Hamilton facility has been able to retain 

sane of the things older workers valued most about their workplace only 

because the n€M machinery was installed without massive renovation or 

tearing down the building and erecting another Gateway in its place. 

* The 'Machinery 

There are four major pieces of letter processing equiflOOIlt at 

the core of postal automation: 

1. CUller-Facer-canceller (CFC) 

The CFC or 'Toshiba' as postal workers call this machine is the 

pride of Post Office management. The CFC is ~Tapanese built by Toshiba 

and costs about $250, 000 each. The CFC processes 30, 000 pieces of ma..il. 

per hour with only two operators and one maint".enance person on stand by. The 

throughput: rate of the CFC previously took 20 postal workers. 

The CFC is conveyor fed with mail whic:h it (a) 'sizes' (sorts 

small from larger mail) i (b) 'faces" (positions mail so the stamp will 

* The info:rmati.on on the machinery is; from a Field Study of the 
Gateway postal pla'r'J.t and interview with Mr. Carl Whittaker, General 
Supervisor, Gateway I November 25, 1980 unless otherwise cited. (T'ne 
SepteIr.ber 1979 issue of the CUPW contains a short but excellent descrip
tion of the mechanized. work process) • 
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face in one directiont; and (cl 'cancels' (does just that, cancels the 

faced stampl. The machirie keeps a running count of how much mail is pro-

cessed, a fact the general supervisor at the Gateway agrees, helps 

roangement enomcusly in planning postal operations vis-a-vis assessing 

labour requirements, etc. 

2. 'optical Character Reader (OCR) 

The OCR costs $25,000 a copy and is again of Japanese manufacture. 

The OCR requires two operators and processes 25,000 to 30,000 pieces of 

* mail hourly. This machine has an exceptionally high rejection rate of 

about 80 per cent due to uncoded letters or illegible coding. 

The OCR machine reads (scans) the letter for a postal code and 

then stamps yellow carputer code bars on the letter. Only clearly coded 

letters are processed (usually only typed codes), others are rejected. 

3. 'GroUp DeSk Suite (GDS) 

The GDS, no doubt, gets its name fran the lateral arrangement of 

the machine coder booths. c:xred letters that are not legible for the 

OCR will be p1.IDched with orange car:puter bars by a 'coder' (GDS machine 

operator) who enters the code contained on the letter into an alpha

Ill.lIIeric console. The letter is then bar coded by the machine. Uncoded 

letters are s:i:rrply keyed (rejected) and are later manually sorted. 

In effect, the GDS takes the OCR rejects, codes these letters 

where possible and rejects the rest. In contrasting OCR C3.I14 GDS functions, 

* The Michigan State government recently purchased an OCR machine 
fran Leigh Instruments Ltd., an ottawa based. lcampany, at a cost of 
$800,000. This OCR machine processes one million pieces of mail a day at 
an estimated annual cost saving of $365,000 to the state budget (Cf. The 
Financial Times of Canada, September 28, 1981, p. 38). 
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·the OCR machine actually eliminates the GDS function. The nore standard

ized the mail (i.e. tyr::ed. codes properly centered on the envelope) the 

less processing work for the GDS coders. The OCR is really automated 

(unassisted) letter coding; the machine scans the coded latter and 

activates the correct bar sequence. On the other hand, the GDS function 

is a manual (operator assisted) computer bar coding. The objective for 

management, obviously, is to increase OCR cating and decrease GDS coding. 

The nore the postal code is used by the public, the more the OCR eliminates 

the participation of coders in mail processing. 

4. Letter Sorting Machines (LSM) 

The LSM sorts OCR and GDS coded mail.. This machine works on a 

• plan • (distribution program) for a specific geographic area, say Quebec. 

This plan is altered when a different region" city, locality, etc. is to 

be processed. The LSM processes 23, 000 pieces of coded mail per hour and 

is capable of 288 separations (different locations within the selected 

geographic area) per plan. 22 

A worker previously doing the LSM function would be able to sort 

. about 1, 000 pieces of mail per hour. Twenty manual sorters are required 

to achieve the productivity of the ISM. Only two operators work the LSM. -

one to 'feed' the machine and another worker to • sweep' (take away fram 

the 288 bins) the mail for final dispatch. 

These four machines are the heart of the program of automation in 

its present fonn. The new machinery, according to one Post Office 

Department estimate, will eventually achieve a two-thirds reduction in 

mail handling by workers. 23 

There are, of course, other. types of equipnent used in the 
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machanized processing plants to feed the, machines and nove the mail 

through the' plant. At the Gateway, for example, the plant is literally 

one huge conveyor... The conveyors are nostly 'photocell' controlled 

(Le. operated by an electronic 'eye'). The conveyor system is largely 

an overhead one. Mail processing begins below ground and rroves up to the 

highest level. Mail is processed downward fran one stage progressively 

to the next until the mail is back out the door again for delivery to 

post offices, etc. The conveyors . are also load sensitive in sc:ms cases, 

measuring the load on the belt and shutting-off or rroving accordingly. 

There is a pennanent contingent of maintenance people to attend 

to malfunctions in any piece of equipnent. At least one maintenance 

v.orker per equiprent phase is on duty at the Gateway each shift. 

The Work PrOCess 

Although the internal processing of mail is now highly mechanized 

in Canada, manual sortation methods co-exist 'with the mechanized aquipnent. 

Not all ll'ail is 'rra.chinable'. For example, approxiInately 35 - 40 per cent 

of all mail processed at the Hamilton Post Office (mostly first class mail) 

cannot be fully machined. 24 This is due mainly to uncoded mail, over

sized envelopes and mail that is too thick or otherwise not machinable. 

Non-machinablemail is manually sorted the way it used to be prior 

to the introduction of the mechanized work process. Mail is separated 

into two categories : city-bound and forward mail. City sortation breaks 

the mail down by postal station, street and finally by letter carrier 

route. Forward sortation handles mail to be sent outside the city - to 

other provinces and to international destinations • City sortation methods 
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IID.lst be repeated for fOJ:Ward mail when a leti:er sent fran Eml ton, for 

exarrple, reaches its destination at the Winn:i.peg postal plant. 

A combination of manual sortation and 1UeChanized mail processing 

is thus used in the day-to-day operation of t.he postal systE:m. Even the 

Gateway, the nost mechanized postal facility incana.da, uses manual 

sortation. Approx:i.roately 240 manual sorters work the three shifts sort

ing primarily first and third class mail - about 20 per ceni~ of the 

regular workforce. 25 

Typically, mail is processed in· the following way:~ pick-ups fran 

street boxes and sub-stations are brought to the main post c)ffice or 

processing plant. Bags are separated. into letters and parcels. long 

and short letters and 'flats' (oversized letters) are fed onto a conveyor. 

Flats are manually 'culled' and 'cancelled' right away and later manually 

* sorted. long and short letters are fed into the CFC for culling and 

cancelling. Cancelled mail is then fed into the OCR to have it yellow 

ccxrputer bar coded. Uncoded and illegilile (e.g. handwritten) mail is 

rejected and passed to the GDS where a coder reads the code, if possilile, 

and activates the alpha-nl.Jll'eric console. Legible letters are Qrange bar 

coded and rrove on with OCR coded mail to the ISM - the final mechanized 

phase~ others are rejected and IID.lSt be manualJLy sorted. The LSM separates 

the coded mail into distribution points withiIl a specified geographic area. 

The mail is now ready for air and truck dispatch to post offices across 

the COl.m.tJ:y. 

*In larger :rrechanized plants r flats' are initially rrechanically 
sorted by typing the first three digits of the postal code and then sorted 
into 80 separations (destinations). Afterwards flats are manually sorted 
for final delivery. 
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once bar coded mail reaches its destination, this mail need 

only be put through the LSM on a city plan to separate the mail by letter 

carrier route for final delivery. In other words, only a r final r sort is 

necessary. Manually sorted mail, by contras;t, nrust again be pr:ime 

sorted (broken down by postal station and street) and final sorted by 

letter carrier route. The carputer bar coding is like a birth roark - it 

is an identification marking which remains wd. th the letter. 

Parcels are sorted manually and separately frem letter process

ing. At the larger mechanized plants like the Gateway and South Central, 

* a bulk mail processing plant handles parcels using sane machines and 

conveyor systems. The bulk mail facilities use largely manual sortation 

nethcx:1s in contrast to letter processing. 

The rrost profound change in the work process as a reS1.1lt of the 

program of autc:xr1ation is the sharp reduction of manually processed mail 

and the creation of a new category of postal worker - the r coder'. The 

sorting functions of the manual sorters are new: incapsulated in the new 

coding equipnent. The GDS, in particular, replaces human rne:rory with a 

canputer-based narory and requires only the reyes' of the human operator 

to activate the correct bar code sequence. 

Wider public acceptance of the postal code and, nost importantly, 

greater mail standardization (envelope size and placerrent of the postal 

code) will greatly increase the ratio of machined to manually processed 

mail. The long-range prospect for the postal system is an increase in 

* The 'A/O Sorter' for example, imprints the postal code on 
packages weighing less than 2 lbs. The package is dropped onto a chute 
and into a tilt tray. AlO sorted packages are then sorted into local or 
forward delivay bags. 
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OCR coded nail and a decreaSe in or:erator assisted coding by the GDS coders ~ 

This forecast is even rrore aninous if postc1.l. teclmology develops an OCR 

machine which can read handwritten postal c:odes. The work process as 

a whole will reflect an even greater capitall -to-labour ratio than at 

present. 

Is the autaoa:ted work process rrore efficient and rrore productive 

than lInanual sortation? Jim Pailo, Training Officer, at the Hamilton 

Post Office, thinks the matter is debatable. 26 

Mechanization does eliminate a lot of work 
that still had to be done onoe the mail 
reached other destinations. 'Ihe canputer 
bar coding makes it necessary only to feed 
the mail into the LSM at the ~::>ther end, 
instead of going through the prme and 
secondary sorts allover again. But, we 
could have used labour instead of machines 
to get me same pr&1uctiv~tY :Eran a 
strictly capital investment point of 
view. We used workers to do the whole 
job before autanation. When you figure 
up the cost of the machines, add to 
that a penoanent machine maintenance 
staff of fourteen or so people, then 
the advantage of the new systan ••• well, 
I don't know. Maybe on a national basis 
the cost savings are there ••• 

Postal autclmation has been the tarsret of Imlch criticism. Arthur 

Porter, an engineering professor at the uni versi ty of Toronto who headed 

a research project on postal coding and machine sortation of mail in the 

* Interestingly, the changes in the post office work process are 
quite sjmilar to changes camnmications workers have experienced in the 
past decade. Direct dialing telephone calls and the introduction of new 
carmunications equipnent at Bell Canada (like the "TOPS") have the single 
effect of reducing the participation of workers in the work process. A 
brief canparison of postal workers and Bellcamnmication workers is taken 
up in Section 4.2 - :r.rqpact of Autanation (Deskilling Labour & Nanagenent 
control). • 
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1950' s, says p::>stal automation is "technological overkill". 27 According 

to Porter, the m3Chanized equi};X1leIlt was intended only to solve short

teJ:m high errployee turnover, a result of pc:lOrly paid and boring manual 

sortation jobs. 

The mechanized equip:nent has its problems; the machines break 

down ,and damage mail. The machinery is designed to process the ' ideal ' 

lette't' (standard size, typed p::>stal codes on the right side of the 

envelope, etc.) like those of large volume mailers and other canpanies. 

Machining of mail is not superior to manual sortation in. the 

view of one South Central mail handler: 28 

Management and errployees both agree auto
mation has been a farce. Management won't 
admit that publicly. The rrost ccmron 
ci:mIen.t on autanation that the workers 
and supervisors express is they should 
gut the place and sell the machines for 
scrap, hire a few workers and the mail 
will nove properly like it did before. 

On a s:imilar note, Geoff Bickerton, CUPW research officer, 

suggests the entire program of autanation was a "collosal mistake". 29 

By the~ late 1960' s the trend in comm.mications was clearly to using 

electronic signals to transmit infomation (e.g. facs:irnile transmission) • 

This trend should have been apparent to Pos~1:. Office management when the 

* p::>stal. studies were undertaken. 

* There is little doubt Post Office Department officials were 
aware of this trend. Postlnaster General Kierans, speaking about new 
cormn:mications technology in the House of Cc:mrons on October 8, 1968 
queried the :i1npact of " ••• television-telephones, telephones lirked to 
ca:rplters for infonnation retrival or even tlle payment of household bills, 
newspaper delivery direct to banes via television or teletype G •• " on the 
traditional role of the Post Office in Canada (Cf. Debates of the House 
of CCmrons, October 8,1968, p. 928). 
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The decision to mechanize instead of proceding exclusively with 

the developnent of electronic mail delivery means canadians have t:t.vo 

postal systems: one based on hard copy and another developing electronic 

mail delivery sezvice that is expected to capture 30 per cent of the 

firsi: class mail product line by 1990.30 Ironically, the Post Office is 

ccmni tted to a mail system it is now tJ:.ying to replace via Telepost and 

Intelpost (see Chapter Five). When el~:::>nic mail delivery is developed 

to the point that business postal users flood the electronic mail 

delivery service with their first class mail, canadians will have an 

expensive and underused mail system while the latest in postal technology 

and ccmnunications services is available tc) the private sector at public 

*'" expense. 

The doubts raised about mail efficiency in the mechanized work 

process are supr;crted by a 1981 mail efficiency test conducted by the 

~ntreal Gazette newspaper. 31 The Gazette found. that postal sezvice is 

nowhere near as inept as postal detractc:>rs make it out. However, the 

test revealed manually sorted mail was rcore~ efficient than machined mail. 

For il1stance, the first batch of typed coded letters (machinable mail) 

averaged 3.1 days for delivery in the Montreal region. A second hand-

written. batch (non-machinable mail) averaged only 1. 7 delivery days. 

!etters mailed to destinations outside the Montreal area averaged 4 days 

and 3 .. 2 days respectively. 

If we accept the proposition thq,t-manual sortation is :.arcore 

* Interestingly, the West Gennan postal administration halted its 
'hard copy~ postal mechanization program in 1977 because of rapid develop
rrents in electronic camnmicationS. The West Gennan government sold sore 
of its surplus machinery to the Canadian Post Office! {Cf. Debates of the 
House of Corrrrons, November 24, 1977, p. 1070. 
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effic:ientnethod, or at least· as . efficient as machining nail, why 

intrcrluce postal automation? Why invest a huge anount of public dollars 

if tlu3 postal operation as a whole would n(:>t achieve substantial re-

ducti.ons in deliveJ:Y time? Surely the authors of the postal studies 

could draw upon the experiences of other postal administrations in the 

nachining of nail to guide their recom:rendations. '!he British, Anerican 

and Japanese post offices had already introduced mechanized mail pro

cessing at the time of the postal studies. In Chapter One, we observed 

the architects of the program of automation believed the new systan 

would. be cheaper in the long-run by reducing labour costs. Yet, 

substantial labour savings have not yet occurred and the postal deficit 

has increased throughout the decade when automation was introduced 

across the postal network. 32 

Perhaps the Federal govenment' s canmit:rrent to hard copy 

ccmnunications is not just a matter of poor management planning or 

technical oversight. Interestingly,. postal automation has been criticized 

for possible political patronage. 

In March 1972, the Federal government awarded IT&T canada Limited 

a $70 million contract to supply letter sOlting equipnent for major 

centr1es.33 The IT&T contract raised the eyebrows of Conservative and 

New Derrocrat MP's. Deputy Postmaster Genel~al J.A.H. Mackay, who accepted 

the rr&T bid for the contract, worked at IT&T fran 1961-1969 (between 

1967 ,- 1969 Mackay was canpany president) • 34 He joined the Post Office 

Depa.ri:Illen.t in October 1969 I before the post.al studies were ca:npleted and 

before a finn decision had been made on the program of automation (precise 

content, types of mechanized equipnent, etc.). Questions raised in tJ:"l..e 
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House of CcmrPns about possilile conflict of: interest in .the IT&T contract 

pranpted Postmaster General cete to have Mackay appear before the camons 

cantmJlnications comnittee later in March 1972.3S 

The IT&T connection became even rrore suspect when it was revealed 

the chief engineer of the Post Office Department's Engineering Branch 

was a:ssigned to IT&T in September 1971. 36 The assignment covered a tivo

year period during which IT&T paid salary and other expsnses. The fact 

that the Post Office's chief engineer was ' leased' to IT&T before the 

call for tenders on the second mechanization contract (which IT&T later 

wonl J:,aised suspicion that the equipnent specifications might have been 

tailored to the IT&T product. 

The IT&T contract raises an interesting question. Was the 

decision to stick to the hard copy automation strategy, despite doubts 

about efficiency and long range viability in a rapidly changing camumi

cations world, influenced by the practice of political largess? 

The Workforce 

The Post Office workforce has also changed in recent years. The 

Post Office has traditionally been staffed by rren, many of wham were 

,37 "gnif' and . . ex-se:r.v:t.cercen. wanen now canprJ.se a SJ. J.cant mcreasmg per 

centage of the 23,000 postal workers. For ~example, in 1968 female 

workers carprised 7.3 per cent of the postal workforce. 38 In 1979, the 

partic:ipation of ~ increased to 28.9 pe.r cent. 39 The postal workforce 

is also increasingly younger. 

Autanation has tended to create a division of jobs in the Post 

Office along age and sex lines. Many older workers refused coder jobs 
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when the nEM classification was introduced,. 'lhese workers were given 

the choice of coding or working on manual sort:ation, or, feeding and 

sweeping the new mechanized equip:nent. 40 WOrkers hired after 1975 

would be forced to accept; the coder jobs.41 This left the ccx1er job open 

to new workers, many of whan were young w:n1eIl wham supervisors steered 

into coder jobs because of their ability to do the ccx1er function. 

According to Jim. Pallo, "Wanen outperfonn men on speed, dexterity and 

nen::>:t:i tests and are better able to do the ccx1er job". 42 

waren tend to be locked into the ne!W coder classification 

created by auta:nation. fust of the ccx1er Y.iorkers at the Hamilton Post 

Office are young ~ who came to the Post. Office after 1975. war.en 

outnumber male coders four-to-one. 43 This is also true of the Gateway, 

where wanen easily comprise the majority of coders. 

Manual sortation jobs are rrostly held by older ma.ie workers as 

opposed. to waren. This condition reflects the seniority of male workers 

within the bargaining unit and the relative newness of the Post Office 

* as a ~70rkplace for women. 

* A question which canes to mind at this point is why were not 
rrore ~anen perfonning manual sortation jobs in the period before 
autanation? Why were only 7.3 per cent of postal jobs held by wanen °in 
1968 and even less earlier in the decade? The answers to these questions 
w::mld take us beyond the imnediate study. However, sane possible areas 
to explore might be discr:iminatory hiring policies (interestingly, the 
CPEA itself opposed greater participation by wanen in the Post Office 
workplace (Cf. J. Davidson and J. Deverell, Joe Davidson, (Toronto, 1978), 
pp. 85-6), or an examination of the social pressures on women to accept 
traditional white-collar jobs in the 1950's and 1960's. Perhaps the 
phenanenon of the second incame-earner now pervasive in Westem society 
as a result of the economic crisis has made the Post Office, with good 
wages and benefits, an attractive employer for wanen. The issue of 
'WOlneIl working and not wo:rking in the Post Office is certainly irrp:>rtant 
to research beyond this Thesis. 
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4.2 Inpact of Autanai~ 

Deskilling Labour & Managerrent Control 

The opening of canada's first mechclIlized postal facility at 

Ottawa in 1972 began a nsN era in the Post Office. Manual sortation was 

being replaced by letter sorting and codinsr equipnent. At once, postal 

worke:r:s were faced with a profound shift ir.L postal labour relations. 

Autanation began a process of 'deskilling' postal \AJOrkers' labour which 

UIXleJ:Inined the traditional basis of workers:' control of the postal work 

process. 

Autanation first became an issue :in a wage dispute between 

rnanagerent and the postal union. The errg;:>loiYer used its power of classi

fication to set the hourly wage of the nsN coder job at the lowest pay 

scale - P.O. leVel 1. Postal clerks received $3.69 per hour, but the 

'!lEM coders were classified at only $2.94 per hour - a 20 per cent 

reduction in pay. 44 The errg;:>loyer' s justification for the lower pay scale 

was simply that the job no longer required detailed knowledge and mem:>ry 

kill 45 s s;. 

.The CUPW refused to accept the nsN Iclassification and the employer 

brought in outside \AJOrkers to train for the neM job. A union ca:nplaint 

to the PSSRB only upheld the employer's right to create th~ nsN classi

fication and pay rate. 46 The union was forced to engage in a national 

strike in 1974 over the coder issue. The OlJPW foresaw a potential threat 

to the bargaining unit, as the lower paid ceders gradually replaced manual 

47 sorters. 

The coder dispute ended when a I Special Settlement COn:mi ttee I 
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chaired by mediator Eric Taylor was set-up to deciq,e the pay issue. 48 

The o:mnittee' s decision was, however, ~r disappointing for the union19 

Postal clerk and coder functions were canbined 
in a single job description classified at 
P .0. level 4. In effect, the union and its 
members had been forced to engage in 2~ years 
of struggle simple to avoid pay cuts and 
maintain the classification status quo. 

The coder dispute went beyond simply the issue of wages and contained 

a direct challenge by management to alter the traditional control postal 

workers had over their work. 

The postal worker traditionally perfo:r:rred mental functions crucial 

to IIOVing the mail. The manual sorter's job requires the developrent of 

awesare mercory skills. For example, sortation training at the Hamil ton 

Post Office involves a rigourous six-week. program which focuses on 

:merrorizing a vast number of distribution points (locations) throughout 

the ci.ty, province and country depending on whether the worker is being 

* trained for city or forward sortation. 

A city manual sorter Imlst know (1) every street in greater 

Hamilton (Stoney Creek/Hamilton/Ancaster/Dundas - a radius of approximately 

12 miles); (2) what streets are assigned to the different postal stations 

(there are fourteen postal stations in the Hamilton area and sorters ImlSt 

know at least three, plus the downtown core); and (3) what streets are 

part of what letter carrier's route (mail is final sorted by letter 

* The source of the following infoJ:IIlation on manual sortation is 
an interviw with Mr. J.irn Pallo, Training Officer, Hamilton Post Office, 
June 23, 1981. The Hamilton Post Office opexates a IIlanual sortation 
training school. The' school' has rrock sortation cases and, in another 
roan, has three GDS coding machines for codex training. 
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carrier route). In addition, the sorter Im.1St know the 'breaks' in each 

street (North/South and East/West divisions of streets) and how these 

breaks divide up into postal stations and letter carriers! All totalled 

the manual sorter must learn same 2700 k:noI.1rledge points to qualify for 

the j~:ili. 

Forward sorters in the ontario Region lTDlSt rnenorize same 47 

distribution centres and within these centres further divisions into 

towns, ccmnunities, "etc. (e.g. the Barrie centre has 34 towns). There 

are sane 1300 locations forward sorters must know. 

Autanation incorporates the sorter's distribution knowledge into 

the ccmputer-based machinery, particularly the GDS operated by an 

unskilled coder. A CUPW document entitled Autanation and Postal Workers 

describes the essential differences in the two mail processing methods in 

the follCMing way: 50 

The coding desk operator llUlst read and duplicate 
on a keyboard with dexterity. Skill and dexterity 
are not the same thing. The human merrcry, knowl
edge and judgement factors have been largely 
rerrcved fran the sequence, and these are the 
essence of skill. What is left is dexterity, 
which can be learned faster and bought cheaper. 

Irt.deed," at a mJ..:hiIrnjm. coding rate of 1800 letters per hour with an accuracy 

of 99 .. 0 per cent (98.9 per cent is not acceptable), there can be little 

knowledge or judgment in the coder function. The quickness of the coder 

job and the high level of concentration needed" to achieve the 99.0 per 

cent accuracy rate make the coder job rrono'bonous and robot-like. 

The postal code is nothing nore than putting into ca:nputer fonn 

the vast distribution knowledge of the manual sorter. In the process, 

the sorter is made redundant; the knowledge required for mail processing 
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no longer resides exclusively in the brain of the postal worker. The 

mechanized work process, centered around the GDS, is no longer dependent 

on hilghly skilled sorters, but only in an indirect way on unskilled 

easily t.raimed coders. COding machine training involves only 80 hours 

of trlaining. 

By eliminating the need for manual sorters, autanation transfers 

control over the work process fran postal ~70rkers to management. As the 

CUPW describes the loss of workers control:5l 

Mechanization and autanation are part of the 
managemsn.t strategy of progressively trans
ferring control ftmctions fran the individual 
workers to the management ••• .P..s we nove up the 
scale of machinery into types which build in 
nore self-activating and feedback systems, 
the skill required by the operator declines .. 
This is the whole point. Advanced mechani
zation and autanation is intended to replace 
human control by machine COiitXol, human 
decisions by machine decisions. 

Automation gives management greater autonc:IIl~ from labour and, thus, 

greater control over the work process which it directs. Control passes 

to a mechanical agent of management; the machine sets the pace of work, 

allows work measurement and integrates and unifies the work process. 

The develop:nent and application of netV technology to the postal 

workplace has meant !leW' opportunities for management to tighten and 

extend its control of the work process. The new postal technology lessens 

the dependence of management on labour principally by incorporating 

distrjbution knowledge into the machinery. The computer-based machinery 

integrates various phases of work ~ coordinates the overall work process 

into cL continuous process characterized by the increasing absence of 

human intervention. Thus, !leW' postal technology represents in concrete 
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Harry Bravennan observes that: 52 

MachineJ:y offers to management the opportunity 
to do by wholly rrechanical means that which it 
previously atteIrpted to do by organizational 
and disciplinary means. The fact that many 
machines may be paced and conitrolled according 
to centralized decision, and that these controls 
may thus be in the hands of management, rerroved 
fran the site of production 0:> the office -
these technical possibilities are of just as 
great interest to management as the fact that 
the machine rroJ.ltiplies the productivity of 
labour". * 
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Indeed, rrore management intervention in the workplace is required in the 

absence of machinery to regulate the work process; management must achieve 

'structurally' what is otherwise bui~t intC) the machine process to a 

large extent. 53 The less integrated the work process, or individual 

phases of work via machin9lY, the greater t:he need for manage:nent to 

* Also see K. Marx, Grundrisse, (IDndon, 1973: 690-5) on machinery 
incapsulating human functions and decreasing the participation of workers 
in the labour process. Marx observes t.~t the labour process undergoes 
transjEonnations with the systematic develo];:ment and use of machinery and 
bec<:xrtP..s a "mechanized system". The worker becanes a mere " living accesso:ry" 
or "appendagell of the machine, a now necessa:ry and now less necessa:ry 
m:meni: in the production process: liThe production process has ceased to 
be a labour process in the sense of a process dominated by labour as its 
wverning unityll (erIlf'hasis mine). The developnent of machln9lY to 
displace living labour as the llgoveming unityll of the production process 
is a f-undamental condition for capitalist production to 'stand on its own 
feet'.. Geoffrey Kay, a contempora:ry nee-Marxist, observes that, IIOnly 
when production becomes a totally capitalist project, when capital 
deteJ:Il.1ines the technology to be used indepenCl.ently of living labour whose 
autonarous skills are made irrelevant; only "When living labour is displaced 
as the active agent fram the centre of production whose material content 
is in all its detail, as well as its social foIlrt, is deteJ:mined by capital; 
only then does the capitalist rrode of production begin to develop on its 
own foundations". (Cf. G. Kay, The Economi<:::: Theory of the working Class, 
(London, 1979) I pp. 62-3 (errphasis mine) • 
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'manually' intervene and impose a 'unity' on the work process. Taylorist 

"Scientific Management Theo:ty", as a whole" reflects this need. 

Scientific Management is a substitute for the machine process; making 

living labour function as machine-like as possible. 54 This theo:ty 

attempts to achieve total management control of work and the worker 

through the systematic re-organization of vvork: management defines how 

the work is to be done (when, where, hOil long I how intense, etc.) and 

sets the framework around which work is caJ..'"ried out. 

The transfer of. control over the work process to management and 

its ilrnplication for postal· workers is perhaps best captured in the words 

of the Chief Steward at South Central: 55 

Prior to autanation workers could 'negotiate 
arrong themselves the pace of iJ\lOrk. WOrkers 
could 'goof-off', take breaks I etc. as ways 
of dealing with the routineness of inside 
postal work. Automation has tightened 
things up considerably. The new mechanized 
eq:uipnent makes us perfonn at the pace of 
the machine. WOrkers are glued to the work 
~tatio~ making it harder to move around 
and escay;:e the ooredan of the job. 

Autanation has increased monotonous: work. Being stationed at a 

GDS machine coding over 1800 letters per hour creates an assembly-line 

state of .mind. The quickness of coder repe:titions makes the coder job 

quite roring and also causes physical problems such as backaches, head

aches and sic~ess.56 

The changes in the work process and loss of control postal 

workers· experienced with. postal automation closely parallels changes in 

the nethod and organization of iJ\1Ork at Bell Canada. Cc:mmmications 

workers at Bell have been adversely affected by new canputer systems 

w.hich reduce their involvement in canpleting telephone calls and in the 
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data recording functions canrnunications workers previously perfOI:Ined. 57 

IDng distance telephone calls are IlCM largely handled by the 

"TOPS" (Traffic·' Operation Position System) canputer. Bell operators 

no longer work with plugs and cords on lighted panels completing long 

distance calls for cust:arrers. The operator is now a 'm::>nitor' coding 

infolJ:nation on a control console (keyboard panel) and only cOIIq?leting 

a part of the call. The operator now works alone instead of being part 

of a 'reM' (team) of operators. There is little contact with the caller, 

since nost calls are direct-dialed. The new system autanatically 

calculates call charges. 

The TOPS also allews Bell management to nonitor the perfoIlIlaI1Ce 

of the operators rrore closely. The system prints out a record of the 

numbeJr of calls the operator handles during the shift. The 'lOPS records 

when and hCM long the operator is away frcxIl the console and hCM many 

times the operator errors by keeping track of the number of times the 

error button is pushed - a source of 'instant feedback' and work measure

ment for Bell management. 

Bell also introduced DAISY (Directoryl Assistance COrrputer System) • 

DAISY handles directory assistance calls by canputer. The operator enters 

the n.a:rre into the canputer which prints the telephone number on a VDT 

La small television like screen). The operator no longer manually looks 

up the telephone number by leafing through the telephone directory. DAISY 

reduces operator participation. 

Another important change introduced by Bell is the plug-in or 

'noduJ.ar' telephone system. The in-home rrodular equipment eliminates the 

need for installers to hook-Up service each time the customer moves. 
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The Phonecentres (or Teleboutique in Qt.JSbec~) allow custaners to pick-up 

new phones or exchange phones for different. styles rather than waiting 

for the installer to cane to visit the hcme~ (l3ell offers a credit 

incen1:ive for custarers who 'do the walking" the:nselves). The ItDdular 

systan replaces the need for hare installation and substantially reduces 

labow: requirements for Bell. The principle at work here is one nt::M 

characteristic of the electronics industry - the 'snap-in-and-out' parts 

to cui: down on labour (e.g. televisions built around four nodules that 

can simply be replaced rather than worked on). 

Like the coder, the Bell operator i:s naN really a machine operator, 

reduced to activating a caqputer console instead of being directly 

involved in the work process where fonnerly mental functions were an 

integral aspect of work. The decline of operator participation is 

paralleled by increased management control around the new canputer-based 

equiprent. 

Health & Safety 

The introduction of the program of autanation created many proble:ns 

for the 23,000 members of the CUPW. Above all, health and safety issues 

have occupied a central position in the posi:al union's demands since 1970. 

The single greatest impact of autamation to--date is not job loss but the 

health and safety of postal workers. Accidellts and injuries, noise and. 

night ~NOrk are the three rrost :i.rrq::ortant health and safety issues. In 

Chapter: Three we discussed the obstacles to negotiating health and safety 

and briefly touched uFOn the severity of the~ problem. In this section, 

we expand on the scope of the problem. 
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Using statistics available in the ~port of the Advisory Cou-Tlcil 

on Occupational Health and Safety for 1977, the CUPW research department 

estimates that accidents and injuries in the Post Office were twice as 

high as in the mining (mines, quarries and oil wells) industry in canada~8 

Days lost due to injuries in the Post Office :per 100 workers averaged 

271 nationally in fiscal year 1979-80. 59 By carrparison, private industry 

in Ont.ario had an average of 102 days lost per 100 anployees. 60 

The frequency and severity of injuries to postal workers has 

reached crisis magnitude since the introduction of autanation. For 

exarrple, in 1972-73, before the program of autanation was finnly entrenched, 

there 'Were 8 disabling injuries per 100 pos·tal workers. The number of 

disabling injuries has since increased to 1·4 per 100 workers, or an 

increalSe of about 75 per cent. 61 Disabling injuries constitute a large 

:per centage of all injuries to postal workers (69 per cent in 1979-80) .62 

A significant proportion of all i...'1.juries, all: least 25 per cent, 63 can be 

directl...z traced to changes in the work process as a result of autamation. 

An analysis of the nature and source of injuries to postal workers 

indicates many accidents involve machinery and equiprent used to process 

the mail. Moreover, it is usually these injuries which are the nost 

serious and require longer :periods of leave .. 64 

The mechanized work process is characterized by an increasing 

number of accidents. Generally speaking, automation has made the Post 

Office a very unsafe place to work. Two examples of equipnent related 

unsafe working conditions are the 'in-plant cart system' and the conveyors. 

The in-plant cart system (a computer: coded cart system to nove 

parcels fran one processing point to the ~:t in the bulk mail facility) 
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is ex'trerrely dangerous to operate. The June 1980 issue of the South 

COnveyor (a pro-management 'employee' newspaper at South Central) gives 

worke:cs hints on how to operate the carts more safely. It points out 

that "'Should the post be allowed to revolve 90 .degrees to the right when 

being taken off the towline, the mast may strike a worker on the head, 

face, shoulders or other parts of the uppeI~ torso causing great injury 

and possibly death'!. 65 In addition, the cart system is very difficult 

to keep in a safe working order. At South Central, about 50 per cent 

of fu9 carts are in a continuous damaged condition. Yet, local super-

visors use damaged carts because equipnent repair is tiIre consuming and 

lavers productivity.66 As a South Central supervisor put it, "Thus, the 

dilemma which confronts the supervisor on t.he floor is whether to risk 

the. safety of our employees by using this damaged equipnent, or to send 

it out for repair and not meet our mail can:mitments". 67 

At South Central, the supervisors have been willing to risk the 

safety of ¥.7Orkers to keep the mail IlDVing and to meet productivity goals. 

Interestingly, the use of damaged carts is a breach of the Treasury 

Board procedures outlined in the "Occupational Health & Safety Manual". 68 

The in-plant cart system at the Gateway, as was pointed out in Chapter 

One, is not used because of the danger it poses to the safety of workers. 

At South central, a worker caught in a conveyor was dragged sane 

70 feet before the system was finally shut-down. Another worker shut-off 

the ~{stem by triggering a power switch some distance away frcm the 

accident. The converyor had no safety switch. The injured worker was 

hospitalized with broken a:r.ms and a broken leg, in addition to suffering 

. ./-~_~, . . . 69 
lnu:::.L.J,J.CU., J.IlJur~es. 
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Noise is another major problem affecting the health and safety 

of };Cstal workers. " • •• noise levels in nechanized postal plants have 

increased to the level where it is estimated that between 8 and 15 per 

cent lof workers in these areas will suffer :ilrq?a.i:o:nent of hearing due to 
~ro 

their exposure to noise at the workplace". i 

The nost direct and obvious effect of excessive noise levels is 

* hearing loss. However, noise can cause rE~lated physical and psychologi-

cal problems. High noise levels makes the worker nore susceptible to 

other health problems and actually increases the likelihood of accidents 

at the workplace.?l Noise can cause voice: loss as a result of shouting 

over noise barriers to make oneself heard. Balance and coordination 

may also be adversely affected, increasing the prospect of injuries to 

workers. Noise causes stress, increased heart and digestive problems, 

distorts vision and produces fatigue. 72 

Before autanation was intrcxluced the average noise level in 

the PC)st Office was 55 dB (A) • 73 The average noise level in mechanized 

work aLreaS according to a 1977 Post Office management survey is 83 dB (A) -

a substantial increase in the level of noise. 74 

Federal government regulations penni t 90 dB (A) as a maximum, 

a level clearly aOOve pennissible noise levels adopted as the standard 

by other goverrnnents and agencies (see Chapt~ Three for a listing of 

these standards and agencies). Obviously, the problem of excessive noise 

is a major health issue - one the Post Office Department has not been 

* The aJPW estimates excessive noise levels at the workplace 
affects approximately 600,000 canadian workers (Noise: Backgrounder 
No. 5 (a CUPW 1981 negotiation docunent} , April 1981, p. 7). 
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prepared to face. Equipnent modification and re-design to reduce noise 

and v:iliration is one consideration Post Office management will likely 

accept. only if forced to by the postal union. The cost of modification 

is expensive, "but", as the CUPW points out:, "the cost will be much 

greater in human tenns if they don't". 75 

Automation has increased the arrount: of night work in the Post 

Office and in many instances night work aII'lf:llifies the health problems of 

postal ~kers. "Since the _introduction of the employer's program of 

automation, many locals have experienced a reduction in day shift 

positions of over 50% and the problem is still getting worse". 76 About 

50 percent of all hours worked in the Post Office are between 5:00 p.m. 

and 7::00 a.m. 77 Most evening shift workers are there on a full-ti.rre 

basis with very little rotation of shifts. Days of rest are not healthy 

because the body cycle ImlSt adjust to sleeping at night and being awake 

duringr the day, only to be disrupted again when weekly days of rest are 

over. A 1977 International Labour Organiza't.ion study on the effects of 

night work suggests the problem is chiefly n ••• the interruption and 

altera.tion of nonnal. body rythms, the natural human cycle @u:ough 

biological and cultural conditioniri@ being one of sleep by night and 

activity by day". 78 

Night shift workers, according to another study in the united 

States between 1976-78, are found to have a higher than average incidence 

of insc:xm'lia, nervous tension, digestive disorder and alcohol abuse. 79 

Night 'work makes it difficult to spend time with friends and family. Our 

society is geared to evening leisure acti vi t..ies when night shift workers 

are on the jab. 
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Job Security 

Although the ;iJrq;:>act of autanation has been experienced in a lIDre 

direclt:. and .imnedi.ate sense with respect to health and safety issues, 

autanation also threatens the job security of Festal workers. Contra:r:y 

to management assurances that no jobs would be lost due to autcmation, 

the reverse has occurred. 

'!he introduction of 40 FSM's (Flat Sorting Machines) in 1976 was 

resFensilile for the elimination of 632 jobs. 80 Significant full-tiIne 

staff reductions have already occurred aIIDng locals where automation has 

been introduced. For example, over a 28 month period beginning June/July 

1978 _. October/November 1980, the full-time workforce declined by 1,911 

in major autanated processing plants.8l This decline' canpares with an 

increase of 358 full-time errployees in all other locals. 82 '!hat is, full-

time staff"reductions are taking place precisely where automation is in 

place. A total of 8000 jobs will no longer be required 'When the program 

of autanation is carpletely finished according to errployer projections. 83 

As we observed earlier, increased mail standardization and Festal 

code use will result in fewer coder and manual sorter jobs and greater 

mechanical mail processing. More machinable mail means less and less 

operator assisted processing. And through a Felicy of attrition, 

autama:tion will achieve long ter.m job reduct:ions as the machine process 

makes replacement of retiring , quitting, etc:. e.rnployees urmecessa:r:y. 

'!hat the program of automation has not caused mass Festal job 

loss is largely due to management's approach to allow attrition to absorb 

surplus workers. '!he attrition strategy was outlined as early as 1973 by 

then Deputy Postmaster General Mackay in his speech to the Federal 
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Institute of Management: 84 " ••• noIltlal. attJ:-ition will a2e used tQJ take 

up the slack which may develop when employees are rendered surplus as the 

mechanized operation takes over". Paradoxically I Mackay goes on to say I 

"I hope we have laid to rest forever the s~tre of staff layoffs 

arising fram the mechanization program". 

What is attrition but a silent fonn of permanent job loss? 

Attrition represents indirect job layoff for workers who might otherwise 

* be employed in the Post Office. The attJ:-i:j::ion policy I moreover ,masks 

the real conditions which make ita viable policy to pursue instead of 

having to resort to direct layoff action. High employee turnover has 

allowed management to achieve substantial job reductions without laying

off workers. High employee turnover is directly related to working 

conditions. "Many postal workers quit because of the night shift, bore-

dan or oth~ sllnilar reasons. As a result, management has not had to lay

off people, not ' yet at least". 85 

* Attrition, like price inflation (which reduces purchasing 
~ without imposing direct wage cuts on workers) is a strategy that 
createiS the least resistance to the ever increasing 'misery index' of 
the working class. Attrition is a preferred corporate strategy. Tne 
bankin.g industJ::y, in particular, makes attrition a prime cost cutting 
:rrethoa.. Scotiabank, for example, with 92 per cent 'on-line' canputeri
zation. has reduced the number of tellers and other bank employees 
(notab,ly ledger-clerks). A Scotiabank exec..'"Utive in Hamilton is quick to 
point out that "attrition is used to release excess employees, not lay
offs or dismissals". Tellers may be shifted around as a result of new 
banking technology, but "we don't lay anyone off". So while new banking 
technology is not directly displacing bank workers, the net effect of 
nore slophisticated banking systems is to lower the overall labour-capital 
ratio. T.he attrition strategy achieves necessary job reductions for 
managerrent, and helps put aside fears anong workers that their jobs are 
'on-the-line', since no visible job loss occurs (For a discussion of 
attrition and nEM technology in the banking industJ::y see my paper, "The 
New Technology and the Capitalist Workplace: Management Control & 
Workers" (unpublished) McMaster University, May 31, 1980, pp. 35-48). 
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Postal workers' job security is also jeopardized by management's 

staffing policy of hiring part-time and casual workers instead of creating 

fuil-t:ime jobs and by the use of overtlJre to avoid job creation. One of 

the characteristic features of postal autanation is the proliferation of 

part-time and casual workers. A 1973 COPW :staffing survey found that 26 

per cent of workers within the bargaining unit jurisdiction of the union 

were part-time and casual workers. 86 

The Post Office Deparbnent has regularly made use of part-time 

and casual labour. The issue of part-time anployees goes back to 1955 

when management began staffing full-time vacancies with part-time 

workers. 87 '!he oottan line in the growth of the part-time workforce is, 

of course, economics from a management perspective. In the words of Joe 

Da 'ds 88 :Vl. Ion, 

Here was cheap labour pure and simple, in 
1957 eaming only $1.21 per hour @s against 
an average wage of $1.39 per hOufl with no 
guaranteed hours and no fringe benefits, and 
later working always at the mirrlmJm. starting 
rate for full-time clerks regardless of 
length of service. 

Part-time workers are predaninately waren 89 and until 1968 were 

not part of the COPW bargaining unit. part-·time workers were not fully 

part of the union (vis-a-vis under one contract and obtaining equal 

voting rights as full-time rNOrkers) until 1975. 90 In fact, a resolution 

adopted at the 1965 National Convention of the CPEA prohibited part-time 

workers fran inclusion in the union. 9l '!he bias against part-time 

workers st.erm1ed. from the fact that part-time: and casual labour unde:tmined 

the creation of full-time jobs. 

Autanation substantially increased the use of part-~ and 
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casual labour. Table Six below illustrates the growth of part-tirce 

worke:lI:'-s in canada's ten largest cities. 

1970 

8.1% 

TABLE SIX 

Part-Time Errployees as Per Centage 
of All Post Office EmpLoyees 

1975 1976 1977 

20.9% 23.6% 23.2% 

1978 

22.6% 22.3% 

Source~: Selected Data, A Contract for Postal Workers: Negotiations 80 
(a CDPW document), March 26, 1980, Table VI, p. 38 (data 
originally from Errployer check-off). 

Notes: Ca) First six-nonths of 1979 only. 

In other words, at the begirming of the program. of autamation only 8.1 

per cent of all employees were part-time wol:.-kers • Five years later, about 

21 per cent of postal workers in major centreswe:r:e part-time. Management's 

use of part-time labour has remained about t.he same since 1976 - although 

the trlenC. may now be reversed due in part te) the CDPW's efforts at 

l:imitiJng the use of part-time labour. The 1980 Collective Agreement 

contains a restriction on the use of part-time workers to one shift per 

twenty·-four hour period. 92 Further, each worker cannot work nore than fiv~ 
hours per day for maxim:nn of 25 hours per week. 93 

As for casual labour, the total wage~s bill in fiscalyear 1970-71 

was $15.9 million. 94 Five years lateJ:.- this figure is $36.9 million - a 
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substantial expenditure .even after adjus~.nt for inflation. 95 Here too, 

the 1980 contract liInits the casual workforce by obliging the errployer 

to offer overt:irae work first to regular employees. 96 

The continued "abuse", in the postal union's view, of part-t:irre 

and casual labour is a result of the Post Office Depart:Irent' s staffing 

polic:r which prarotes reliance on non-full-·tine errployees instead of 

fuil-t.:i1ne jab creation. This staffing policy has been criticized by 

past l?Ostal studies and conciliation board reports. 97 

The rationale behind the staffing policy, apart fram. reducing 

costs, is increased management control of the work process. casual 

laboUJ::, in particular, can be used in a highly arbitrary fashion by 

management. This carmot be done with full-tine unionized e.rrployees. 

casual labour is flexible to surges in business mail and constitutes a 

highly nobile and discretiona:t:y labour pool for management. casual labolJr 

in another important sense, offers management a trained 'scab' labour 

force - a resevoir of trained workers mana9ement can throw into the work 

process during strikes or work slowdowns. 98 

Post Office management has also made extensive use of overtime 

instead of developing a staffing plan which would create rrore full-t:Une 

jobs. The cost of overtime in the Post Office in fiscal year 1970-71 was 

$8.1 million. 99 This cost increased to $42.7 million in 1975-76.
100 The 

par centage of increase in the cost of overtime between 1970 - 1979 is 

696.4 per cent!lOl 

Again, the issue of overtime is an automation related one. Like 

the phenomenon of growing part-tUne and cas1.lal labour, overtime is a 

management strategy which prevents full-time job creation. The program 
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of aut:cmation has made it possibl~ for 1'CaIlaige.rrent to halt the growth in 

the rnrerall number of full-time positions a:vailable.. Coupled to a policy 

of att.rition, this enables managem:m.t to actually decrease the size of 

the bargaining unit in the years to carre. How have postal workers 

resporlded to the :ilrpact of autanation? This is the theme discussed in 

the final section of this chapter. 

4.3 Postal. Workers' Response ·to Autanation 

Negoti.ating Autamation 

Postal workers have relied quite heavily on the collective . 

bargaining process to deal with postal autanation and its accanpanying 

adverse effects. The postal union has expended rruch time and energy on 

negotiating technological change; the right to refuse unsafe working 

conditions; a reduction in evening work and an increase in day jobs; 

additional paid leave and !tOre shift pay fOl:: night workers; and a limit 

on the use of part-time and casual labour. Yet, the reality of over a 

decade of struggles is that the problens of autanation are unresolved. 

The postal union, faced with the many l.i.mi.tations on bargaining 

under the PSSRA, has not brought the program of autanation to a halt, nor 

has the union forced the employer to give yery rruch ground on key auto

mation issues. Article 29 proved to a 'hollow' clause; the employer 

cannot be forced to halt postal autanation. Post Office managerrent has 

successfully used the a.lnost 1.i.mi. tless protections of the Act and llrposed 

autana·tion on postal workers. In reviewing the CUPW's efforts to deal 

with autanation since 1970, the Chief Steward at South Central concludes, 
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"In short, we've been unsuccessful as a union in preventing autaration,,~02* 

Boycott the Postal COde 

The COPW set in motion other meas~es to try to deal with 

autcmation. The 'boycott the p:::>stal code campaign', for exarrple, began 

in }'T.ay 1973 as a pressure tactic to get the government to negotiate 

technc 1 'al chan 103 Th boyc 1" . f ) ogJ.c ge. e ott was tlo ast • •• until the e fects 

of technological change on p:::>stal workers Wlere negotiated to our fQoPw'.§} 

ti f " cti' 'I 104 sa s:a ·on. 

The boycott caIIq?a.ign was actually w~=ll conceived; stopping p:::>stal 

code use was stopping automation, without the code the letter sorting and 

coding' machines were useless. The ca:rrpaign reached a peak in April 1974 

when manbers of r-bntre'al locals were suspended for wearing "Boycott the 

Postal Code" T-shirts to work. 105 A national p:::>stal strike followed as 

did the resignation of the COPWnational president, J.B. McCall. Confi

dence in .McCall had dwindled; his negotiation tactics and leadership 

ability was questioned to the p:::>int where he was forced to resign 

(especially after he failed to supp:::>rt the national walkout) .106 The 

campa.ilgn ended abruptly in February 1976.107 The p:::>stal code was more 

widely used and the adverse effects of automation no closer to being 

resolved. 

*Perhaps the COPW would have been better off had it made a 
'Canada. Labour Code or bust' fight to replace the PSSRA when the worst 
fears about p:::>stal autc:mation were first \risible with the coder dispute. 
The CUl?W did in fact refuse to bargain for a three-to-four IOClnth period 
in 1975 to protest the PSSRA and managerrent's ability to go ahead with 
planned technological change. 
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On the issue of part-time and casuau. labour, the p:>stal union 

insti'l:uted a "Hire Pennanent" campaign to create full-time jobs wherever 

p:>ssiJ:::>le. The union was deteJ::mined to reduce the prospect of the Post 

Office beccming a "low wage female job ghet.to like Eaton's and Sirrpson' s" 

T. 'd t . t 108 On thi th r'frTT"lr.7 had as uOE: Davl.; son pu 1;. S score, e \...\,JJ:"Vl· some success. 

The 1980 contract, discussed earlier, limits the use of part-time and 

casual labour. 

Despite the now legendary p:>stal strikes, the average p:>stal 

workeJ:- is learning to live with p:>stal automation. '7\utanation is sene-

thing nost workers are resigned to accept. Sane workers are waiting for 

the machines to break down and for managerre:nt to revert to the old manual 

sortat:ion system" .109 

Apart fran negotiating automation and campaigns like the p:>stal 

code boycott, there are few extra-,collective bargaining options open to 

p:>stal. workers to fight autanation. Industldal sabotage, for example, 

is a limited weap:>n against automation and certainly not a widespread 

practice in the Post Office workplace. Pos1:a1 workers practice industrial 

sabotage, but not in a systematic way.110 A worker may jam a machine to 

get back at a supervisor for unfair disciplinary action. The worker may 

overfeed the conveyor carrying letter trays or throw a cardboard box onto 

the conveyor, or put the wrong canputer dest:ination card on the tray to 

misdirect it. Deliberate machine wrecking or other 'Luddite' fonns of 

worker resistance are difficult to get away with in the long run. In one 

case, a worker at South Central was fired for deliberately missorting 

mail. 111 As one p:>stal worker puts it, "There is little else a worker 

can do but walk away from the machi...'1.ery, if he breaks the machine, its 
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obyious.112 perhaps the. ;fact postal ~ke;r;~ a;re l;i,mj, ted ,i,n the f.O):l[lS of 

resiSlta,nce to automation is the ,reason strik.es are the key .means the 

unioIlL adopts to press its demands. Certainly postal strikes have been 

nurrerous and long lasting struggles with management. 

* The Union 

The fight against autanation is informed by the character of the 

union itself. Postal strikes give the public a sc:mewh.at distorted 

impression of the CtJPW as a 'radical r union whose members fom a r solid 

block' of trade unionists. However I the CtJPW is not a hancgenious 

organization fran coast to coast. There are many regional, sex, age and 

other differences which affect the character of the union and influence 

the response of postal workers to technological change and other issues. 

In Toronto, for example, the workforce is about 50/50 male-female 

and nostly young people. In the Maritimes, the workforce is ca:nposed of 

nostly married male workers. This regional difference affects national 

responses to strikes. Older married males are generally nore reluctant 

to support strikes than young single male and female postal workers. A 

higheJ:~ level of une:nployment in the Maritimes and the reduced chance of 

finding alternate e:nployment is a factor in rank-and-file support for 

strike! action there. 

* The following account of the character of the CUPW draws heavily 
on the! personal knowledge and experiences of the Chief Steward at South 
central through his seven year tam as a postal worker (except as other
wise cited) .. As such this section is not a ccmprehensive treatroent of 
the character of the postal union. 
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In Western Canada the, ctJPW also exp:riences a degree of 'Western 

alienation' - the general feeling that the West is not adequately 

represented in pan-Canadian organizations. The fact that the union's 

national office is located in ot~ instead of a mre westwardly city 

like iUnnipeg contributes to a regionalist outlook, much in the same way 

provincial governments feel distant fran th,e central authority in Ottawa. 

The geographic isolation of Western locals generates the feeling anong 

sane locals that they do not have the 'ear' of the national and that the 

union is mre attuned to Toronto and Montreal. .According to the Chief 

stewaJ:d at South Central: 

The feeling obviously exists that the CUI?W' as a union 
is in the 'hip pocket' of the Quebec region. The 
Quebec local is better organized, better led and has 
a clearer sense of where it wants to go. 

The Quebec delegation at national conventions projects this level of 

organization to delegates from other regions, which may give rise to the 

belief Quebec 'rtmS the show'. 

A confidential western Postal Regio:n "climate" analysis report 

prepaI~ed by Post Office Department Staff Relations representatives 

prior to the 1975 national postal strike focused on Western differences 

in the FOst union and its impact on the impending strike. The report 

observed: 113 

••• employees in the Western Re3'ion seem to identify 
with their Western Regional representatives who in 
tum seem to disassociate themselves fran their 
National leaders who are strictly identified in the 
minds of the employees with tb= Montreal group. The 
a:inls ~esumably 'political3' of the Mont-oreal group 
are non-issues to the Western enployees. 

This report perhaps overstates the extent of Western disaffection, yet 

the reFOrt touches on the less well known but :i.mp:)rtant aspect of the 
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COPW: West-East factionalism arrong local centres of power is a reality 

even for the J:X)sta1 union which tends to project an image of unshakable 

solidarity. 

Generally speaking, the QuSbec locals are nore 'politically 

orien1:ed' than their counterparts in the West, particularly in support 

for the right of Quebec to self-determination (which is national policy). 

The politics of QOObec locals contrast sharply with the rrore conse:t:Vative 

J:X)litics of Western canada. 

Interestingly, the climate analysis reJ:X)rt also noted that 

"dissident groups" (J:X)sta1 ~rkers belonging to the Marxist-Leninist, 

Trotskyite, et a1 'left') were not as organized in the West and their 

inf1uE'.nce on strike action sUpJ:X)rt viewed as marginal outside. of 

Vancouver. "In Edrronton, they may be able to get the etrp10yees out of 

the. plant for a one day strike". 114 The inf1ucence of the 'organized 

left' is visibly stonger in Central Canada, mainly in the Toronto

Montrw. axis but also in the Maritimes. 

West·- East factionalism reflects, in large part, the strains 

of building a strong national organization. The national office has 

only recently errerged as a vehicle for bringing together the different 

'1' ti" thin th ' 115 der th tro lead regJ.or:a J.st perspec :ves Wl.: e unJ.on. Un e s ng er-

ship Clf Jean-C1aude Parrot, the national office is attempting to over-

came regional barriers mainly by providing rrore educational sUpJ:X)rt and 

organi.zational resources to all locals. Th~; CUPW newspaper is also 

being used to reflect a broad based rank-and-fi1e input rather than 

simply' being an organ of locals in Central Canada. 

The character of the J:X)stal union is also infonned by differences 
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in job functions in the bargaining unit, teJrlure of work and on the basis 

of shi.ft work. For example, postal workers in mechanized plants are 

likely to be more concerned with autanation issues such as noise and 

equiprieilt vibration than workers in the sma:Uer staff post offices who 

manually sort mail. Part-time workers may not welcarre an interruption 

in income which is already inadequate for many workers who would like 

full-time jobs not now available. Part-time workers may feel intimi

dated by their status and not wish to be singled out by supervisors 

for pro-union attitudes by supporting strike action. Workers on night 

shifts are generally more receptive to strike action, welcc:ming a 

'vacation' fran work through a strike. For night shift workers, a s:trike 

is the chance to recuperate fram the desperation of evening work and to 

re-est.ablish social contacts lost due to night 'WOrk. 

The militancy label of postalworke:rs is sanewhat 'over-played'l. 

"Postal workers", the Chief Steward at South Central points out, "are 

not all that 'political' as most people thir.1k. In fact, it is the union 

leadership which is ahead of the :rrtanbership. The union leadership tends 

to pull the rank.-and-file forward". 

Prior to the introduction of collective bargaining and the 1965 

postal strike, the postal workforce was "docile" even though, in campar-

ison to the rest of the Federal public secto,r, postal workers had a 

history of 'radicalism' defined mainly in terms of strikes. After 1967, 

the Chief Steward observes, 

The COPW beca:rre more VOCal and radicalized. 
This change was due mainly to changes in 
the workforce in the 1960' s - fram an older 
to a younger, less disciplined and more 
critical group of workers. The younger 
workers were less inclined to see their 
jobs as the apex of service to IDne's 



countJ:y as the returning war-veterans in 
the post-1945 period.. The younger elerren.t 
gave rise to anore militant k:i.nd of tmion
ism in the Post Office. 
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In the Toronto local, one of the countJ:y's largest, only about 

25 per cent of the membership are "conmitted unionists". Within this 

group, about 5 per cent fonn a core - the "heart and soul" of the Toronto 

local. Another 25 per cent are "conservative" - generally anti-union. 

The o'ther 50 per cent are the "undecidedll 
•• the middle majority that 

both. lcarmitted unionists and conservative ele:nents tJ:y to cultivate. 

The struggle of the CUJ.=W against PC)stal autanation has not, then, 

been ,a unified struggle of all 23,000 n:anbe.rs from Vancouver to Halifax. 

The autanation struggles, like other issues; facing the postal union, 

receive varying support fran the rank-and-file. 

Although the CUPW cannot claim major victories on the autanation 

front, the autanation struggles in the 1970 I shave transfomed the postal 

union into a highly resourceful and militant organization capable of 

waging national strikes and of turning aside efforts by the Trudeau 

government (like the Mackasey offensive during the cod.er dispute) to break 

the union. This organizational developnent did not came all at once. 

Ra:t:helt:', the union grew as the adverse effects of autanation made new 

responses necessary. 

The CUPW's overall approach to the negotiation process in the 

first three rounds of collective bargainingr (1968-1972) did riot press 

forward the demands of postal workers. According to Jean-Claude Parrot, 

the OJPW's leadership typically negotiated by dropping a series of demands 

inst.ead of really bargaining "tooth and nai.l" .116 No trade-offs were 

occurJring. The union's leadership cadre did not view the postal union 
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as an 'equal' of Post Office -management. Ironically, the CUPW executive 

itself accepted the 'employer-ercployee' relationship at the bargaining 

table.. In addition, the postal union's response to the question of new 

postal technology was unclear ~ 

The introduction of technological change was a relatively new 

phena.nenon (the Alta Vista mechanized facility at ottawa opened in 1972) • 

Howeve.r, it was obvious to many postal worklers and sane in the postal 

union's leadership circles that a new approach to bargaining was nt:M 

needed to care to grips with the increasingly iI'rrfortant program of 

autc:Ina~tion • 

The winds of change were first signalled at the 1971 National 

Convention of the union and the election to the executive of people like 

Joe Davidson and especially Parrot who late:!::- took a direct confrontation 

approach with the Federal government as national president. 

Interestingly, the nev union executive called upon Saul Alinsky, 

a well known grassroots com:nunity organizer in the United States, to 

conduct a seminar on the negotiation process. Alinsky's job was to 

instruct the union on how best postal workers could negotiate with the 

Federal gOVerrm:e1.t. -According to Parrot, t:he choice of Alinsky was 

rreant both as a "propaganda nove" to let the! Federal government know the 

nev executive meant business (in view of Alinsky's reputation in the U.S. 

for teaching organizations how to wage action against government and 

* corporations ) and also to let the :rrembership know the post union had 

* Alinsky's IIOSt celebrated battle against corporate America was 
the much publicized Eastman Kodak struggle to set-up a training program 
and recruit Blacks in Rochester, Nev York. ,Alinsky used stock proxies, 
particularly church proxies, to force Kodak to change its mind on opening 
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tsnninated the employer-err:ployee relationship once and for all. 

A tbree-day seminar was held in ottawa in 1972 at the Tallisman 

Hotel" li7 OUt of the Alinsky seminar came a new orientation for coliect-

ive bargaining. The CUl?W adopted a nore organized approach to oppose 

unilateral action by the employer. Alinsky tried to instill a sense of 

"fighting spirit" in the union. The union's approach to bargaining was 

now tC) be one of bringing managanent to discuss the issues on the postal 

union's agenda, no matter that COPW demand.s might be in advance of the 

Fede:rcLl public sector 'status quo'. Alinsky' s contriliution, in Parrot's 

. g the union to USI!; .uragination and innovation 

in employer - union re 

This new appr ch was a departure f:t:'Offi the type of union leader-

ship t:Lp to that time. CUl?W executive had never really been in the 

t action waged by the rank-and-file. The 

national executive did t support the 1965 postal strike, and, in 1968 

anxious to show th~a union could use the now 

legal strike weapon.119 The nore militant thrust was not embraced by the 

entirei union executive lected in 1971. The fact that national president 

J .B. resign over the Coder issue is evidence of this. 

n£M avenues for u.nsrnplo. ed Blacks. The proxies were turned over to the 
FIGHT organization whi in turn attempted to make Kodak stockholder 
meetings nore than a tine exercise in corporate 'dat'OCracy'. Spon-
taneity and fle.xibili ty were key elements of the Alinsky approach. 
Alinsky changed fran an ad hoc agitator for the poor to a trainer of 
middle-class professio organizers. There are a number of interesting 
~rks by Alinsky, notab y: Rules for Radicals (New York, 1972). Also, 
see S~ Alinsky, Reveill_ for Radicals (New York, 1969) and M.K. Sanders, 
The Professional Radica!: Conversations with Saul Alinsky, (New York, 
1970). 
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The coder dispute made :fX)stal workers aware! of the need for a new 

orientation to bargaining and for a union leadership prepared to at 

least challenge the ~loyer every step of the way. The coder dispute 

actually helped to solidify the new leadership thrust. 

Postal autamation reduces the input of labour in the internal 

proce:ssing of mail. The new mechanized equipnent displaces manual 

sortation as the centre of the work process:. The letter sorting and 

codin9 equiprent appropriates many of the functions workers perfonned. 

The sldlled manual sorter has been replaced. by the easily trained and 

essentially unskilled coder. 

The change in the work process from a labour intensive to a 

more capital intensive process has opened up new op:fX)rtunities for 

management to extend its control over the postal workplace. . Autanation 

has created. an unsafe work envirorirrent; the health and safety of postal 

workers is a major problem. The prospect of significant job loss due to 

autamation hovers over the heads of workers as management continues to 

prc:mot.e capital over labour despite the many visible adverse effects. 

The next chapter looks at the developnent of new electronic 

ccmnullications tec.l-mology in the Post Office. Electronic mail delivery 

systems like Intel:fX)st and business ccmm.mication systems like Infotex 

may change the Post Office far nore than the extensive mechanization of 

hard copy connnmications in the 1970 IS. 
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CHAPrER FIVE - 'mE SECOND WA.VE: 

ELECTRONIC MAIL 

The massive reorganization of the Post Office in the 1970's also 

invel ved the parallel develoy;::rrent of electronic mail systems: Telepost 

pioneered in 1972 and Intelpost inaugurated in 1980. The introduction 

of these two mail systems underlines a visible trend away fran hard copy 

carrro.mications in the private sector (paper as the fonn of originating 

and sending messages) to the developre:nt of alternative communications 

methods using recent ,advances in canputer 'bechnology. 

Electronic infonnation processing a:nd communications transmission 

is a growing field. Electronic mail systems vary in canplexity and 

functions fran systems using a ccmbination of hard copy and electronic 

nethcxls to corp:>rate 'in-house' canputer-to-canputer systems. The n:ore 

advanced Word Processing equipre:nt promises business inte:rnational 

comIlunications without ever having to rrail a letter! 

What is quite clear about new carmnJJ:llcations technology is the 

capaci.ty to reduce the invel vement of worke:rs in the recording, storirig, 

retrieving and transmitting of infonnation. For postal workers the 

advent. of 'electronic mail' is one further step in the direction of 

creating a communications infrastructure less dependent on their labour. 

The canputerization of the office workplace which began in the 

1960' s is a direct threat to postal workers" New computer-based 

information technolgy is aimed at creating a 'paperless' office, 

minimizing infonnation processing by paper and transmission by mail. 
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In thJ~ p;rocess, the traditional way of ..IIOving infonnation and the role of 

J:X)stal workers is affected. 

This chapter looks at electronic ma.il and other non-hard copy 

COI1It1Ulucations systems and their .impact on the Post Office. Il:rq?ortantl y , 

this chapter examines the threat new conmmications technology J:X)ses to 

J:X)stal workers both from wi thin the Post Office and fran the private 

sector. Before turning to electronic mail, we wil~ inquire into changes 

which have occurred in infonnation processing technology. These changes 

provide the 'technicaL base' for the devellOl;ment of electronic mail 

systems. 

5.1 The New ccmrunications Technology 

* Microelectronics & Infonnation Processing 

At the hub of today' s new ccmmmicai:ions technology is the can-

puter and the 'revolutionary I innovations in microelectronic circuitry 

that have drastically reduced the size and cost of ccmputers and increased 

their 'Usefulness to business. The first Ca:J:lputers introduced in the 

1940's were large, often the size of the family living room, and subject 

to frs::p:nt malfunction due in large part to overheating of vacuum tubes 

and other heat sensitive carq;:onents. The size of this first generation 

* The source of infonnation on microelectronics is H.M.D. Toong, 
"Microprocessors", Scientific American (Sept.ember 1977) Vol. 237, No.3, 
pp. 146-61; R. L. Noyce, "Microelectronics"; Scientific 'American 
(September 1977) Vol. 237, No.3, pp. 63-9; A.Bailey, "New C-,enera"tion 
COuld Put a Small Canputer in Every Office", '!he Financial 'Post (Fall, 
1977), pp. 21-2; and where otherwise specifically cited. 
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of computers l:imi ted their functions to mainly infonnation storage and 

retr:Leval. Today's canputers, in contrast" are desk-top size, cheap, 

reliable and adaptive to a wide range of business needs fran the facto:t:y 

floor to the office. The storage and use c)f infonnation is infinitely 

easier and incredibly cheaper in ccmparison to the prototype. 

What makes today' s canputers so 'revolutionary' is the develop

rcent of the integrated circuit and the computer or 'microchip'. Micro

ships are tiny silicon wafers etched with data which fonn the CCllllpOnentry 

of th~a snall canputer (or 'microcanputer' cLS it is called). The micro-

canpul:er can be prog:r:amred to fit a variety of functions; it is mobile 

and w:i th the developnent of the 'microprocessor' chip opens a new age of 

freed,(:m in infonnation processing. 

The typical microcanputer of today contains three types of chips: 

a :rrem:,ry chip to store date; an input-outPlllt chip to ccmnunicate with 

the aJrnpUter; and the microprocessor chip whlch perfonns the 'intelligent' 

functLons - i t receives and stores infonnation, perfonns data operations 

and dLsplays the data. The microprocessor chip is itself, as a Financial 

.~ report put it, "a canputer on a chip".l And here lies the imnense 

poten1tial of the microprocessor for business. Since the microprocessor 

can be incorporated into factory or office equip:nent the work process can 

be coordinated and transfor.rred into an automated process with little need 

for human intervention. 2 It is the microcomputer's capacity to integrate 

* and coordinate various work phases which separates today r s canputers 

* An example of the microprocessor in industry is the 'Numerically 
Controlled' (J:\TC) machine which, according to Harley Shaiken, " ••• makes 
workers' skill and judgeIlEllt unnecess~ry" • The job knowledge and skill is 
captured on cc:xnputer tape instead of residing in the 'brain' of the worker 
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Perhaps the best illustration of the potential of the micro-
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processor in the office is Word Processing equi:pnen.t. The Word Processor 

incorporates microelectronic technology and drastically changes the 

nat:u:l::19 of office work and infonnation processing. 

Infonnation processing traditionally involves rroving mountains 

of in:Eonnation fram one stage of processinc;;r to the next useful fODIl. The 

application of new microelectronic technolcK3Y to the office place 

pranises to end the 'pat:er pile-up'. As one report observes. 4 

Infonnation originates as speecil, typed or 
handwritten text and accounts, diagrams or 
photographs. The new technology can deal 
with these fonus: word processing with 
accounts, electronic telephone! systems with 
speech; and facsimile transmitters with 
images. The canputer services all of them. 

WOrd processing equipnent is at the spearhead of a 'rationalization I of 

infoJ:Ilnation processing and transmission. 

The Post Office Depart:Inent, attempting to respond to these 

(Cf. H. Shaiken, "Nt:IIl'erical Control of Work: Workers & Autanation in the 
Computer Age", Radical Amarica (November-December, 1979) , p. 29). The 
vast ~.xtent of the 'revolution I of microchips is only fully revealed in 
the increasing applications of the tecJ:mology itself. For example, a 
French canputer canpany has -developed a "smart credit card'i. The credit 
card is actually a miCrocarplter which can :be programned to store 
varied infonnation. " ••• the carc1s eight kilobit merrory is eno'l3ght .to 
store all the infonnation now contained on 30 different cards - drivers 
licences, social insurance cards, medical c,3Xds, etc". 1-:breover, the 
smart credit card has " ••• the capacity to enter infonnation into canputers 
and have infonnation entered into them ••• " Incredibly, the next step is 
to incorporate a "voice fingerprint" into the card IS :rnerrory! (Cf. S. 
Straus:s, "Microchip Credit Card Can Store Data, Self-Destruct", The Globe 
& Mail, November 29, 1980, p. 18). or the developnen.t of the "Heart/PUise 
Tach.ari;ter" - a device the wearer slips on his/her finger. The tachometer 
digitally displaysheart;lpulse beat! (Cf. Advertisement in the ~ 
FinanCial TimeS of canada, October 20, 1980, p. 37. 
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sweeping changes in carmrunications technology, has developed electronic 

mail systems. Telepost and Intelpost are particular types of new 

carmrunications technolgy. 

* 5.2 Electronic Mail 

Electronic Mail (infonnation) delivery systems are methods of 

conveying infonnation electronically in place of the traditional hard 

copy (letter) mail delivery network. Electronic infonnation sending 

systems are many: telex, facs.iInile transmission and electronic funds 

transfer systems (EFI'S) to cite only a feMe '!he Post Office has developed 

two foDIIS - telex and facs:ilnile transmission. 

Telepo.:!!:. 

Telepost is a joint canaaa Post ~ aqcp venture which uses the 

existing telex/telegram facilities of CNCP and links this up with the 

postal system I s mail delivery facilities. TP~epost is really a more 

efficient hard copy mail system. 

CUstaners can telephone or telex messages to CNCP offices' 

throughout canada. '!he CNCP - Telepost computer converts the message 

into belegrarn fonn and dispatches the message to a specially-equipped 

* '!he principal sources of infonnation for this section are: a 
field :study of the Front Street Intelpost Office in '!bronto, November 3, 
1980; the following reference material: P. O'Cormor, "Post Office 
Hustling for Electronic Mail", The Financial Times of canada, December 1, 
1980, p. 23; canada Post; Telewst (a Post Office Department brochure) ; 
CNCP; Window on the Carmrunicatiorts World, (a CNCP publication), p. 6; 
and where otherwise specifically cited. 
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Post Office nearest the destination point. The telegram (letter) is 

then put into the regular first class mail stream for next mail delivery. 

An interesting feature of Telepost is that messages can be rmllti

addressed - the sam; message can be sent to many people. 

The advantages of Telepost over letter posting are that the 

message can be sent quickly and directly b:~t telephone (no hard copy 

original is needed, nor physical posting of the letter); or with Telex 

service in the office the message is direct:ly fed into the CNCP canputer 

and sqitched to the Post Office closest to the mail delivery point. The 

Telepost service is an especially 'integrative' system for offices 

equipped with Telex. 

The cost of Telepost is cheaper in many instances than, other 

equi vdlent carrmunications mediums. For example, a Telepost message 

input by Telex is much cheaper than the 'TeJLtex' service (linking Telex 

users to clients without Telex facilitiesusiI1g the telegram as the 

intenn;diary). 5 Telepost input by telephone is also less expensive than 

6 telegram. 

'Intelpost (International Electronic Mail) 

Ihtelpost electronically beams messages fran canada to points 

around. the globe. The service origi.m1lly l~ed Toronto and London 

(England), but quickly expanded to include major points in the United 

states and Europe. 7 In addition, Intelpost now services 8 major Canadian 

cities. Intelpost is a trilateral Canada Post - Olep - Teleglobe 

facsimile transmission venture. 

The Intelpost service operates as follows: a document {up to 
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legal size} is fed into a xerox-like photocopier machine. The machine 

conveJets the document into electronic signals which are beamed to its 

destination via an 'Intelstat' system satellite orbiting 22,300 miles 

above the earth. 
8 The rressage is first sent fran the originating Intel

post Office along land lines and beamed to the satellite and back to 

earth again, and then over land lines to the receiving Post Office. 

Intelpost is the first ever satellite transmission of mail. 9 

Once the docuIneD.t is received at its destination an acknowledge-

ment is bearred back. A high quality exact black and white copy is nCM 

ready for pick-up or delivery by first class mail, or for an extra fee 

the document will be sent special delivery. The transmission phase takes 

about 20 seconds to l~ minutes. 

The cost of Intelpost is $5.00 per page fran Toronto to IDndon 

and other international points. Inside Canada, the cost is $4.00. The 

servic:e is ideally suited for small business where low volume militates 

against the cost of Telex or other camumications equipment and for 

ccmpanies where exact reproduction is critic:al- drawings, blueprints, etc. 

which cannot be telexed. 

The Intelpost system initially cost canada Post $1 million to 

set-up. 10 Interestingly, the electronic mail technology used in Intelpost 

was pioneered by the U.S. postal system. ~ring to regulatory snags with 

the Federal Ccmmmi.cations Camnission (FCC) the U. S. postal service never 

1 tr ' 'I ' to 'ts 11 put e ec omc maJ. m use on ~ own. 

Intelpost is also cheaper than equivalent services. For example, 

Intelpost is less costly than private courie:>x delivery and telegram 

servicle. A 200 word message fran ottawa to Vancouver costs $17.50 for 
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next day private courier delivery; CNCP's "two-hour teleg;ram'· costs $33.50 

and IIltelpost only $4.00.12 
Between shorter distances (.e.g. Toronto and 

OttaWd) the Post Office seJ:Vice is also cheaper - $6.00 by courier and 

$4.00 by Intelpost.13 

'!he Post Office Departrrent' s Telepost and Intelpost mail systems 

are electronic carrmunica.tions networks which represent to sane extent a 

parallel postal service to the traditional hard copy mail system. How

ever, electronic infonnation sending systems are not exclusively developed 

by the~ Post Office. Corporatetenninal-to-tenninal computer systems and 

CNCP/,I'CTS (Trans-canada Telephone System) offer fierce market c~tition 

to Canada Post. Indeed, CNCP' s 'Infotex' system of interactive WOrd 

Processors is a major advance in carmnmications technology. Infotex has 

the potential to render the Intelpost se:rvil:::e functionally useless for 

all bt:lt small business users (we examine Infotex below) • 

5 .3 Alternative Electronic CCmrn.mications 

A number of other non-hard copy carrrn.mications systems are in 

operation outside the Post Office and ne;v systems are in the developrental 

stage. '!hese systems offer the Post Office serious canpeti tion for the 

infomation sending market and in sane respects pose a threat to the 

viability of the state-~-un postal network in the decades ahead. Two 

types of camrunications systems stand out: (1) Word Processing systems 

which make inter-office co.mmmi.cations virbJally 'mail-less'i and (2) 

electronic banking, in particular, EFTS (electronic funds transfer 

systems) that reduce the aItOunt of financial transactions otherwise 
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passing through the regular mail as hard ccpy camumications. 

Word Processing 

'!he CClrCplterization of the office through the developnent and 

use of canputer-based equipnent like the Word Processor allows the 

Il'OVE!ffiE"'.nt of info:rma.tion through the ccmputer system. New office equipnent 

el:i.rniJ:'lates the need to manually rrove the infonnation frarn. one work stage 

to the next, el:i.rniJ:'lating human inteJ::mediaries in the process. There is 

less and less human intervention in the entire 'WOrk process, ltUlch like 

autanation in the factory. 14 Importantly, 'Word Processing also reduces 

inter--business camumications by mail as carrputer-to-computer 'in-

house I con:mmications are now possible. A report in '!he Econc:mist points 

out that,15 

••• many high-teclmology ltUllti -:national canpanies 
have already moved toward automated offices and 
boast private camnmications networks that 
routinely send messages to their offices allover 
t.."le 'WOrld in three to five sea::::>nds at a cost of 
less than 4 cents a copy. 

Word Processing equipnent is an in"begrated infonnation handling 

system typically consisting of three camponJ9Ilts: (1) an electronic 

keyboard (typewriter face) ~ (2) a memory bank (canputer) with a VDT 

screen; and (3) a printer - a machine which prints directly frcm the 

screen at a speed in excess of 2400 words pp...I minute. The Word Processor 

is usually linked up with a larger central computer and through it to 

other offices (work stations) in a telecorrmunications network. Infor-

matioll can be transmitted directly, less expensively than conventional 

means, and ltUlch rrore rapidly. 16 Editing of material can be done with-
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* out having to re-type entire docuIrents. ,A fom letter' can be revised, 

including new paragraphs' and excluding others without the need to re

type the whole document. The labour savings are obvious. In weighing 

the ,ralue of Word Processing to the office, Walter A. Kleinschrod (an 

industry spokesperson) observes: 17 

••• word processing pranises a 'better way'. Its 
dictation equipnent saves word originators' t:i.ne. 
Its electronic typing equiplent and recording 
nedia 'capture' keystrokes. :rts managerial design 
fuses· separate tasks into true systems. The hap
hazard and manual give way to the automated and 
controlled. The combination e)f these elements 
can mean faster throughput rates, reduced costs, 
and overall i:rrprovanent in organization effect
iveness. • • Thanks to the electronic logic of 
nodem editing typewriters she ff:he typist1 can 
now type a fast draft and re~r.pe only the parts 
in need of change. 

Word Processing equipnent reorganizes the office workplace ~ tasks are 

broken dCMn. around this equiprent. Word processing canputerizes the 

flow of word origination-typing-review-and-deli vexy by integrating these 

functions into a single process. 

Word Processing equipnent is constantly undergoing irrprovement 

in its capacity to handle information. For exa:rrple, IBM's 'Intelligent 

Prin~.r' can corcmunicate with other carputers, print at a rate of 36 

pages per minute and store information received over the telephone. 18 

The IIOst profound developnent in Word Processing technology is 

the 'Infotex I system developed by CNCP to be offered publicly later in 

* An i1rp::lrtant feature considering one estimate shows a typist 
using a conventional typewriter spends 28 Pf'.I cent of the working day 
on correction and re-typing. The Word Processor reduces t:i.ne consum=d 
here by over 35 per cent (Cf. CIS, The New Technology, supra, p. 2). 
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1981. 'Ibis new system is a quantum leap in ccmmmi.cations technology: 19 

Infotex will be a network of camn.micating type-
writers and word processors which will be able 
to send a 300 word document anywhere in the net-
work in about seven seconds. BuSiness people will 
be able to send letters, documents, sales reports, 
all kinds of infonnation between offices in the 
same building, across Canada or around the world 
instantly through this new Infotex network. 

Info'tP...x will be as indis:pensible a tool to business as the telephone. 

In in:Eo.IlIlation sending, the Infotex system will be a corporate ~. 

'Ibis system will also add a facsimile feature later which will make 

Infotex even rrore useful to business. 20 

Electronic Banking 

Electronic banking also offers an alternative to the conventional 

method of making payments by mail. EFTS (electronic funds transfer 

systems) promise paperless transfer of fundg between banks, corporations, 

goverr.mmts, etc. by canputer teJ:mina.l. EFTS already offers a variety 

of managem:mt services: payroll systems (autanatic crediting of employee 

accounts); pre-authorized payments; cash concentration (pooling all cash 

balances into one account); transfer of funds into tenn deposits (the 

ability to instantly capitalize on econanic shifts and trend indicators); 

daily cash reports; account reconciliation; and l eventually, autallatic 

telephone bill payments (debiting bank accounts directly). 21 According 

22 to J.F. Crean, 

EFTS represent nothing rrore mm a new way of 
carrying out that rrost basic of banking functions -
the transfer of funds... EFTS is nothing nore 
than the application of Compute-IS and IIDdern 
carmn.mications technology to s~ up the passing of 
payment instructions. 

A good illustration of the iIrp::>rtanc:e of EFTS is the international 
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mass credit system (Visa, Mastercard, etc.I. Through EFl'S the major 

credit lending institutions can electronically verify custaner account 

status fran virtually anywhere in the world, authorize sales and record 

transactions. Another example of the role played by EFI'S is the Royal 

Bank. of canada IS "cash-Cam:nand" service: 23 

With cash-Cc:mnand, a corporate treasure can sit 
in his office in front of a tE=>...nninal, call up 
specifically tailored infonnai:ion on all his 
company I s banking operations across the country, 
transfer funds between accounts, shift cash into 
the rroney market at current rdtes, draw on 
credit lines and perfonn other functions. 

EFI'S also reduce cost factors in payments - cheque printing; 

payroll preparation; bank fees for cheque handling and reconciliation. 

As CJ:iean observes, "It is frequently cheaper for the corporation to have 

its oc:roputer payroll system directly record the payment infoDItation on 

magne·tic tape and have these items distributed autanatically within the 

24 '1\: 
banks I canputer-based clearing system". 

5.4 Electronic Mail & Postal Workers 

. The develop:nent of electronic mail and other conputer-based 

infonnation sending systems poses a serious: threat to postal workers I job 

secur:L ty in the long run. New cc:mwnications tecbnolcgy substitutes 

* EFI'S also rea.uce the cost and problems of handling cash. Although 
one would think cash to be the rrost convenient fonn of payment " ••• cash is 
far -from costless.. • It has been estimated in the U. s. that the total 
cost for producing, counting f. handling, and protecting cash arrounted 
to alrrost $3 billion .ffn 197~" (Cf. J.F. Crean/supra, p. 19). 
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electronic nethods for the traditional hard copy .mail delive:r:y se:tVice of 

the Pc:>st Office. These c..~ges in ccmnunic:a.tions technology are the 

product of the cClll"\PUterization of the offic:e that has gained roc:mentum 

since the 1960' s. The canputer industry in canada recorded over $4 

billion in revenues for 1980 - a jump fram $1 billion in 1975. 25 What 

this represents is a continued trend to canputers to handle business 

corrmullications needs. Word Processing equip:nent, in particular, has 

become the principal tool of the business world. Word Processing reduces 

costs and boosts productivity. One Word P~ocessing distributor, IDgica, 

" ••• claims productivity increases of 150-400%, or one typist doing the 

~rk of 2~ to 5 typists on conventional equip:nent". 26 

Market: Volumes 

Telepost and Intelpost combined handled less than 1 per cent of 

all first class mail (1% of 3.9 billion pie:es of first class mail) in 

fiscal year 1979/80. 27 HOwever, both Post Office services are expected 

to handle 30 per cent of first class mail in 1990. 28 All electronic 

mail systems (private and public) will be the principal conveyor of first 

class :mail by 1993. 29 

Word P~essors , private data transrnission systems and EM'S could 

handle almost 8 billion letter equivalents by 1995. 30 Same Word Processors 

already have inter-office cc.m:nuni.cations capabilities linked together 

through. a canputer network. These interactive Word P~essors mean less 

nessages sent by mail. Word Processing machines in use in 1978 in Canada 

totalled approximately 10,000 (about 10 per cent with cc:mnunicating 

ability) .31 The Post Office Depart:rrEnt projects that "It is possible 

that by 1995 approximately 350,000 woro processing machines will be in 
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use in ~ and together they could be uansmitting about 1.3 billion 

32 pages armuallylt. 

Facsimile transmission use has also grown in canada. It is 

estmated that by 1995 facsimile transmission will reach 76,000 units 

from 2,100 in 1973, or a volume of 10 million pages armually in 1975 

to 380 million pages by 1995.
33 The increases in facsimile transmission 

usage will came at the expense of the Post Office's first class mail 

product. At least one-third and perhaps even higher of the increases 

expected in facsimile transmission will be 111 ••• a direct eli version fran 

cu.t:'rent {fanada pos9 mail volumes " .34 

Electronic funds transfer systems (J~S) are directed at replacing 
. 35 

mail :related to financial transactions (40 per cent of all mail) by 

ccmputer-based financial transactions. EFTS is viewed by the Post Office 

Department as a "significant CCltq?etitor" in the near future, one which 

could handle about 2.1 billion letter equivalent transactions armually 

by 1995.36 

What these projected market volumes mean concretely for postal 

workers engaged in the hard copy transmission of info:rmation is, of 

course, the threat of being rendered surplus. by a neil camnmications 

network based on microelectronics instead of paper and mechanical 

information processing methods. This threat to postal workers originates 

in the con:rmmications technology itself, pa!.ticularly in Word Processing 

technology' which the private sector is developing to reduce labour costs 

and to transfo:rm the office into an automated workplace. The changes 

in office technology have a direct and critical in:Jpact on the Post Office; 

This fact is even rrore clearly revealed when the Post Office I s Intelpcst 
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service is carrpared to the develop;ing Infotex system of interactive Word 

Processors. Intelpost, although a stilistantial nove away fran strictly 

hard copy carmn.mications, is being ou1:::r1:odecl by the Infotex system - a 

true 'electronic rrail' network. 

~ex vs Intelpost 

In Chapter Four it was suggested the decision to autanate the 

interilal processing of mail was perhaps a mistake in view of the trend 

towaJ:::d electronic mail. The introduction c)f Intelpost, a facsmule 

satellite transmission service, represented a nove in the direction of 

electronic mail. However, the mistake of proceeclin:g with mechanization 

of hard copy ccmmmications is largely duplicated with the type of 

electronic mail system the Post Office has now carmi tted itself to. 

Intelll?Ost is based on the hard copy principal - a document nD.lSt be 

brought to the Intelpost Office for elect:rclnic rrailing and at the other 

end the dOC'l.JIteIlt is again mailed or picked up. The process involves 

electronic methods but relies on the physical activity of posting the 

hard copy. By contrast, Infotex will allov.r business to ccmra.micate with 

other Word Processors C.~rk stations) without having to physically present 

the document at a Post Office or await mail delivery. As CNCP Product 

S 
. 37 Manager, Roy avage wr~tes: 

Infotex ••• will be able to provide electronic 
rrailboxes for indi ...,iduals, depart:::ments, 
COTq?anies or commt:lIl.it:Les of i.Tlterest. The 
authorized executive or individual will be 
able to retrieve from this 'mailbox', at a 
convenient time, all the messages addressed 
to him or her - or his department - since 
the mailbox was last 'errptied' • 
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InfotP..x has a larger potential to carp1etely 'rationalize' info;t:Ina.tion 

processing and i:J:;'ansmission. Infotex is a more efficient and less time 

consuming method of corrmunicating. In an irrq;:ortant sense, the Infotex 

system will i:J:;'ansfonn every office into a post office - messages will be 

dispa1t:ched and received; Word Processor operators will Decane 'postal 

clerks' - the basic business of the Post Office will be changed by this 

new carrmunications network. 

Surrma.l:y 

Market i:J:;'ends indicate 'electronic lmail' will substantially 

replac:e hard copy carmunications by 1995 in the highly iIrportant first 

class mail catego:ry. The i:J:;'adi tional function of the Post Office will 

be chcmged and the major role now played by inside postal 'WOrkers to move 

infonIation will decline. In this enviroIlltn='-D.t it is hard to llnagine the 

Post Office will maintain the 23, 000 'WOrkforce now in the CUPW bargaining 

unit. 

The comrnmications infrastructure of the national econc:my is 

shifting away fram the government-run postal network. New cc:mm.mications 

technol~ is increasingly being developed and used by the private sector. 

The Post Office's Intelpost is not a flex:ibJLe enough and 'canpatible' 

business cormnmications system to allow the Post Office to continue to 

play the ceni:J:;'al role in this count:ry's carmn.mications network. The Post 

Office will have to undergo dramatic changes; in the next decade as 

business camnmications networks handle more and more inter-office 

camn.mi.cations 'in-house' with systems like Infotex. 

The Federal government is well aware its $1 billion plus invest

rne.'I'lt in. postal autcmation is .in jeopardy of being rendered functionally 
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useless as the core of the national camnmications infrastructure by 

recent innovations in carmunications technology. For this reason, the 

Crown corporation legislation as initially prepared was designed to give 

the Post Office a nonopoly over ccmrn.mications including electronic 

metho:1s. 

The next and concluding chapter of this Thesis examines the 

Post Office as a Crown Corporation. The chapter explores the issues of 

conmlnications nonopolyas well as the prosP=Cts for management - union 

peace now that the Post Office is officially a crown company. 
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CHAPI'ER SIX - THE POST OFFICE CORPOFATION 

After CNer a decade of postal conflict, govenmten.t royal 

ccmnissions, intemal studias and govenunent inaction, the Post Office 

is now a Crown corporation govemed by the legislative provisions of the 

canada Labour Code. A large part of postal conflict has centered on 

replacing the restrictive Public Service Staff Relations Act with the 

canada Labour Code. '!he CUPW sought the transfo:rmation of the Pos·t 

Office to a crown corporation to by-pass the 'cul de sac I of the existing 

legislative framework. 

The Crown corporation organization structure is not viewed by 

the postal union as a 'cure all' for labour - management ills. The Code 

is simply a nore 'open' labour law that will at least give postal workers 

the chance to put pressing issues on the bargaining table. 

This chapter reviews the reccmnenda~tions of past studies on the 

postal corporation issue and the arguments for a new postal organization. 

The Crown corporation legislation is then examined.. Finally, the prospects 

for management - union peace in the Post Office are taken up. 

6.1 Reccmnendations of Past Studies 

The Post Office Depa.rtrnent has been the subject of .~ Royal 

camri.ssions and nl.JIIerOUS other gCNernment studies in the 1960 I s and 1970' s. 

Virtually all of these postal studies (in the process of studying problems 

in the postal operation) deal with the issue of the Post Office as a 
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Crown corporation. 

The tirst ot these postal studies was the'Royal'Cdrnmission on 

Government Organization (known as the 'Glassco canrnissionn in 1962. 

The Glassco Canmission undertook an extensive review of Federal govem

rrent depa.rt:nen.t and agency organization to improve goverrnrent services 

and reduce costs. Volurre Three of the sweeping five-volume report dealt 

extensively with the postal operation - touching on services, postal 

rates j' the deficit and varied operational p.roblems in manual sortation 

and mail distribution. While the Glassco Ocmnission' s report did not 

recarroend the Crown corporation option for the Post Office, the report's 

authors very importantly pointed out the fundamental difference between 

the Post Office and other government services. The different nature of 

work J;erlo:t:rred in the Post Office and its revenue generating ability, 

the report concluded, "... lends itself to organization on a semi

autoncm:ms basis with independent control of its financial resources ll
•
l 

L'I1. addition, the report observed the idea of a postal corporation had 

been suggested elsewhere and " ••• can be supported on logical grounds ••• II~ 

The Glassco Ccmnission report concentrated its reconmendations for 

organizational change in the Post Office on improving financial accounting 

and review procedures3 and avoided a proposal for an "independent operating 

4 fonn" as the Ccmnission described the Crown corporation structure. 

The Canmission of Incrui...ry into the Increases in Rates of Pay for 

Civil Servants in Group D appointed by the Federal government during the 

1965 PDStal strike and chaired by Mr. Justice J .C. Anderson went beyond 

its mandate to simply consider the fairness of pay rates proposed for 

postal workers. In t.~e Ccmnission I sFinal Heport, Anderson ccmnented on 

the process wl"..ich detennined pay rates and asked " .... whether or not 
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the postal service of canada and the needs of those people who provide 

such services could best be met by organizing the p::>stal services as a 

1"1_._ ti'" 5 
\,..I-UW.Ll corpora on. •• • 

Anderson was highly critical of existing Federal labour relations 

practices which allowed the Treasury Board to aJ:bitrarily set wage levels 

for p::>stal errployees and to tie p::>stal workers to wages and working 

* conditions established for the public serv:i.ce as a whole. Pegging 

postal wages to those paid other public se.1t:Vants, according to Anderson, 

" ••• perpetuates a meaningless pay relationship between different classes 

of civil servants", 
6 

since the work now done in the public service may 

not be as closely related as it was in the past. The pay "relativity" 

approach also ignored regional differences in the cost of Ii vin~ and did 

not allow for wages cc::mrensurate with maint:aining the same standard of 

** living throughout the country anong federal 'W'Orkers. In addition, a 

time lag in the collection of data on which pay increases were based 

meant that " ••• salaries may be up to two years in arrears in relation to 

the increases prevailing in industxy". 7 The necessary statistics on pay 

rate detennination were made available only after increases were granted! 

* For example, the Anderson Report noted that of eight recc:mnem.
dations made by the Civil Service Ccmnission (see Chapter Two) between 
1961-1964, the Treasury Board altered these reccmnendations "in varying 
~egrees" four times, (Cf. Canada, Final ~P8rt of the ec;mro.ssion of Inquiry 
mto the Increases In Rates of Pay for Cl.Vl.l Servants In Group D, (ottawa, 
1965), pp. 7-8). 

** This point was earlier addressed by the Glassco Canmission as 
Anderson points out in his report. Anderson, for his part, urged a 
formula which would provide for "local rates" while maintaining a 
"national floor of rates" (Cf. The Anderson Rep::>rt, supra, p. l8). 
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The conversion of the :post Office into a Crown corporation was 

defensible, according to the Anderson Report, on the basis of the 

"distinct" nature of postal work and postal workers as a " semi-industrial 

group" • A postal reorganization along co~rate lines was thus a timely 

question in his mind, ODe that could not be ignored in the Com:nission IS 

recarmendations • 

In the aftennath of the postal strike and the Anderson Ccmnission, 

the Federal government appointed a Royal Carnrnission of Inquiry into postal 

workel~s I grievances over work rules, discipline and other working conditions 

(exceI-t wages). The CCmnission was headed by Andr~ Montpetit. The 

Montpetit Report (as it is ccm:ronly referred to) recc:mnended the Post 

Office Department study the "advisability" of converting the Post Office 

into aL Crown corporation. 8 The report carrcen.ted on the "constant desire" 

of postal workers to obtain collective bargaining rights and the need to 

transfoDn the Post Office Department into a Crown canpany to achieve this 

objective. 

Montpetit refrained, however, fran explicitly reccmnending this 

transfonnation on the grounds that changes already in progress in the 

Post Office and Bill C-170 (the "Public Ser;rice Staff Relations Act") 

before the House of Comrcons made this designation "premature". Although 

the p:r:oposed legislation did not include the transfo:rmation of the Post 

Office into a Crown corporation, Montpetit believed the legislation 

allowed for this transfonnation later on, and, that, the PSSRA " 

9* should at least be put to the test". 

* Montpetit observed postal ernployee~s were prepared to give the 
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Montpetit incorrectly :£:X)inted out that employee organizations would be 

able to discuss " ••• all but a few working conditions affecting the 

employees they represent" .10 Obvious~y, M::>ntpetit could not, at the time 

of his re:£:X)rt, anticipate all the legal ba:rriers to open collective 

bargaining this legislation would later contain. The Montpetit Re:£:X)rt, 

importantly, placed the issue of the Post Office as a Crown corJ;Oration 

high on the agenda for .irrproved working cOl1ditions in the :£:X)stal service. 

The first major study dealing direc.."tly with the question of a 

:£:X)stal cOr:£:X)ration as part of its mandate was a series of five separate 

* studies ccmnissioned by Postmaster General Eric Kierans in 1968. The 

surrmary re:£:X)rt of the five studies is contained in the document A 

Blueprint for Change, prepared by the consultant firm. of Kates, Peat, 

Ma:r:wick & Canpany and canpleted in 1969. 

The major recarmendation of A Blueprint for Change was the 

creation of a :£:X)stal corporation. 11 The report I s authors concluded: 

It is difficult to envisage trle Post Office-as 
a department of Government-bec:orning a d~c, 
progressive, efficient operation with 19ut,1 
carmercially-oriented executiv'es and employees. 

new laboUr legislation a "fair trial", although :£:X)stal workers obviously 
favoured the corporate organization fonn and the Industrial Relations and 
Disputes Investigation Act (now Part IV of the Canada Labour Code). Cf. 
The :Montpetit Re:£:X)rt, supra, p. 33. 

* A Blueprint for Change summarized five separate studies under 
the following titles: Organization; Envirornrent Forecast; Management 
Practices i Managerrent Inventory; and Management Information Systems -
all prepared by Kates, Peat, Marwick & Ccrnpany. Nine other :£:X)stal 
studies, as part of the Kierans I undertaking, were prepared by other 
consultant finns and one individual consultant. 



However, this is the environrrent that is 
virtually needed and we believe that the status 
of Crown corpJration for the Canada Post Office 
is the vehicle which will permit the evolution 
of this environment. 

By pointing to the need for 'comrercially-c,riented' management, the 
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report underlined the need to operate the Post Office in-line. with private 

sector market .imr:eratives; t..;'at the Post Office becane " ••• alert to the 

realit..ies of the competitive envirOIlll'el1t ••• ,,~2 The surmnary report was 

very critical of the existing management cadres in the Post Office and 

suggested "fundamental changes" in rrenagement "attitudes and practices" 

were in order under a Crown cOrpJration.13 However, the report shifted 

the blame for existing management attitudes and practices to the fact 

that the "actual" and "latent" talents of management were not. being 

" tin - edIt 14 op lJ.Z • That is, management was being kept in a state of 'under-

developnen.t' in the existing organization f:ramework. Paradoxically, the 

report· elsewhere observed the Post Office was weighted down by older and 

less educated executive cadres than was the case in the private sector 

at cmparable adrninistrati ve levels. Educai:ion attainment for managerial 

group officers in the Post Office was cited as "unusually loN''', 15 while 

age distribution anong executives in all postal occupational categories 

16 revea1ed only 13 percent were under forty years of age. 

The A Blueprint for Change report also enumerated six powers the 

postal cOrpJration IrUlst exercise to ensure an efficient and successful 

operation. AIrong the IIDst :important of these powers were: (1) the 

authority to decide on FOstal rates (to be approved by a 'Rates Ccmnission') 

in order for the Post office to becarre self--financing; (2) authority 
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* over its labour force, that is, to bargain directly vd,th. its employees 

inste>.ad of through the Treasury Board; and (31 the authority to contract 

out Post Office work to other govexnment depa.rt:mants - a cost cutting 

poweJ:." postal workers would certainly oppos~e. 

The report also reccmnended the po:stal corporation receive 

goveI:mleIlt subsidies for "uneconomic activities" - se:rvices which carmot 

be cost justified such as Northern postal service, but must nevertheless 

be provided in view of the Federal goverr:u:tlP..nt' s conrni tment to a naticna1. 

service. 

The decade of the Seventies was also filled with a barrage of 

postal studies •. In 1975, four separate reports touched on the corporation 

issue and the need to overcane the problems of inefficient postal se:rvice, 

administrative procedures and poor management - union relations: the 

Uberig RefOrti the Bernie Wilson Report; Q.l:ganization Clilnate Audit and 

the Amot-Mullington Report.17 Similarly, the Ritchie Report (1978) 

reccrcm:mded the abolition of the Post Office as a government department 

and the creation of aCrown corporation in its place. 18 

For postal workers and their union the reasons for a postal 

corporation were abundantly clear. The benefits of the corporate 

struc'ture lay in the extension of bargaining rights. As pointed out in 

* This 'authority' over the postal workforce was viewed by the 
report I s authors as an irrportant background to a better labour relations 
environment, particularly if the cooperation of postal workers was to be 
obtained for the program of automation (Cf. A Blueprint for Change, supra, 
p. 20). The Crown corporation organization form was thus envisoned by 
the report as, to sane extent, an adJIlinist:rative or structural means of 
getting workers to accept technological change. 
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Chapt.ers Two and Three, the Crown. corporation covered by the Canada 

Labour COde would provide a 1t1Ore open bargaining cl.:i:mate. IIr(portantly, 

bargaining would cover such areas as job descriptions, classifications, 

hiring and pronotions, and, critically, technological change. Perhaps 

it is important to briefly review and contrast these areas. 

Under the PSSRA the employer decides job content and can change 

job descriptions. The Code would allOW' the union to elllninate overlapp

ing of job duties and pronote a better work distribution. 19 

The employer has the power to create or nodi:e-y job classes 

(e.g.,the Coder classification - see Chapbp~ Four) and to set wage rates 

as it sees fit. This allows the errployer i:o increase the division of 

labour and thereby set low wage rates by splitting up jobs arrong different 

levels (e.g. P.O. 1,2,3,4). This division of jobs fragments and cheapens 

the postal workforce. Under the Code, job classification is negotiable 

and the postal union would be able to fight. to standardize jobs and pay 

rates and, thus, prevent the employer fram arbitrarily introducing new 

classifications and wage rates. 20 

The employer has the exclusive right to hire and fire workers 

which gives rise to many abuses, including patronage for job prarotion 

and preferential shifts. The Code would allow negotiation of hiring 

practices. In addition, employee grievances would also be widened to 

include grieving dismissal and other employer actions. With the inclusion 

of 'policy' grievances, the grievance proce~ss would be made nore 

efficient and responsive to postal workers. 

In the all critical area of technological change, the right of 

the employer (as witnessed in Chapter Three) to introduce changes in the 

nethod and organization of work under Section 7 of the PSSRA is legendary. 
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The COde would make technological change ne<JOtiable and thus allow postal 

workers to fight for broader jab security by directly negotiating such 

items as classifications, the use of casual and part-time labour and 

contracting-out. 

In light of the many improvemsnts Cl Crown corporation would bring 

about in the bargaining power of postal wo:rkers, it is not surprising the 

COPW made the creation of the postal corporation a pre-condition for 

improved rrena.gerrent - union relations. J .C. Parrot was unequivocal on 

this point in a speec.."1 before the canadian Postal Users' Conference in 

Toronto on September 25, 1978: 21 

• •• it should be obvious that a prerequisite 
to improvement tJn labour relation§1 is the 
placing of postal workers under the canada 
Labour Code without restriction. At the rranent, 
we have the right to negotiate -on paper, but 
the law denies us this right on many issues and 
the employer, by refusing to n1egotiate at all, 
denies it to us on the rest. 'I'he canada Labour 
Code is the only chance we haVI:: that the employer 
will be forced to honour our right to negotiate 
so that we can avoid using our last recourse -
the strike. * 

The creation of the crown corporation was viewed by the postal union as 

a substantive switch from the status quo, representing rrore than just an 

"administrative exercise". 22 Ironically~ ii: was during debate on Bill 

C-42 (crown corporation legislation) on November 27, 1980 that the Federal 

government finally admitted the mistake of placing the Post Office 

* In point of fact, the Code would not guarantee the Post Office 
would be bound to negotiate in a meaningful sense. HOt'v"'eVer, the Code 
would guarantee that what the employer agrees to must be honoured in 
practice (see Chapter Two-Section 2.4). The issue of negotiation is 
discussed later in this chapter. 



Deparbrent under the leg;i..slative framework of the PSSRA,. Postmaster 

J 23 
General An.dre Ouellet acknowledged: 

••• many of the legitimate demands of our union 
people were turned down because of the fear of 
creating ripple effects, of c~eating precedents 
within the l~er civil serviCie apparatus. It 
was basically and fundamentally an error to 
treat the Post Office like any other department 
of the goVenlIIleI1t. The environrrent, the type of 
w:::>rk these employees @oJ, are very different 
from the type of work of employees of Supply 
and Services for instance, or of National 
Revenue I or other departments ••• * 
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Despite the fact that the idea of a postal corporation had been 

dealt with at great length in many govermnent studies and the inadequacies 

of thel Public Service Staff Relations Act pc::>inted out by the CUPW and 

acknowledged by the Federal gOVenlIIleI1t, the Post Offioe did not becane 

a crown corporation until April 1981. The IlDst obvious question is why 

did it, take so long for the govemnent to act upon the various studies and 

reccmnendations? What were the reasons for government inaction while 

the postal service continued to visibly de'tP..riorate in the 1970's amid 

loud criticism from business, labour and the public? 

Govern:rcent Inaction 

The question of government inaction on the postal corporation 

* This statement by Postmaster General Quellet was a sa:newhat 
hypccritical bit of backtracking, since Postmaster General J.P. Cote 
remarkled to the House as far back as December 11, 1967 that "It is not 
surprising ••• that same unrest exists arrong postal employees. When they 
discuss with the management, they realize that they are trying to find 
solutions to problems over which the managementhas no control" (Cf. 
Debates of the House of Cc:rcrrons, December 11, 1967, p. 5287}. 
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issue was one both Conservative and NDP ,MI? I S were quick to take up 

following the' canpletion of the Kierans I si:udies in late 1969. The 

general belief arrong federal politicians WdS that the transfo:onation to 

a crown CCIrq?any was :imninent as the decade of the Seventies began. Yet 

as early as 1971, one MP charges that the prospect of converting the 

Post ~Jffice into a Crown corporation was fading: 24 

A feM IIOnths ago we were told that the glitter
ing prospect of the establisment of a Crown 
corr::oration was not far away and that this was 
the answer... Now it seems that the idea, like 
the studies fran which it was produced is 
gathering dust and no one mentions the Crown 
corr::oration any IIOre. 

Indeed, the years quickly passed and by the mid-1970's, Postmaster 

General Bryce Mackasey was now talking of finding a "happy rredium" between 

the status quo and postal corr::oration.25 :Both Mackasey and his successor, 

J .J. Blais, raised questions about the feasibility of a Crown corporation 

in lisrht of the u. S. postal seJ:Vice' s experience since 1971 as a quasi

independent corporation. 26 Mackasey pointed to increased deficit problems 

in the U. S. postal system as " ••• same indication of what happens when 

Post Offices became Crown corporations". 27 

Mackasey drew public attention to an article which appeared in the 

July 7, 1975 issue of T:ilne magazine entitled, ''Why the Postal Service Must 

Be Changed". This article observed the U.S" postal system was in no 

better shape as a fonn of government corr::oration. The U.S. postal deficit 

rose b:::> $820 million in 1975 (in addition te) the existing $1.5 billion 

government ,subsid¥)i and postal rates also jncreased.
28 

Importantly, 

the article goes on to suggest that if the U. S. postal systan was nm on 

a cost-seJ:Vice basis (w::i;thont 'government subsidy) the rate increases 



would be he:fty. For example, 29 

Time, whose postal costs jumped. fran $3.7 
million in 1970 to $7.5 million in 1974, would 
have to pay an estimated $36 million in 1980; 
other publications would face proportionate 
increases ••• ~reovefJ ••• A tJ:uly 'businesslike' 
operation, in short, Would seJ:ve perhaps two
thirds of the American people one-third of the 
time. Financially, it might break even, 
but p:Jlitically and socially, it would break 
many links connecting Arcericans. 
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The Time article provides an ~rt:.ant insight into the reasons 

for the procrastination of the canadian Fec5leral govennent to convert the 

Post Office into a Crown cOrpJration. With. the postal deficit at $560 

million in fiscal year 1976-77,30 the Fede:r::'al government was not eager 

to see the cost of postal service mushroan. If the Post Office was made 

a Crc:J\.m carrpan.y and rerroved from the 'fiscal umbrella' of the Federal 

government, the postal deficit would no longer be picked-up by the tax

payer. Postal rates would have to increase imnediately and dramatically 

in a self-financing organization - to a point 'V\1here the government would 

lose credibility with both the public and, :i.rrp::>rtantly I the business 

sector (instead of reaping praise for a long overdue bureaucratic house 

cleaning) • 

The p:Jstal deficit and the alnost certain prospect of huge postal 

rate increases, thus, kept the Crown corpJration refonn under political 

'wraps'. The report, A Blueprint for Change, as discussed in Chapter One, 

emphasized the imrediate need for higher postal rates throughout the 

1970' s to make the postal operation financially sound. Yet the arcount 

of rate increases needed to make a p:JstaI cOrpJration a viable project 

by 1975 would have had to go well beyond the conservative estimates 

contained in this report, especially considering the inflationary pressure 
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in the 1970' s and the $1 billion plus program of autanation not anticipated 

* by the report in its projected rates. 

In cc::xrparing the postal deficit in 1972 (at $70 million) and 

1977 ($560 million), Postmaster General J.J. Blais expressed the 

Gover:n:rrent's concern over a greater finand.al shortfall in the Post Office 

when he argued that: 31 

•.• it is essential that the government keep 
its hand in the operation and maintain the 
operation of the Post Office in order to 
ensure expenditures are kept cLt the lowest 
possible level. 

Mackasey (Blais' successor) had earlier conceded to the House that his 

reluctance to make the Post Office a Crown corporation was "perhaps related 

to costs". 32 ** 

* The $0.30 first class mail rate hinted at since the Post Office 
becane a Crown canpany would likely have had to be adopted in the mid-
1970's to make a postal corporation successful at that time. In view 
of the public outcry at this proposed rate in 1981, it is inconceivable 
business interests would have 'tolerated' a $0.30 stamp in 1975. It is 
also interesting to note that the legislation to convert the Post 
Office was first introduced in 1978 (Bill C-27) at a point when the major 
costs of the program of automation had already been incurred. 

** The COPW has alw-ays felt a key reason behind gover:men.t 
inaction on the postal corporation issue in the 1970's was related to 
senior Post Office management opposition to the idea. In view of the 
criticism levelled against management cadres in the A Blueprint for 
Change report in 1969 and the stated intention o.f the new postal 
corporation president !ftchael Warren to "keep only the best of senior 
management" I this may indeed be a factor (Cf. N. Ii)uttit, "High Hopes", 
Today Magazine October 24, 1981, p. 8). A serious shake-up in Post 
Office management appears to be one of Warren's i.m:nediate objectives for 
the new Post Office. This organizational 'spring cleaning' actually 
began with Warren himself, who got the job instead of Deputy Postmaster 
General James COrkery (a ten year veteran) 'whcm many viewed as the 'inside' 
choice for Post Office president (Cf. D. McGregor, "Canada Post Braces 
for Business", The Financial Times of canada, April 20, 1981, p. 3). 
Warren subscribes to the view of the Post Office as lacking adequate 
human resources to run the postal system properly. As Warren wryly 
observed, lIyou get the kind of union you deserve" (Cf. G. Oake, -
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WlU.le the gover:nm;;mt failed to act on the fOStal corporation, 

this issue did not disappear fran· the ininds of M:I?' s • The increasing 

postal deficit, strikes by postal workers, and carplaints of poor service 

put pressure on the Federal gover:rnrent to l~evive the prospect of a Post 

Offioe corporation. In April 1978, the Postmaster General Gilles 

Lam:mtagne and the Minister of I..abour, B:tyC'.e Mackasey, jointly announced 

the undertaking of an intemal study on the "advisability" of turning the 

Post Office into a corporation. 33 

This latest postal corporation stuc5ly was carq;>leted less than 

four rronths later in August, 1978. The report, entitled Considerations 

Which. Affect the Choice of Organization StJ:ucture for the Canada Post 

Offic~, was critical of Federal governnent inaction on the postal corpor-
. 34 

ation issue. The report stated. 

The'problems identified in A- Blueprint for 
Change are still very much in existence 
today-largely because of the Goverrnnent IS 

refusal, despite the atterrpts of two fo:c:ner 
Postmasters General, Eric Kierans and Jean
Pierre Cote, to .irrplernent the solution 
clearly identified in 1969 - loanversion of 
the Post Office into a Crown I:orporation. 

The FE.'eleral government took no action in this direction until December 

1978 w.b.en Bill C-27 - "An Act to Establish the Canada Post Corporation" -

was irltroduced in the House of Commons. 

-"Postal Rates Will Skyrocket New Boss Feels", The Spectator (Hamilton) 
August, 15,1981, p. 1). 
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6.2 Crown Corporation Leg~slation 

BillC-27 

In the 'Speech from the Throne' opening the Thirtieth Parliament 

on October li, 1978, the Federal governmeni: publicly conveyed its 

intention to convert the Post Office into a Crown corporation. Under 

the heading "Expenditure Restraint" the governrrent asked Parliament" 

••• to enact legislation making the Post Office a Crown Corporation, with 

a view to making postal services Irore efficient and resronsi ve to public 

needs ".;35 The enabling legislation, Bill C-27, waS introduced and received 

first reading on December 11, 1978.36 

Bill C-27 proposed the creation of the Canada Post Corporation, 

yet retained. the office of the Postmaster General and its power to 

coordinate and plan policies relating to postal ser,rices and the overall 

* efficiency of the Post Office. The postal corporation was thus envisoned. 

as having a dual or "two-tier" organization structure in which the Post-

master General continued. to exercise an irnFortant influence - a much 

** criticized. point by the Conservatives. 

* The title of Bill C-27 - "An Act to Establish the canada Post 
COrporation, to am.:nd the Post Office Act ••• " itself gave an indication 
that the new postal corporation was not to be cut from the governmental 
umbilical cord at that time. That is, this proposed. legislation would 
create the postal corporation, but only amend and not repeal the Post 
Office Act which tied. the Post Office to the Federal govemment as a 
deparb:nent. 

** The Conservative .MP, Mr. Dinsdale, argued C-27 did not go all 
the way toward an autonorrous Crown corporation: "It envisaged a two-tier 
syste:n having the Postmaster General, his st:aff, secret:ariat and ali his 
employees running parallel with a corporation which w'OUld have no authority 
whatsoever" . Dinsdale charged this two-tier structure was designed to 
keep "llnp::>rtant patronage" in place (Cf~ Debates of the House of Ccmrons, 
October 24, 1980, p. 4081. 
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As a trans:i,ti,onal step to .full crown corporation status, B;i.ll 

C-27 provided for the existing collective agreement to remain in force 

until its exp:iJ:y. During the transitional period, postal workers would 

still begovemed by the Public Service Staff Relations Act. 37 The 

lJargaining units certified before the creation of the postal corporation 

~d remain the legal bargaining agents. The full provisions of the 

Code i~d only came into effect when the eocisting contract was re

negotiated. Until then, the PSSRA was to be used for interpreting and 

applying the collective agreement. 

The Canada Post Corporation would be responsible for establishing 

and operating a national postal sel:Vice, that is, " ••• the collection, 

transmission and d~i very of messages, information, funds and goods ••• ,,38 

Imrediately, the Bill hinted at a profund change in the function of the 

new corporation. The traditional concept of mail delivery (as transmission 

and delivery of hard copy ccmrnmications and. goods) was changed to 

explicitly mean messages, information and funds without restricting these 

categories to the hard copy medium. 

That the Post Office was to move away from its traditional hard 

copy function was best evidenced in the ame:ndm:mts proposed to the Post 

Office Act. For example, 'mail conveyance' now included" ••• any physical, 

electJ::onic, optical or other means of transmitting mail". 39 Similarly, 

'mailable matter' specifically included messages, infOl::mation, funds or 

goods transmitted by the corporation. 40 The 1.lIlaIl'lel~ed Post Office Act, 

in comparison, defined 'mailable matter' only as any "thing" sent by 

IIpost".41 The new wording, thus, gave a nnre 'fluid' mandate to the 

proposed postal corporation, in keeping with the new ccmrn.mications 
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technology. This flexibility was :further E.-videnced by the definition of 

a'pos·t office' to'mean not just a building, but also a "device" for the 

"transmission" of mail. 42 

Bill C-27 clearly set out to make the mandate of the postal 

service nore in-line with the changing nature of the ccmrnmications 

world. To ensure the viability of the canada Post Corporation in the 

midst of rapidly changing ccmnunications technology I the Bill proposed 

certain monopoly privileges. 

The postal cOrfQration was to have the "sole and exclusive 

privilege of collecting, transmitting and deliVering letters within 

canada" (excluding parcels and certain types of letter delivery of a 

casual and non-profit nature). This 'exclusive privilege' was coupled to 

the p:JWer (with Cabinet approval) to define what is a 'letter' and what 

constitutes 'mailable' and 'non-mailable' matter. 44 The exact definition 

of a letter was thus left to the discretion.of the Post Office Corporation. 

The proposed legislation went so far as to errp::Mer the postal corporation 

to regulate the rranufacture and use of postal meters and other postal 

. t 45 
eqw.pneIl • 

The 'exclusive privilege" provisions of Bill C-27, then, differed 

fundamentally from the existing Post Office Act. The proposed power to 

define a letter and mailable matter rreant a potential to :impose a monopoly 

over the entire comrn.m.ications field. For exaIr(ple, this legislation could 

allow: the Post Office Corporation to define ,a letter as 'electronic send

ing of messages or information' and thus impinge upon the existing (and 

future role} played by telecamnmications canpanies. 

The int..rcduction of Bill C-27, less than one month after postal 
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workers were ordered back on the job duringr the :na.tional postal strike, 46 

nade the' conversion of the post Office appear f:lnally at hand. This was, 

however, not to be the case. Bill C-27 'died I on the order paper in the 

wake of the May 22, 1979 Liberal election defeat by Joe Clark IS 

Conservatives. 

During the short lived Clark goverment, the Conservatives 

intended to introduce their own postal corp::>ration legislation and held 

neetings with the CtJPW on the structure of a :t;:Ostal corporation. 47 How

ever, the Conservatives suffered an election defeat on February 18, 1980 

and amajority Liberal government returned to power. 

Bill C~42: A Second Chance 

In the Throne Speech of April 14, 1980 following Trudeau IS drarratic 

political 'ressurection' and return to power, plans were announced to 

give the Post Office Corporation idea another try.48 With a majority 

goverrnrent there was little doubt what Postmaster General Quellet later 

called the IIsecond major transfonnation" was about to take place. 49 

Bill C-42 - "to establish the canada Post Corporation" - was 

introduced three rronths after the Throne Sp:ech on July 17, 1980.50 

Postmaster General Quellet told the public it could expect three "specific 

I::en.efits" fran a postal corporation: 51 (1) a s.irrq:?lified organization 

with res:t;:Onsibility for all aspects of the :t;:Ostal service vested in the 

corporation and not spread out arrong variot:LS governrrent agencies; (2) 

greater flexibility in the generating and use of revenues since the new 

Post Office would not be tied by Parliament; and (3) rrore 'latitude' 

in ba-rgaining which would .irrq:?rove labour - management relations. 
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This second crown corporation legislation was in all essential 

* respects a carbon copy of Bill C-27. The transitional mechanisms of 

C-42 provided that errq;>loyees of the Post Office Department autanatically 

became canada Post Corporation employees retaining existing benefits 

and seniority. The collective agreement remained in force (under the 

framework of the PSSRA).. until contract re-negotiation under the Code. 

On the iIrg;:ortant question of the right to strike, the proposed 

legislation contained no prohilii tion. The bargaining and dispute 

resolution mechanisms of the Code were to apply in full to the new postal 

corporation. Back-to-work legislation such as Bill C-8 (which ordered 

postal 'WOrkers back on the job in 1978) was, however, always possible. 

Indeed, Postmaster General Andre Quellet tc>ld the Standing Ccmnittee on 

Miscellaneous Est:iJnates during hearings on C-42 that while the proposed 

legislation contained no "before-the-fact mechanism ••• to force the 

errq;>loyees back to 'WOrk", Parliament could legislate an end to a postal 

strike just as it had done in strikes by other Crown corporation errq;>loyees 

52** (e.g. dockworkers and railway-'WOrkers) • 

* There are two major differences: C-42 consolidated certain 
amendments to the Post Office Act proposed in C-27; the Post Office Act 
was now repealed and written into one conclusive law. The Ministry of 
the Postmaster General was abolished and the two-tier structure proposed 
in C-27 eliminated. Although, it should be bome in mind, that C-42 still 
required Cabinet approval for by-law changes and regulations governing 
the operation of the Corporation. 

** Similarly, the new Post Office oorporation president, Michael 
Warren, while discounting calls fram business quarters for a ban on postal 
strikes under the new corporate structure, was quick to wam such action 
was not inconceh"'able down the road: "As f,ar as the postal unions are 
concerned we should give them an opportunity to act responsibly and I'm 
going to treat them responsibly. If they a(::t some other way consistently 
in the future, then I think sane of these concems that are being voiced 
now aoout the right to strike may prevail - but I think -its premature" 
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'!he most controversial aspect of the proposed legislation was 

the rronopo1y this Bill conferred on the Post Office co:rporation. Like 

its predecessor, C-42 :irrp1ied a post officle rronopo1y over sending messages, 

including elect-ronic means. This potential mail rronopo1y stenmed fran 

the 'regulatory power' of the Post Office c:o:rporation under Section 17 

to define what is a letter and what is mailable/non-mailable matter. A 

letter could be defir..ed to include electronic messages. Te1eccmnunications 

carpanies would then be infringing on the Post Office I smail rronopo1y by 

operating canputer-to-carputer, facsimile and other electronic infor

mation sending systems. 

Fears were loudly expressed in business circles that C-42 could 

be used to nationalize te1ecc:mnunications curl telephone systems and " ••• 

put the te1ecamnunications industry in canada out of business". 53 Private 

courier corrpanies were also conCeD1ed the Bill, if enacted, would 

el.imiJ.'Jate private courier services. The proposed legislation did not 

exempt courier services fram the exclusive privileges of the postal 

corp:>ration. Again, the failure of Bill C-42 to explicitly define a 

, letter' left the courier canpanies to contemplate the prospect of being 

(Cf. "Budget Will Tell Post Office Costs", The Spectator (Hamilton) 
Cctober 17, 1981, p. 3). No sooner had the Post Office Corporation 
officially been declared when the Canadian JMa.nufacturers Association (CMA) 
called for postal strikes to be outlawed (Cf. C. !>:bntgamery and A. Barnes, 
"CMA Wants Postal CClIIpetition Allowed", The Globe & Mail ('!bronte) 
CCtober 17, 1981, p. B1). The CMA also caIled for widening the exemptions 
to the mail rronopo1y if strikes were not prohibited - obviously a rrove 
to lessen the irrpact of future postal strikles by allowing, for example i 
varied foms of extra-Post Office mail delivery (e.g. conpanies to 
organize their own delivery networks during strikes, etc.). 
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legally thrown-out of the market at a lateJ~ til11e. 

A camon view expressed by those opposed to the postal 

corporation exercizihg a mail monopoly was that the Post Office should 

be at best a ·market 'competitor' and not a market predator equipped with 

an unfair advantage in the fonn of a rronopoly over message sending. 54 

Predictably, the canadian ChaIriber of Ccmnerce opposed the mail rronopoly 

on the grounds that "This rronopoly privilege is counter to the econanic 

philosophy that canpetition should result in a rrore efficient service" 

and that the "public" would be left without "alternate services ••• when 

disruptions or delays in service occur ••• ". 55 The Canadian Business 

Equiprent Manufacturers Association (CBEMA) also raised concern on behalf 

of its me:nbers, many of whcm manufacture ellsctronic mail systems equiprent. 

The CBEMA objected. to Section 5 which would allow the Post Office Corpor-

ation to involve i"j:self in the manufacture of, for example, mail sorting 

equipnent, including facsllnile machines, wo:rd processors, etc. and thus 

affect the econanic activities of those cClllpanies in this field. 56 

Eillc-42 was eventually referred to the Standing Ca:mnittee on 

Miscellaneous Estimates on November 29, 1980.57 This was the only way 

the Bill could receive a speedy second reading. The Conservatives, 

concerned about the proposed regulatory powers of t.lJ.e postal corporation, 

were prepared to give quick second reading to the Bill only on the under

standing that Section 17, in particular, would be immediately referred 

to the Camtittee for review and possilile amendment. 58 

The Miscellaneous Estimates Corrmittee subsequently amended a 

number of clauses, rrost lirp:>rtantly, the "exclusive privilege" section 

of C-42 was changed. Section 15. (1) (e) was added to legalize the 
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op=J:"ation of priva.te cqurie;r;s,. Section 15. (11 (gl now allcwed companies 

to send intra-office ness,ages by an office -,mailboy'. .M:>st i,mportantly I 

Section 15. (l) (hl exempted electronic -mess,ages t linail' 1 fram the exclusive 

privilege nonopoly of the postal corporation. 

These amendments were, in part, the product of a highly organized 

lobby by business interests. The Miscellaneous Estimates Comni ttee had 

not yet decided on whether to invite public representations on C-42 when 

twelve organizations requested to appear and three others were interested 

* in submitting briefs. 

While these amendments exempted telecamn.mications and other 

companies (including banks) fran the nonopoly pJWerS of the postal 

* Of these twelve organizations, only the Consumers' Association 
of Canada and the Government of Ontario were not fran the 'private sector~. 
These organizations included the Canadian Daily Newspaper Publishers 
Association, canadian Chamber of Can:rrerce, C'..anadian Business Press, Canad
ian Periodical Publishers Association, Canadian Trucking Association, 
Canadian Business Equir:m=nt Manufacturers Association, Time Magazine, 
Action Bell canada, and the Magazine Association of canada. The three 
other interested parties were the Goverrlrrent of Alberta, b.'1.e Canadian 
Manufacturers r Association and the canadian Direct Mail/Marketing Associ
ation (a complete listing of all organizations appearing before the 
Cc::mni ttee and others submitting briefs is provided in Debates of the House 
of Cc:mrons, April 14, 1981, p. 9263). The interest of the Ontario and 
Alberta gove:rnments in the proposed legislation was, no doubt, related to 
Section 5. (c) which defines one of the Corporation t s objects as "to provide 
to or on behalf of depart:::rrents and agencies of, and corporations owned, 
controlled or operated by, the Government of canada or any provincial, 
:;esiOnal or m.micipal govern:rcent in canada or to any person services that, 
m the opinion of the COrporation, are capable of being conveniently pro
vided in the course of carrying out the other objects of the Corporation" 
(emphasis mine). The Corporation could absorb inter-depart:::rrental mail 
services and provincially avned/operated telephone companies. The Bill 
could also affect municipally owned utili ties in the practice of having 
'meter-readers I deliver bills to custaners (the case of the Markham Hydro 
Cc:mnission is discussed in Debates of the HouseofCcmrons, April 7, 1981, 
p. 9040; also see: Debates ••• April 9, 1981, p. 9183). This would mean 
that during postal strikes, utilities and telephone companies would not 
have an avenue open to do....li ver custaner invoices. Section 5 could thus 
prevent the r underground ' delivery of mail practiced by some organizations 
and perhaps adopted by many others during mail disruptions (e.g. Bell 
canada organizes its avn corps of 'letter carriers' to deliver custarer 
bills during strikesl. 
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considerable discretionary power to define a letter. The postal 
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corporation could still define a letter in such a way to prohibit 

private electronic camnmications. For example, the Post Office could 

define a letter as including any 'ccmnercia1 carmunication'. While 

Postmaster General Ouellet did his best to disuade fears of the new 

postal corporation 'taking over', Ouellet 1NOUld not guarantee the Post 

Office would never exercize an electronic mail monopoly. 59 

By leaving the regulatory r;owers of the Post Office Corporation 

in tact, the Federal gover:nm:mt gave itself an in.::.-urance policy agai.."'lSt 

"t.;'e telecomm.mications companies. If the postal corporation continued 

to lose its revenue base, the mail monopoly could be invoked to protect 

it fran market competition. 

In relation to carrpetition fram the courier seJ:Vices, the higher 

premium on private couriers appears to be i:he Federal government's 

strategy at present to allow the new Post Office to recapture lost 

business in the time critical market. The amended C-42 (Section 15. (I) 

(e) 1 exempts "letters of an urgent nature" from the mail delivery 

monopoly, but requires the couriers to fix their fee at three times the 

no!.'It1a.l first class rate. With the expected first class mail rate increase 

at $0.30, this would make the min:irnum courier fee $0.90 per iten. While 

the postal corporationls monopoly is not so extensive to prohibit private 

couriers fran doing business, the rni:nimt.un fee schedule should ·make 

couriers less econanically attractive. Moreover, should improved postal 
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service be ,realized under the Corporation, couriers could be challenged 

on their key selling point - quick service" 

Amid the stDnn of protest .over the proposed rronopoly powers of the 

postal corporation from the telecarmnmications industry, courier companies 

and provincial governments, and the Miscellaneous Estimates COrmIi ttee 

amendments, the House of Ccmtons passed Bill C-42 on April 14, 1981. 

The Post Office Corporation received its official status (by proclamation) 

on October 16, 1981.60 

Before leaving this discussion of the legal framework of the new 

postal corporation, a feJN other points should be stressed in respect of 

the financial structure of the Corporation" The postal corporation will 

receive 'transitional subsidies' from the J?ederal government until the 

Corporation's financial affairs are put in order. The· extent of postal 

subsidies are yet to be spelled-out; however, the legislation provides 

under Section 29. (1) and (31 for the Federal government (that is, the 

taxpayer) to make available rroney for operational costs and to cover 

budgetary deficits where postal revenues are inadequate. Postal rates 

are also expected to take a substantial jump under the neJN corporation. 

Although each one-cent increase in the first class mail rate will chop 

$30 million off the postal deficit,61 the neJN postal corporation will 

likely ranain a public liability for sane t.ime yet. 

6.3 Prospect§ for Management _. union Peace 

1 Industrial :oercocracy' or Negotiation? 

Now that the Post Office is a Crown corporation, independent in 
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its day-to-day operation fran the Treasury Board and other Federal 

govenmmt departIrents and agencies, the question both the general public 

and the business sector will want answered is I can it work I? Will the 

new Crown corporation be able to offer an efficient and econanically 

viable postal service without the a.lInost annual strikes and work slow-

downs? What are the prospects for managem:o..nt - union peace in the Post 

Office? 

The question of postal labour relations under the new organization 

structure can only be realistically looked at within the context of the 

issues which led to the existing state of affairs in the Post Office. 

This question boils down to whether or not Post Office COrporation 

managerrent is really prepared to find solut:ions to the problems postal 

workers face. Is management prepared to negotiate technological change? 

Or, again, is postal autc:m9.tion and nDW the deve10pnent of electronic 

mail systems ~ open to bargaining as has been the case with postal 

autc:m9.tion in the 1970 I s? As Jean-Claude Parrot so clearly put the issue 

in a 1979 speech before the Convention of the Confederation of Canadian 

Uni' . V. 62 ons J.n. ancouver: 

The real battle is over the right to negotiate: 
the right to negotiate the demands put fo:rward 
by the membership; the right to negotiate on 
the strength of the membership. This is a 
right the Government has continuously denied 
us for the past twelve years. 

While the Canada Labour Code allows postal 1workers to put automation and 

other issues on the bargaining table, the success of collective bargaining 

will require a camnitrrent on the part of Po:st Office corporation manage-

rnent to resolve these issues. 
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M:>reove;r:, the problems ot the ;Post Off:ice will not be !3olved by 

simply lmproving the calibre of :management personnel. The postal conflict 

of the last decade was not only the product: of bad 'human chemistry' as 

* many people think. Rather, in prarroting -machinery over labour, 

managerrent became locked into an intractable struggle. Management's 

priority was the ilnplementation of the program of automation; postal 

workers resisted changes in the method and organization of work and fought 

to regain control over their 'Y.Urkplace. 

In an :inq;:lortant sense, the prospects for management - union peace 

in the Post Office are restricted by the goals of management. The neN 

Corporations's management will continue to p:rarote capital over labour 

in the postal system. The developrent of electronic mail systems and 

the continued mechanization of internal mail processing (vis-a-vis keeping 

pace with technological improvements to the existing syste:n) is a must if 

the Post Office wants to be carq;Jetitive with developnents in the private 

* The view of postal conflict as essentially bad management 
relations' has been propounded by even those observers one might think to 
be closer to the issues. For example, NDP member Mr. D. Orlikow, in 
underlining the fact that the postal corporation is no guarantee of 
irrproved. management - union relations, remarked to the House that the new 
postal corporation "... will not make much difference unless the people 
who deal with the workers concerned use sane camron sense and c~ssion 
•••• unless the new Crown Corporation puts in charge of its relationships 
with its workers, both inside aId outside, people who have an understand
ing of human relations •.• changing the Post Office to a Crown Corporation 
will not achieve anything" (Cf. Debates of the House of Carrm:::>ns, October 
24, 1980, p. 4084-emphasis mine). To be fair, the quality (Le. 
experience, skill, personality, etc.) of both management and union 
representatives will ur'.doubtedly affect the nature of management - labour 
relations in any organization. However, the point here is that unless 
the concrete issues - the very substance of postal conflict - are tackled, 
no fundamental reversal of the poor labour relations cl:inla.te in the 
Post Office is possible. This point is missed by many postal observers. 
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sector. The. only altemative is for the Federal government to nationalize 

the cc:mmmications field, in which case, t.echnological change would likely 

came even faster to the Post Office. 

Against this background, can postal. users realistically expect 

dramatic mprovement in postal labour relations? The major issues facing 

postal ~rkers have not evaporated with the simple creation of a new 

organization structure. 

Interestingly, the Post Office Corporation has already rroved to 

create a labour - managenent forum. Michalel Warren, the postal corpor

ation's president, wasted no tbne in indicating his intention to have 

representatives fran business, labour, CQru:,'"Ul'l1erS and the camn.mications 

industl:y sit on the Corporation's Board of Directors. 63* The CUPW was 

initially approached through Postmaster General Quellet but declined tD 

nominate a Board member. 64 

The postal union's participation irl the Post Office Corporation's 

ex.p;riment in 'industrial denocracy' was doubtful from the outset for ~ 

reasons: Firstly, the experiences of the ~.lanpower and Special Adjudi

cation ccmnittees on technological change showed that Post Office 

management had no interest in caning to grips with autanation and its 

* Section 10. (1) of the postal corporation legislation defines 
the mandate of the Board of Directors to administer the affairs of the 
corporation, but does not state representatives from labour or other 
sectors are to be included on the Board. Rather, the input of these 
groups is a product of Michael Warren and his belief that labour 
representation is essential for labour peace (Cf. N. Loutti t, "High 
Hopes", Today Magazine October 24, 1981, p. 8). Warren will have to go 
beyond cooptation of the postal union to accepting real negotiation if 
this 'labour peace' is to be obtained. 
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effects. ,And, secondly, t:he CTJPW is strongly opposed to tripartite 

consultation rrechanisms and has. publicly criticized labo~management 

forums in the past. 

COnsultation fort.ll1".s such as the proposed tripartite Board of 

Directors, in the postal union's view, only allow the enployer to 

" ••• retain the ar.bitrary power to make decisions ••• li£oreoverJ • •• the 

Union eventually becomes a device to justify the employer I s actions to 

its rrenbers rather than a vehicle to transmit the ~rkers' demands to 

the errployerll
• 65 Thus, for the COPW, caning to grips with the issues 

rreans dealing with the union directly to decide the ~rking relationship, 

based on the input of the rank-and-file, and not through roechanisms 

which by-pass the collective bargaining process. Parrot's camnents 

.;, ...... .....1-....... ./,-';, '1-. 66' are ..u.= ....... ~ct;;..J.'Ve u.ere: 

••• through these industrial derrocracy schemes, 
all these employers know they can reneve issues 
away from the collective bargaining process, 
away from th~ demOcratic contJ:-ol of the member
ship, away from any possibility of collective 
worker action or reprisals - and into the cozy 
atrrosphere of back-roan deals and bartered 
privileges which they call consultation? 

The CTJPW's flat rejection of participation in the new COrporation's 

Board of Directors is a rejection of the notion workers and management 

share a ccm:non interest. In this, the post.al union has clearly set 

itself apart from 'business unionism', and,. instead accepts the adver

sarial nature of capitalist society which puts workers and owners/managers 

against each other at the workplace. 

Surrmary 

The Federal government converted the Post Office Department to 
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a crown cqapany on April 14, 1981. The canada ):lost Co:q:oration officially 

acquired its nEM status on October 16, 1981. The Public Service Staff 

Relations Act, the labour law which had governed collective bargaining 

in the Post Office since 1967, was replaced by the canada Labour Code. 

This long overdue transfonnation in organization structure will 

set in rrotion a~ collective bargaining process. The PSSRA, with its 

many restrictions on bargaining, did not allow negotiation on key items. 

For postal workers, the nEM postal co:q:oration is both a vindication of 

the many cri ticisrns levelled by the CUPW against the PSSRA and an event 

trleY greet with scepticism. The nEM collective bargaining climate will 

depend rrore than anything else on the willingness of Post Office Co:q:or

ation managerrent to sit down at the bargaining table and negotiate with 

the union. Anything less will only perpetuate the postal conflict which 

postal users have grown accustaned to since the introduction of collective 

bargaining in the late 1960' s. 

The prospects for better postal labour relations, as suggested 

in this chapter, do not appear premising. The fact postal workers can 

now' 'legally' negotiate autcmation and its adverse effects does not mean 

management will automatically be willing to accept sane of the changes 

negotiating technological change may imply. As pointed out in Chapter 

Four, equipnent rrodification and re-design to reduce, for exClIIple, 

problems of noise and vibration is an expensive proposition - one Post 

Office management is likely to accept only if forced to by the postal 

union. Yet, a wholesale review of postal automation is a necessary 

consideration to .improved labour relations. There can be no question, 

that after over a decade of automation in the Post Office, a 'humanization' 
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of the postal 'workplace is in order. Postal workers must be involved 

in changing the shape of postal automation. for the better, .moreover, 

electronic mail systems must also take into account the needs of workers. 

othe:I::wise, the last recourse of postal workers, the strike, will likely 

be exercized to errphasize that autanation, in whatever fom, is still an 

unacceptable project if workers do not benefit. 
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CONCLUSION 

This Thesis suggests the bitter postal conflict of the last decade 

is a product of the highly restrictive nature of the collective bargain

ing process into which postal workers were placed, and t.'I1e 1I1assi ve 

reorganization of the postal system. in the 1970's. It is argued that 

the collective bargaining process prevented the postal union fran 

negotiating on behalf of postal workers. The fact postal workers were 

denied the right to negotiate automation of intenJal mail processing 

created the conditions for a 'protracted war' between Post Office rnanage-

rrent and the COPW. 

The introduction of collective bargaining in 1967 did not change 

the traditionally weak bargaining position of postal workers. Collective 

bargaining did not give the postal union tl"le kind of negotiating rights 

to deal with. the day-to-day problems facing postal workers. As a result, 

the practice of collective bargaining has been characterized by strike 

after strike, grievance upon grievance and a deteriorating postal service. 

While the legislation governing collective bargaining in the 

Federal public sector may have been adequate enought for the 'white collar' 

branches of the Federal public service, this labour law was a legal 

'straitjacket' for the postal union. The Post Office, as an industrial 

workplace, was set apart fran the mainstream of public sector work. The 

public service-wide collective bargaining mold the government applied to 

the Post Office si.rcply did not fit. In addition, the postal union was 

forced to negotiate with the Treasw:y Board as 'employer' - an employer 
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not involved. in the day-to-day p,rablems of running a national postal 

network. When compared to the' collective bargaining framework for 

industrial relations in the private sector, it was clear postal ~rkers 

were getting only a poor facs:inti.le of collective bargaining rights. 

The total :inadequacy of the existing bargaining process became 

evident when the Federal goverrment launched a major transfonnation of 

the postal system and introduced autanatiol1 into the Post Office. The 

labour law left the postal union 'legally' powerless to halt or alter 

changes in the nethod and organization of 'ilTOrk. Postal workers had no 

other option but strike action. 

At its nost visible level autanating internal mail processing 

means replacing human letter sorting by mechanical methods. Autanation 

incorporates the mental aspects of a letter sorter's job into sophisto

cated letter processing equiprent. Yet aut:anation has created many 

problems for postal ~rkers. 

Autanation means huge postal factories where processing areas 

are transfonned into mass production lines. Automation means an increase 

in accidents and disabling injuries, and working with unsafe equipnen.t 

in a noisy and dusty environment. Autanation means nore night work and 

i ts disruptive consequences for workers and their families. Autanation 

means job redundancies and looking ahead to the prospect of even nore 

, surplus' workers while the use of part-t.iroe and casual labour increases. 

Autanation neans management can control the work process now that job 

knowledge is machine knOW'ledge, now that thle sorter's vast distribution 

knowledge is incapsulated in the equipnent. Finally, autamation means 

nore power over postal workers and less 'iITOrkers' control over the work 
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they do. 

While the COPW has taken a leading role· anong public and even 

private sector unions in opposing technological change, the postal union 

has not been successful in reversing autanation or eliminating. its 

adverse effects. The solutions the postal union seeks to the problems 

posed by technological change are not likely to be found in a rrore open 

collective bargaining framework such as the Canada Labour Code. The new 

postal corporation offers no guarantee rnanagerrent will negotiate with 

the union. The fact that management has refused to negotiate automation 

in the past brings up at least two related questions. Is automation 

preventable on a workplace by workplace basis? And, secondly, since 

autamation is a problem facing the entire ~rking class, what is a 

viable trade union response to technological change? 

It is idealistic to expect the ~r\T to wage the battle against 

autamation by itself and win. The issue o:E technological change is a 

political one, pointing to the fact that technology in capitalist 

society is used to increase productivity and profits at the expense of 

workers. Solutions such as the CUPW and other unions seek so workers 

may 'benefit from automation' and put an eJ:rl to the arbitrary exercise of 

power over their lives requires a differen-t response frcm the trade 

union rrov~J.t: the direct challenge of the very institutions which 

reproduce a society where technology is at the service of profit-making 

while ignoring the social needs of the people. 

Instead of taking the offensive on automation and other critical 

issues facing workers, the trade union IrOvement has slipped into a 

, lethargy'. unions now concentrate on pre~J'enting rollbacks of existing 
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rights. This approach is not enough to protect the interests. of wo;rkers. 

As Walter Johnson sums up the situation in the trade union-novement 

today: 1 

At present, unions fight to hold onto the 
jobs of their nenbers. They try to defend 
what they have gained against: the encroach
ments of capitalist technolocJY. This is 
essentially a rearguard action which time 
and again has resulted in setbacks for workers. 
As more defenders of the status quo tmions 
are losing strikes, losing members, and losing 
influence anong the general public who increas
ingly regard then with suspicion, alann, or 
outright hostility. 

Johnson, like many other workers, believes trade tmions must begin to 

question the econcmic system itself and capitalist control and use of 

technology • 

What is also necessaxy is for trade unions to reject the notion 

workers share a 'ca:rnon cause' with. those 'who manage or own the insti-

tutions of capitalist society. In this respect, the ctJPW has been in 

the forefront of the Canadian labour rrovement in denouncing the many 

fonns of tripartism, the object of which, as Jean-Claude Parrot so 

bluntly puts it, is " ... to destroy the power of workers and reassert the 

unchecked aJ:bitraxy power of the corporate bosses, not just at the work

place, but throughout our society". 2 

Collective bargaining must serve the interests of the working 

class and not be used as a means of controlling labour. Union leaders 

must be rrore than I contract lawyers I • 
3 Unions must democratically involve 

the rank-and-file and not seek. to exclude the participation of the member-

ship by bureaucratizing union structures. 

The trade tmion rrovement must build a I ccmnon front I to debate 



ccmron problems and seek collective solutions. The trade union 

rroveroent must, to again use Parrot's words, 4 

••• create a situation where every employer consid
ering forcing his employees t:o strike will do so 
in the knowledge that those 'VI70rkers will receive 
financial help fran all organized workers. Where 
every employer considering using scabs will know 
in advance that that action 'VIrill provoke a mass 
picket organized by the local labour organizations. 
And where every employer realizes that when the 
labour noverrent calls a boYcott of anti-medicare 
doctors or of the products of a single canpany, 
that boycott will be actively prcm:>ted and 
supported by millions of workers. 
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The agenda for working class responses to automation must be 

noth..i4'lg less than building the collective power of the working class to 

challenge the purposes to which teclmology is put in our society. 

Nothing less will produce· the results workers require. 
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Decision of the S~cial Adjudication cannittee, July 28, 1976, 
Edward B. Joll~ffe, Deputy Chab:man. 

Terms of Reference of the Conciliation Board, October 8, 1972, 
Jacob Finkelman, Chainnan. 

Tenns of Reference of the Conciliation Board, March 20, 1978, J .H. 
Brown, Chail:man. 

Report of the Conciliation Board, December 14, 1972, OWen B. mu.me, 
Chainnan. 
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Rep?rt of the Conciliation Boa;rd, OctdJer 7, 1975, Jean)'bisan, 
Chairman. " 

Rep?rt of the COnciliation "Board, September 21, 1978, Louis B. 
Courtemanche, Chairman. 

Rep?rt of the COriCiliation "BOard, May 2, 1980, Gennain Jutras, 
Chainnan. 

(iii) Royal Ccmnission Rep?rts 

Canada. Canmission of Inquiry into "the Increases in Rates of Pay 
for Civil Servants in Group D.Final Rep?rt. J .C. Anderson, 
Ccmnissioner. ottawa: Queen's Printer 1965. 

Canada. Royal Comnission on Government Organization. Rep?rt. 
Vol. Ill. J. Grant Glassco, Cc:mnissioner. ottawa: Queen ' s 
Printer, 1962. 

Canada. Royal Ccmnission of Inquiry into Working Conditions in 
the Post Office Depart:rrent. Rep?rt. Andre Montpetit, COrrmissioner. 
ottawa: Queen I sPrinter, 1966. 

Canada. Corrmission of Inquiry Relating to the Security and 
Investigation Services Brcinch Within the Post Office Depart:rcent. 
Rep?rt. Judge Rene Marin, Ccmnissioner. Hull: Supply and 
Services Canada, 1981 

(iv) Parlianentary Debates/Comnittee Proceedings 

canada. Parlianent. House of Camons. Debates. May 19, 1966 ; 
September 29, December 11, 1967; ,1anuary 22, October 8,21,23, 
24,25, 1968; May 15, December 10, 1969; February 19, 1970; March 
29, May 31, June 21, September 29, 1971; March 6, 1972; July 9, 
1975; ~~y 21, 1976; June 30, October 24, November 21, 1977; 
April 27, October 11,18, December II, 1978; October 24, 1979; 
April 14, July 17, October 24, November 20, 1980; April 7,9,14, 
1981. 

Canada, Joint Standing Camm:i ttee on Miscellaneous Estimates. 
(proceedings) November 25,27, 1980. 

(v) Other 

Canada. Par1ia:rrent. House of Ccmrons. Bill "C-27: An Act to 
Establish the Canada Post Corpora"non, to 'Arnendthe 'Post 'Office 
Act, to Confinn Certain orders 'and to Make RelatedAmertdments to 
other Acts. Fourth Session, Thirt.ieth Parliament, 1978. 
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canada. Parlia:m:mt. House bf Cc:mrons. 'Bill 'C";'42: 'Ari:ACt 'to 
EstabliSh the Canada Post 'CorpjratiOrt, 'to Repeal 'the 'post Office 

, 'ACt 'and :otherRelatedACtS and to 'Make 'Related '.A:rneridmerits 'to 
'other'ACts. First Session, Th.i.rq-second Par1iaJl'eI1.t, 1980. 

canada. Parlia:m:mt. House of Camons. BillC-42: An Act to 
Establish the 'canada Post corporation, to Repeal the Post Office 
Act and 'other 'Related Acts 'and to Make Related Amendments to 
Other Acts (As Amended and Reported December 19, 1980 by the 
Standing Carmittee on Miscellaneous Estilnates). First Session, 
Thirty-Second Parliament, 1980-81. 

canada. Parliarrent. House of Carcm:ms. Bill C-42: An Act to 
Establish the Canada Post COrporation, to Repeal the Post Office 
Act and Other Related Acts and to Make 'Related Amendments to 
other ACts (As Passed by the House of Cc:m:m:>ns April 14, 1981). 
First Session, Thirty-Second Parliament, 1980-81. 

canada. Post Office Act. 1973 (and amendrrents, 1979). 

Canada. Public Service Staff Relations Act. 1966-67 (and amendments, 
1977) • 

canada. Canada Labour Code. 1966-67 (and amendrrents, 1978). 

canada, Iabour. Strikes and Lockouts in canada. ottawa: Econamcs 
and Research Branch, 1967-1979. 

COPW tocuments 

Accidents and Injuries: Backgrounder No.6, May 1981. 

Address by the National President of the canadian Union of Postal 
Workers to the canadian Postal Users' Conference, 1978, in Toronto, 
Ontario, September 25, 1978. 

Automation and Postal Workers (date IOf document unknown). 

The crown Corporation (a Special Tabloid) • 

ClJ.l?W', December 1979, September 1979, October 1979, January 1981. 

Letter frcm G. Bickerton (Research Officer) to J.C. Parrot, April 
18, 1979. 

Night Work: Backgrounder No.4, April 1981. 

Noise: Backgrounder No.5, April 1981. 
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postal 'Workers Struggle 'COntinues {sUpplement to the'~ newspaper}. 

RedUced WorkiIigTime: 'BackgrotiIiCierNb. 2, March 1981. 

SUbmission by 'the 'canadian 'Union 'of 'Postal 'Workers 'to 'the Conciliation 
Board Established in View 'of 't:heRen.ewal 'of the 'COllective 
Agreemsrtt 'Between 'the 'ca.rtadiart 'Union 'of Postal Workers to the 
Treasury Board; AprillO; '1978. 

A Contract for Postal Workers: Ne:gotiations 80, March 26, 1980. 

Newspapers 

The Financial Post (Toronto), Fall 1977~ March 8, 1980 (Section S) • 

The Financial T.mes of Canada (Toronto), June 30, 1980, September 8, 
22,1980, October 20,1980 (advertisement, p. 37), December 1, 
1980. April 20, 1981, June 22, 1981, July 20, 1981. 

The Globe & Mail (Toronto), February 13, 1980, March 17, 1980, 
September 9, 15, 23, 29, 1980, October 8, 10, 13, 1980, November 
29,1980.' October 17,1981. 

The Montreal Star, March 4, 1972. 

The Gazette (r.'bntrear), April 18, 1981. 

The Spectator (Hamilton), July 18, 1980, September 23, 1980. 
February 18, 1981, August 15, 1981, october 17, 1981. 

The Toronto Star, September 24, 1980, October 29, 1980, December 
10, 1980. 

The Toronto Sun, November 21, 1978. 

Interviews 

G. Bickerton, CUPW Research Officer , private interviews, Ottawa I 
Ontario, August 25 - 29, 1980; and various telephone interviews 
between September 1980 - october 1981. 

L. Birch, Marketing Director, Puro1atX)r Limited, telephone interview, 
Toronto, Ontario, April 21, 1981. 

M. Duquette, Toronto South Central Mail Handler , private interview, 
Toronto, Ontario, July 11, 1981. 



R. Ferguson, ;priority Post .Marketing Representative, '!:elephone 
iriterView, Hamilton, Ontario, J\me 23, 1981. 

P. Heffernan, Chief Steward, '!bronto South Central, private 
interview, '!bronto, Ontario, April 6, 1981. 
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D • Mulvihill, Director of Personnel, Ontario Postal Region, inter
view with a group of Post Office administrators, '!bronto, 
Ontario, November 3, 1980. 

J. Pallo, Training Officer, Hamilton Post Office, private interviews, 
Hamilton, Ontario, April 7, 1981; June 23, 1981. 

J .C. Parrot, President, the Canadian Union of Postal WOrkers, 
private interview, ottawa, Ontario, June 13, 1981. 

C. Whittaker, General Supervisor, Gateway MPP, private intaview, 
november 25, 1980. 

Other Pub1icationsjDocur:nents/Reports 

Brief OUtline on 'The Letter Carrier's Union of canada' (prepared 
by C. Nelson, General vice-President, LCOC), March 16, 1981. 

CI.C and Postal Unions Respond to the Marin Report (a CI.C Press 
Release), March 19, 1981. 

Hail, F.ai1, the Mails in There, What the Hell Do We Care, What the 
Hell Do We 'care (unpublished coursepaper) by Michael Duquette, 
Ryerson Po1ytechnical Institute, April 1980. 

Introducing Inte1post: Satellite Document Transmission (a Post 
Office brochure). 

Letter fran J.E. Aiken, Director, Met.ro Toronto Processing Plants, 
Ontario Postal Region, to All Plant Managers Regarding Accident 
Prevention, June 11, 1980. 

Letter fran M. LaFramboise (a SC supavisor) to J.D. Hawes, 
Superintendent (No.1 Shift, SC-LPP), June 18, 1980. 

Letter fran C. Rose, Manager (Staff Relations) Western Postal Region 
to the Director, Staff Relations, ottawa, Ontario, August 22, 1975, 
p. 2. 

Postal Mechariizatian and Its Positive Inq;?act on SerVices (text of 
an address by Mr. J .A.H. Mackay, Deputy Postmaster General, to 
the Federal Institute of Management, at Toronto), Janua:ry 31, 
1973. 
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Telepost (a :post Post Office brochurei) • 

Telepost'Rates (a Post Office rate 'flyer~). 

W.in.d!:M cntheccmrn.triicationswcrld (a CN'CP brochure) • 

Word processing (a management dOCUIllel1t published for industry 
distribution; prepared by W.A. Kleiinschrod), New York,' 1974) • 


